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OCTOBER 1987
We think this particular issue of *Modern Drummer* may be one of the most exciting issues of 1987. Included here is the long-awaited results of the Neil Peart drum solo contest, the debut of *MD*’s all-new Drum Trivia Contest, and a Sound Supplement by Dave Weckl guaranteed to knock your socks off!

The Neil Peart contest was first introduced in March of this year. Contestants were required to submit a two-minute drum solo performance on cassette tape. Any style of drumming was acceptable. Neil based his winning selections on originality, technique, structure, imagination, and musicality. The winners have each been awarded one of Neil’s drumsets, which were actually used on concert tours and on recordings Neil has made with Rush. It was not surprising that the response to this contest was overwhelming.

Tapes began pouring into our office back in the early spring, when we began the initial screening process. The finalists, determined by a screening committee of *MD* drummer/editors, were then forwarded to Neil for his selection of the winners—not an easy task for sure. Well, Neil has chosen the winners, and the valuable prizes are on their way to these fine young drummers. You’ll find it all on page 36 of this issue. Our congratulations to the talented winners.

No sooner does one contest end than another begins. Information on *MD*’s brand-new Drum Trivia Contest can be found on page 40. All you need to do to enter is answer a simple trivia question, and mail us that answer on a postcard with your name, address, and phone number. The first entry drawn at random with the correct answer will be the winner of that month’s prize. We’ve recruited a number of participating manufacturers, each of whom will be offering some really great equipment as prizes. Our first Drum Trivia contest prize is a Tama Swingstar drumset, so be sure to enter.

As I’ve mentioned before, the response to *MD*’s Sound Supplements has been most satisfying. Apparently, a large number of readers are learning a great deal from this recorded material by leading drum artists. My thanks to all who’ve written to tell us how much you’ve enjoyed the Sound Supplements.

This month, *MD* poll winner Dave Weckl has prepared a dynamic Sound Supplement, with a drum chart and the added opportunity to experiment with your own ideas. We think you’ll find this one particularly enjoyable. Special thanks to Dave for sharing his talent and making this material available for all *Modern Drummer* readers.
Thommy Price... the strongest 2 and 4 Thommy Price... Thommy’s drums... in rock and roll... Thommy’s drums that Premier Resonator... bass drums that shake the stage... toms that pound like a heartbeat... and a snare that cuts like broken glass... at your Premier dealer.

PREMIER

PREMIER PERCUSSION USA, INC. • 1704 Taylors Lane • Cinnaminson, NJ 08077 • (609) 786-1155
MARK CRANEY SUPPORT FUND
As we went to press for this issue, we were informed that drummer Mark Craney was seriously ill, suffering from kidney failure as a result of diabetes. We understand that Mark requires a kidney transplant in order to have any positive hope for recovery. A group of Mark’s friends, led by Gregg Bissonette and Myron Grombacher, have established a support fund to help offset the tremendous cost of such a procedure. A benefit clinic/concert was held in Los Angeles on July 19 to help establish the fund.
Mark is an outstanding player whose talents have been heard with such diverse artists as Jethro Tull, Gino Vanelli, Jean-Luc Ponty, Headpins, Jeff Beck, and Tower of Power. The June 1983 issue of *Modern Drummer* included a feature interview with Mark.
Individuals wishing to help a highly talented fellow drummer to overcome tremendous difficulty may do so by sending a contribution to the Mark Craney Fund, c/o Haber Corporation, 16255 Ventura Blvd., Suite 401, Encino CA 91436.

HELPFUL HINTS
I am writing in response to R.A.’s letter in July’s *It’s Questionable*. He asked you to suggest a solution to the pain he was experiencing in his left hand. I’m a 17-year-old hard rock/heavy metal drummer, and I had to deal with similar pain on two separate occasions. I’d like to offer some suggestions.

When I was 11 or 12 years old, I described the pain to my doctor. He decided that I was gripping the stick too tightly. I realized that this was a compensa-

drums, but I am sure the results would be similar. Maybe this is an old idea. I’d be interested in knowing whether others have tried it and would back up my theory that you get a better sound without significant loss of volume. Also, the desired sound is infinitely adjustable.

M. Masters
St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands

ULANO’S SQUARE STIK
[In reference to the information on Pro-Mark’s Quatro drumsticks presented in Rick Van Horn’s article, “Different Drumsticks,” in the July 1987 issue of *MD*] on page 27 of the November issue of *Drum Files*, [the newsletter I] published 27 years ago, you'll find documented proof that I am the creator of Square Stik square drumsticks. I still have some of the sticks, as does John Cappella, whose company made them for me. If I sound like I’m angry at Pro-Mark and Herb Brochstein, I am sure the results would be similar. Maybe this is an old idea. I’d be interested in knowing whether others have tried it and would back up my theory that you get a better sound without significant loss of volume. Also, the desired sound is infinitely adjustable.

M. Masters
St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands
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Getting that "big live" sound on tape that so many of today's top recording artists and producers are looking for is no easy task. It requires talent, expertise, and patience, not to mention the right equipment and knowing what to do with it.

It's a job that Tony Thompson knows well. He's built both a reputation and a career around it... with artists such as David Bowie, Madonna, Robert Palmer, The Power Station, Bernard Edwards and Nile Rodgers calling on him almost daily to lend his unique abilities to their musical efforts. Needless to say, we were honored to learn that Tony had chosen Tama's Artstar II for use both in the studio and on the road. Honored, but not surprised. The razor sharp attack and overall warmth and resonance offered by Artstar II's hardened Canadian Maple shells make them the ideal drum for recording or live use.
Elvin Jones began residence in the southern Japanese city of Nagasaki. Accompanied by his wife, Keiko, who was born on the same island where Nagasaki is located, Jones made the announcement to the astonished local and national media that he was there to establish an international school of jazz.

As the news got around during the winter months and the local government realized they had someone special in their midst, Jones began appearing in the newspapers, on TV talk shows, and in interviews in several magazines—always with his wife at his side, interpreting and elaborating upon their plans. Frequently, the questions were the same, beginning with, "...but why Nagasaki? Why not someplace more centrally located and more cosmopolitan, like Tokyo or Osaka?" He usually answered with a statement about his love for the city: "To me, this is one of the most beautiful cities I've ever seen. It's so inspiring to get up in the morning and see the sunlight shining on the sea, and the mountains all green right beside it, and the fishing boats so white in the harbor. An artist needs an environment like this to be creative, and that's one reason why we want the institute to be here."

But there are other, deeper reasons as well. In a conversation we had before the Jazz Machine played at Nagasaki's 1985 International Peace Concert, it was obvious how deeply he'd thought about the city. "I can't even imagine how significant it is to play music for peace in this city. I feel it's part of something that is truly wonderful and historic. Ever since my wife started educating me about what went down here during the war, I've been tremendously impressed by the courage of the people. And it's such a lovely place; it's hard to imagine now how people must have suffered."

Jones feels that the international appeal of Nagasaki as a location, coupled with the current interest in all things coming out of Japan, will attract a large number of students. He especially believes his loyal following in Europe will help the news get around. "I've always seemed to have a lot of fans in Europe, so we think that they'll be supportive of what we're trying to do."

What he's trying to do is somewhat revolutionary as far as music institutes go. Not only will solid playing, theory, and performance be stressed, but other disciplines of a nonmusical nature will also be a part of the curriculum. Jones' contacts in Japan give him a number of gifted individuals who are willing to instruct others in areas such as akido, karate, archery, tea ceremony, Zen meditation, and other Japanese pursuits that require a focusing of will that, in turn, influences a musician's ability to concentrate and create. He says with a smile, "We mean to be a little different in our approach so that we can make a huge difference musically."

As Jones said in an interview broadcast nationally, "I know it's going to take a lot of work, money, and most of all, assistance from interested individuals. But anything worth doing is like that. God gave us this marvelous instrument of communication—music—and I believe that it'll be able to guide us and make things happen."

—John Nelson

A lot of things have been happening for Joe Franco since his MD feature in August 1986. At that time, he was working with Atlantic recording artist Fiona. That situation ended when Fiona decided to pursue an acting career. According to Joe, "After spending months working on her second album, it was a big disappointment for me to have her change directions to make movies."

Joe wasn't idle long. Dee Snider from Twisted Sister called and asked him to join the band. "I've known the guys in Twisted for over ten years," says Joe. "Dee used to call me whenever they needed a drummer, and I would recommend someone; this was before they became successful. This time when Dee called, he didn't want me to recommend someone; he wanted me. It's so comfortable for me to play with these guys. We all get along well. In fact, Twisted used to open for my old band, The Good Rats, back in the early days, so we go way back."

Joe immediately went into the studio with Twisted Sister to start work on the next album. "After we had worked on the tunes, we had trouble finding the right producer. Finally, Atlantic called and said that Beau Hill was available, and if we wanted to work with him, they could have the album out by mid-summer. It's funny, because after I joined the band, we didn't start recording right away. We got the tunes together and then had to wait a while. During that time off, I did a couple of outside album projects. And once we got Beau in to produce, we finished the album in about three weeks!"

Twisted Sister is planning a major tour to support the album. "The guys in the band are very excited about being on the road. They haven't been out for almost two years, and they can't wait," Joe's also excited about the drumkit he will be using. "My Premier kit will be my usual setup with a couple of suspended floor toms mounted overhead for some visual effect. Oh, and by the way, they're hot pink!"

With all of this going on, you would think that Joe wouldn't have time for anything else. However, he has been giving clinics now and then, and he hopes to do more. Also, he has another drum book on the drawing board to follow up his successful Double Bass Drumming. In addition to this, Joe has been involved in designing a new sequencer program called MIDI-Paint, which is designed to relate to drummers' needs, as well as the needs of other musicians.

Last spring, before the Twisted Sister album was finished, Joe went out on a mini tour with Leslie West. Through this association with Leslie, Joe was asked to join the house band for New York radio personality Howard Stern's new television show. Leslie is the music director, and according to Joe, the show is a cross between the David Letterman show and Saturday Night Live. "Leslie doesn't like to rehearse. In fact, when we did his tour, we didn't rehearse once! We got on stage and just played. The Stern show is the same way. It's spontaneous, although it can be nerve-racking." Joe will keep doing the show when Twisted Sister's schedule allows.

—William F. Miller
After twenty-five years, LP’s best research is still done in night clubs, dance halls and recording studios. If it doesn’t exist, we invent it. LP owns twelve patents. Recent product improvements reflect this.

When the Pros Speak, We Listen

Our all-new exclusive Comfort Curve™ conga and bongo rims remove the ‘ouch’ from playing, with smooth rounded edges on the strongest counterhoop ever made.

LP’s conga shells, both wood and fiberglass, are steel-reinforced. Our distinctive heart-shaped side plates, attached using stylish flush fasteners, are extra heavy for added strength.

Rawhide heads, the drums’ single most important component, are all hand picked for sound by thickness and pliability.

We now pre-drill all congás for double conga stands, not just at one location but at two, so the drums can be set-up to the drummer’s exact playing requirements.

All of the LP conga stands have been significantly improved. The Double Conga Stand (LP290B) is now chrome plated and has sure-grip pin-locking height adjustment. The Super Conga Stand (LP278B) has been upgraded so that it functions well without a stiffener kit, although we still offer one for those who want it. The Collapsible Cradle® Conga Stand (LP635) now has improved shell grippers* to hold the drum more securely.

A Catalog of Support

LP is total support. You are backed by the industry’s most diverse selection of percussion instruments and accessories available in the world. Our full color catalog contains 40 pages of trend-setting products for the complete percussionist.

Send for Free ‘How We Care’ fact sheet
For a copy of the LP catalog, send $3.00 to:
LATIN PERCUSSION, INC. 160 Belmont Ave., Dept. 479, Garfield, NJ 07026 USA

Trust the Leader™

*Available Fall '87
After five years with Pat Metheny, Paul Wertico is enjoying the situation more than ever. "The vibes with Pat are so good," he says. "The band unity is great, and even the way the business is going feels good. There’s a real strong sense of everybody being into it.”

The latest album, Still Life (Talking) on Geffen Records, is Wertico’s favorite to date. "For one thing, I’m really happy with my playing. First Circle was good, but this is way beyond that. There’s a merging of technology in that there’s a lot of new electronics, but Pat is also playing the Gibson hollow-body guitar he’s famous for. The record was recorded digitally, and there was a lot of thought and production behind it. It’s almost like a pop record production, but there’s still a lot of blowing on it, which is really cool. And Pat, Lyle [Mays], Steve [Rodby], and I were all there for the whole thing, including the mix. Pat let us have a lot of input.”

There are seven people in the band currently. ("We look like a small baseball team when we take a picture," Wertico laughs.) The two new vocalists are David Blamines and Mark Ledford, and the other new member is percussionist Armando Marcal, from Brazil. "He’s a great cat and an incredible percussionist," Paul says. "Not only is his Brazilian stuff fantastic, but he also plays great congas and timbales. He’s got a lot of fire and great time. When we did the record, he was able to come up with great parts. Because of all his studio experience, he was able to quickly get the sound right, and he knew what parts to layer on top of each other. Working with a percussionist allows me to let somebody else do a lot more fills and stuff. There are times when I’ll just leave spaces for him.”

Currently, you can see Wertico on a Stateside tour before the Metheny Group goes to Japan and South America. You can also check out Paul on his new two-hour drum video called Fine Tuning In Performance, put out by M&K Productions.

—Robyn Flans

Jeff Boggis is proof that Nashville isn’t just country music. The trio of which he is a member, In Pursuit, records rock records for MTM Records, and the group has managed to make a little national noise. "The misconception that Nashville only has country music is coming to an end," Jeff asserts. "Technological-wise, you need a good room, a tape machine, and a good console. Equipment is equipment. Basically, it’s a matter of having good music and a good producer. You can do that in Nashville or Hoboken.”

In Pursuit’s current album, Standing In The Shadow, was produced by Steve Churchyard, whose credits include the Pretenders’ Learning To Crawl LP. "We set up a PA behind the room we cut drums in, which was an interesting way to cut. We spent a lot of time getting the drums to sound as good on their own as we could. The arrangements came out of rehearsals usually. ‘Let’s do this. Let’s throw this in there. Let’s chop the bridge in half.’ The writing is shared by the other two members, and I have no hand in it, but as far as arrangement goes, I get to throw in my two cents. It’s a real nice working relationship. “Playing in a trio gives me a lot of room. Essentially, I’ve got enough rope to hang myself, because it would be really easy to fill up every space that’s available. I’ve learned certain things from trios I’ve listened to, like the Police. Stewart Copeland played so sparse. The more you listen to it, the more you realize that it’s the space that makes the track sound so big. That’s my approach: Less is more. I do whatever it takes to propel the songs because people don’t come to watch me; they come to hear the songs.”

About opening on recent tours for such acts as A-ha and Pseudo Echo, Jeff laughs, "You go out and try to give the main act as much of a run for their money as you can. All the odds are against you. ‘You have limited space, limited monitor systems, limited lighting, and a limited soundcheck. But it’s a real valuable experience, because if you can get the show to fly well under those circumstances, it prepares you for anything.’ —Robyn Flans

Mike Barsimanto recently did some gigs with Billy Preston, as well as recording the soundtrack Findings and performing in the film with Bill Champlin. He is also in the process of recording his own material. Alvinio Bennett also did some recent gigs with Billy Preston. Gregg Bissonette is working on the next David Lee Roth LP, and check out the new Pat Kelly album, Brandon Fields’ The Other Side Of The Story, and Grant Geisserman’s Drinkin’ From The Money River, three recent fusion jazz releases. Mike Baird has recently been working with Martha Davis for the film Surrender, in addition to Rick Springfield’s upcoming release. Stu Nevis is in the studio with Shadowfax. Jerry Angel recently completed a Brian Setzer album. Ray Brinker recently cut a new album with Maynard Ferguson and is currently on tour with him. Jonathan Vallon has been playing on Andy Taylor’s tour. Simon Kirke has been touring with Bad Company. Eddie Bayers has been working on projects by Patty Loveless, Randy Travis, Rosanne Cash, Marie Osmond, Tammy Wynette, Barbara Mandrell, Susan Bogguss, the Juuds, Dan Seals, Troy Seals, Lynn Anderson, Kenny Rogers, Alabama, Billy Montana & The Longshots, Sweethearts of the Rodeo, Pake McIntire, Michael Johnson, Waylon Jennings, and the New Grass Revival, as well as producing the group Breathless. Bud Harner is on the new Uncle Festive album released this month, and he has also been in the studio with Barry Manilow. Sandy Gennaro in a fun change of pace is working the summer-fall tour with the Monkees. Aynsley Dunbar is on the current Whitesnake LP, while Tommy Aldridge is doing the live dates. Tris Imboden is on Al Jarreau’s upcoming release. Tris also recorded with Legal Aliens and is on the Secret Of My Success soundtrack. Warren White, who moved back to Dallas over a year ago, is leading an original funk/fusion band called Infinity. The group recently recorded its second album. Keith Knudson and Chet McCracken did recent Doobie Brothers reunion benefit concerts for the Vietnam Veterans Aid Foundation. Mike Stobie recently subbed with the Denver Broncos Big Band. He also recently backed such acts coming through Denver as Freddy Fender, the Coasters, Little Anthony, Leslie Gore, and the Smothers Brothers. Randy Castillo in the studio with Ozzy Osborne.

Doug Huffman is providing drums and background vocals on Boston’s tour, and drummer Jim Masdea is sitting in on selected songs throughout the show. Johnny “Vatos” Hernandez is on tour with Onigo Boingo. Mike Radosky on Randy Mathews and Buddy Green projects, and on the road with Tom Kimmel. Pat Mclnerney on the road with Schuyler, Knobloch & Bickhardt. Dave Calarco on Nick Brignola’s recently released live album, as well as doing live dates with him. Calarco also has his own group called Jazz Caucus and is doing some clinics. Michael Thomas doing dates with A. J. Masters.

—Robyn Flans
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Q. I greatly enjoyed your interview in the May 1987 issue. However, I was a little disappointed that more emphasis wasn't put on your formative years in regard to practicing. I'm sure many drummers would be interested, as am I, in how you approached practicing on a daily basis. What kind of routine, if any, did you follow to get from point A to point B? I'm sure you have some definite views about practicing—especially on how to get the most out of it. Would you share those views?

Joe Cardello
New York NY

A. What I did in my formative years was to practice as much as I could. I was the type of person who never got tired of practicing. It wasn't like a chore; I really enjoyed it. I went to a few local teachers for lessons where I grew up, and I also watched other people. I bought a lot of drum books, met a lot of other drummers, and shared a lot of views. When I saw people who had good technique, I'd ask them questions and watch them very closely. I also practiced on a pad, standing up, in front of a mirror. I really tried hard to do what I thought was right, based on the books I bought and the views of those other people that I talked to.

When I got a drumset, I practiced a lot on that, doing what felt right to me. In the summers, when school was out, I'd practice eight hours a day in the attic. I let my imagination go and did a lot of different things. I would play in different time signatures, and I'd practice the rudiments. My routine would include everything. I really put a lot of emphasis on the rudiments when I was 14 or so, and still do. I never felt like I was giving anything up to do my drumming. Whatever else I wanted to do, I did—when I wanted to do it. But if I wasn't doing that, I was practicing the drums—so you can see where most of my time went. By the time I was 14, I'd had 14 years to play baseball, and I'd had enough. When I found the drums, it was, "Hey, I'd rather do this!" I knew that drumming was what I wanted to do, and I definitely wanted to be good at it. When you are that serious about something, you don't feel like you're sacrificing other things in order to do it; you don't want to do any other things. My feeling is that, if little Johnny wants to play the drums, and play baseball, and date girls, and do other things, then he should do all those things. However, if he really wanted the drums and determined how much time the drums get, a young drummer will determine his or her own priorities, and those priorities will determine how much time and attention are devoted to the drums.

As I got older, the practicing I did was basically what I still like to do today. I like to incorporate every element of drumming ultimately into my drumset playing. I started out on a semi-pro kit, more or less by ear. But when I was taking lessons, I was really snare drum oriented. So if I was working rudiments on the snare drum behind the drumset, I'd eventually find a way to work my feet into the exercises. I tried to develop an all-around approach to my practicing. Later on, I got into routines where I'd start out by warming up on a pad or just a snare drum for an hour or so before ever hitting the drumset. I'll still do that today, sometimes.

I enjoy practicing and playing. The only time that I want to get away from the drums today is if I've been working too much. And it's not the drums I want to get away from; it's the work. If I've been working insane hours, then I look forward to a break. But it's the work, not the drums, that I take a break from. I still try to practice as much as possible every day.

Q. During your tour with Steve Morse, in the spring of 1986, I got a chance to hear you in Dallas. Your playing was sensational. I'd like to know how you got the snare sound on your MD Sound Supplement, "Spicing Up Beats." It really has a great "snap" to it. Also, will you be touring again soon?

Steve Froese
Sherman TX

A. First, thanks for the great compliments. I recorded the Sound Supplement over a year ago, so it's a bit hard for me to remember exactly how the snare sound was achieved. I believe, however, that a lot of it had to do with the microphones we used. I think the snare mic was one that the studio owner designed himself. If you contact Tom Wright, of Cheshire Sound Studios, in Atlanta, Georgia, you can get more information on his Wright microphones.

The snare drum itself was a Premier wood-shell model—probably six inches deep. It wasn't the special model with the hole in the side; it was a standard type of drum. The head was most likely a coated Ambassador, with just the slightest amount of dampening. I generally tune my heads just to get out any ripples in them—not too high or too low. There was no special processing or electronic enhancement on the drum at all, other than a little bit of standard studio reverb. It was basically just drum.

I'm afraid I don't really know about any future touring plans. However, by the time you read this, the next Steve Morse Band album should be out, and I'll be on that.
When sounds and looks are everything.

Onstage, Tommy Lee and Bobby Blotzer want just the right sound... and they get it from Paiste. Offstage, they want just the right look... and they get that from Paiste too, with Paiste Signature Gear! Get yours today at your local authorized Paiste Dealer or use the convenient order form below. Paiste... The Sounds. The Look. The Guys. The Gear.

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Paiste Gear Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swiss Army Knife 3000/Red</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiss Army Knife 2000/Blue</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiss Army Knife 1000/Green</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-86 Commemorative</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Ring</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embroidered Baseball Cap</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rude Muscle Shirt Small</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rude Muscle Shirt Medium</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rude Muscle Shirt Large</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cymbal Brace Brass</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ColorSound Cymbal Brace Red</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ColorSound Cymbal Brace Black</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ColorSound Cymbal Brace Turquoise</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Christmas Poster of Tommy Lee and Bobby Blotzer (photo above)</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enter total amount purchased: $.___ __
Add $2.00 for shipping & handling: $2.00
California residents add 6% sales tax: $.___ __
Total Amount Enclosed: $.___ __

PaisTe tomorrow's sounds today

RUDE T-Shirt
RUDE Watch
PAISTE Cap
Pen & Key Ring
Paiste Tour Jacket
Paiste knives (3)

Paiste Gear Sales Address:
PaisTete America Inc., 460 Atlas Street, Brea, CA 92621. Allow four to six weeks for delivery.

Please make check or money order payable to: Paiste America Inc., 460 Atlas Street, Brea, CA 92621. Allow four to six weeks for delivery.

Shipping Information: NAME: ___________________________ ADDRESS: ___________________________ CITY: ___________________________ ZIP CODE: ______ PHONE: ______

APT: ______ STATE: ______
Q. I own a new set of Gretsch drums that came from the factory with the RIMS system installed. I am considering buying fibre cases for the drums. Since the RIMS make the mounting hardware protrude so much more, would I need a larger case than the corresponding size in the case catalog to accommodate the RIMS and hardware? I realize I could remove the RIMS in order to put the drums in the cases, but I would also have to remove the heads every time I store or move the drums. In addition, I would have to retune the heads every time, and would probably have to buy heads more often due to increased head fatigue. Could you help me?

R.A. Livermore CA

A. You certainly do not need to remove your RIMS mounts each time you wish to case your drums. You should be able to buy cases that will accommodate the drums with the RIMS in place. The size of case to buy for each drum depends on the brand and design of the case. Cases that are entirely round, or that are mostly round with just a small flatted area on the bottom, generally will not accept drums fitted with RIMS in the size corresponding to that of the drum. You would have to go to a case one size larger for each drum. In otherwords, use a 13" case for a 12" drum, a 15" case for a 14" drum, etc.

Cases that have more of a semicircular shape—those with a larger flariat area on the bottom—generally have enough space in the "corners" to accommodate the RIMS brackets. Consequently, the normal size case will usually work for each drum. The exception to this might be foam-lined cases; the foam may snap on the RIMS brackets. Again, the solution to this problem would be using a case one size larger than calledfor by the drum.

In any event, the best way to avoid problems is to take a drum to a music store and try it out in the various cases offered for sale. If you don't have that opportunity, contact the manufacturers of the cases you are interested in, and ask them about case sizes for drums with RIMS. The use of RIMS is quite common now, and most case manufacturers will be able to tell you what size case you'll need for any given drum.

Q. I recently purchased a brand-new set of Tama Superstar drums. I am extremely happy with the sound. However, while cleaning the drums, I noticed that the chrome on the lugs is beginning to bubble. I feel that this is very premature, considering that I've only taken the drums out of my house about three times. Can you tell me who I could get in touch with at Tama to explain my problem? And is there anything I can do to stop it?

P.C. Spring Lake NJ

A. We spoke to Tama's National Sales Manager, Joe Hibbs, regarding your problem. He agrees that it is most unusual for the chrome on a new kit to show such bubbling as you describe. He requests that you contact him directly, referencing your correspondence with us, so that he can discuss the problem further with you. You may reach Joe at Hoshino USA, 1716 Winchester Road, Bensalem, PA 19020, or by calling (215) 638-8670.

Q. After hearing and seeing Omar Hakim perform in Sting's band, I've become very interested in him. His style is classy, smooth, and stick that can suit virtually any hand size. But all this requires is a kit setup that can facilitate this wider arc to make your playing smooth and comfortable. You might need to sit a bit higher than you sit on it, you should get a final measurement of 12" or less from the floor to the bottom of your backside. If you sit any lower than that, we'd like to know how you see over your bass drum!

Q. I have been playing drums for ten years. I was nine years old when I started. Over the past few years, I've grown to be 6' 7" tall. I have very long arms and very large hands. I was told by my latest drum teacher that I was at a disadvantage in playing drums because of my large hands and long arms and legs. (I believed him only because he plays so very well and has taught some very impressive drummers of our time.) My question is: Is what he says true? And, if so, why am I at a disadvantage to drummers who are smaller?

A. A. Montebello CA

A. We can see no particular reason why your size should place you at any disadvantage when drumming. It's true that longer limbs can call for a wider arc of movement around the kit, which might be considered a problem by some players. But all this requires is a kit setup that can facilitate this wider arc to make your playing smooth and comfortable. You might need to sit a bit higher than some other players in order to reach your pedals comfortably, but this, too, is simply a matter of adjusting your drum seat appropriately. Your large hands should be no problem, since there are sticks that can suit virtually any hand size.

Many successful drummers are quite tall, and many have large hands. Notable tall drummers include Omar Hakim, Tommy Campbell, Gerry Brown, Michael DeRosier, Dom Faruolo, and Mick Fleetwood.

Q. In the May issue of MD, you mentioned the University of Miami as a good school to attend to learn the art of playing the drumset. Could you provide more information on this school?

M.N. Central Point OR

A. You can obtain detailed information about the school, the music program, admission requirements, etc., by writing directly to the Admissions Office, University of Miami, P.O. Box 248165, Coral Gables, Florida 33124.
Sometimes it's not enough to have the best drums available. But when you also have the most popular drummers playing them ... you've got a great combination.
GETTING THERE. Music isn't just beats and rhythm patterns. Playing drums is more than notes on a page. It's capturing the feeling inside of the music.

You've got to get to that music inside you. Your drums help define the process, the search. That's why Yamaha System Drums are "Drummer Designed." They give back what you put into them.
As I walked into the studio where Narada Michael Walden was going to be photographed for MD, his publicist ran up to me. "Do you by any chance have a pair of drumsticks with you?" she asked. As I opened my briefcase to see, she explained that Pearl had sent over a drumkit, Paiste had delivered the cymbals, a gong had been rented from Carroll Sound, and Narada himself had ordered fresh flowers. But no drumsticks.

OCTOBER 1987
Although I often do have a pair of sticks rolling around in my briefcase, on this particular day I didn’t. This studio was many blocks away from Manhattan’s 48th Street music stores, so I decided to call Danny Gottlieb, who happened to live nearby, to see if he could lend us a pair of sticks. Danny was not only happy to help out, but he even said that he would bring them over, as he hadn’t seen too much of Narada since many years before when they had both attended school in Miami.

A few moments later, Walden arrived, and he was delighted to hear that Danny was on his way over. When Gottlieb showed up a few minutes later, the two drummers embraced and began talking about John McLaughlin; Narada had worked with him several years ago, while Danny had just returned from a tour with McLaughlin.

Sticks in hand, Walden sat down behind the drumset so that the photo session could begin. But Narada had no intention of just sitting there; he wanted to play, and he invited Danny to grab an extra tom-tom that was sitting on the side and play with him. And for the next 20 minutes, everyone in the studio was treated to what can only be called a “spirited” exchange. They played loud; they played soft. They played slow; they played fast. They played grooves; they played free. Sometimes they looked at each other and smiled, but most of the time, they had their eyes closed while the drums had a conversation. At one point, the photographer’s assistant approached Narada to wipe the sweat from his face, but Walden wouldn’t let him. “No man, sweat’s cool; sweat’s real.”

For me, watching Walden wailing on the drumset answered a big question that I’d had when preparing for the interview: Did he still have his chops? Granted, chops are not everything, and there is nothing wrong with the in-the-pocket grooves on the recent Whitney Houston and Aretha Franklin albums that I had been listening to. But I couldn’t help remembering the first time that I heard Walden on the Mahavishnu Orchestra’s Apocalypse album in the early ’70s. Here was a guy who had never even been on a record before, and suddenly he had replaced Billy Cobham, who was definitely the hot drummer at that point. Walden quickly proved that he deserved to be in that band.

Over the next couple of years, it seemed that Narada was going to take his place alongside the prominent fusion drummers of the day: Cobham, Lenny White, Alphonse Mouzon. But then he began putting out his own albums of what he called “good dance music” and what most people called “disco.” The emphasis seemed to be on his vocals rather than his drumming, and while he might have made some new fans, he lost a lot of people who had admired his work with Mahavishnu.

And then, in 1980, Walden produced a record for Stacy Lattisaw, which included the number-one hit “Love On A Two-Way Street.” He continued to prove himself as a producer with such artists as Whitney Houston and Aretha Franklin, with the result that he won Billboard magazine’s Producer Of The Year Award in 1986.

But what about his drumming? I was somewhat relieved to hear that he played on almost everything he produced, and his publicist told me that Narada was much more excited about the prospect of an interview in Modern Drummer than he was about an upcoming appearance on Entertainment Tonight, but I still had reservations. His official bio lists him as “world-class drummer, keyboardist, singer, composer, and performer...seasoned arranger and award-winning record producer.” It’s not that I regard drumming as more important than those other things; it’s just that, since this
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happens to be a drumming magazine, I’d like to know that the people I’m writing about still have strong feelings about drumming.

If the sounds coming out of Narada’s drumset hadn’t convinced me that he is still in love with drumming, then the expression on his face would have. The man was in heaven. After he and Danny had worn each other out, Narada sat smiling. “Oh man,” he said, “I haven’t played like that in a while.” Gottlieb was equally enthused. “I was throwing some stuff at him that I learned from John McLaughlin,” Danny said, “and he was giving it right back to me. The guy’s still a killer.” Danny asked if I’d mind if he stayed while I did the interview, and I told him I wouldn’t mind at all. Afterwards, as we walked out together, I thanked Danny for coming to our rescue with the drumsticks. “No man,” Danny said, “I want to thank you for calling me. Being around Narada is such an inspiration.”

RM: Pretend for a moment that you’re not you. If you were to listen to the Apocalypse album by the Mahavishnu Orchestra, followed by the most recent Aretha Franklin album, do you think that you’d be able to tell that it was the same drummer on both records?

NMW: No and yes. No because the styles are very different. On Apocalypse, I had free rein to express everything. Yet there are sections of straight grooving in there, too, so that’s why I would also say yes. But I can see how a lot of people wouldn’t think it was the same guy.

Until I went with Mahavishnu, I had always played pop and rock music. Joining Mahavishnu was my break. I idolized John McLaughlin for what he stood for and the music he played. I learned how to play in five, seven, nine, and all of those odd signatures, because that’s what he needed. It’s the same in the pop world. If you’re going to play with Aretha Franklin, then you have to give her what she needs, as opposed to going in there saying, “Okay, I’m a bad cat. Dig this.”

RM: When you are playing on a straight pop record, what kind of discipline does it take not to use all of the technique you have? Are you ever tempted to throw in a hot lick someplace?

NMW: Oh definitely. All drummers love to just whack it and jam. But after you make a lot of records, you start to let the music dictate what it needs. As I grow older, I find myself trying to use a little wisdom so that it’s not like my show all of the time, but when something is needed, I can supply it. I was lucky enough to be exposed to good people. I was raised in Kalamazoo, Michigan, which is not far from Detroit, and a big hero of mine was Benny Benjamin. If you listen to all of the great Motown records, he was always playing fills, but he was grooving so strong that it all meshed. I think that’s the magic. As long as it’s grooving and the spirit is there, it all comes together. But at the same time, I make a conscious effort not to do things that aren’t needed. That way, when I do play something, it makes it that much grander.

RM: One of the reasons given for the Mahavishnu Orchestra’s popularity was that the musicians were always playing at the top of their abilities. Can you talk a little about pushing it to the limit?

NMW: John McLaughlin always made a very conscious effort to play for the Supreme, and that intensity showed in the music. He was on me to give 110% every night. When you work with someone you admire, and you know that he can tell when you’re really playing and when you’re not, you do things you don’t think you can do. The spirit—or the Supreme or the soul—becomes a very consistent part of your nature.

When you’re pushed to the limit, that’s what touches people. People say Whitney Houston is a great singer. That’s because, when she gives, she gives. When Aretha’s singing, she gives. When Danny plays, he gives. That’s what touches people. It doesn’t have to be a big power thing. It can be very subtle, but because you feel it so deeply, it will pull people in. It doesn’t matter what kind of music you’re talking about. It can be jazz, rock ‘n’ roll, country music, or anything; if you feel it, you can pull it off.

RM: Can you speak specifically about what you learned about drumming from John McLaughlin?

NMW: Drummers aren’t always going to understand the way I talk, but this is what I learned: I learned how to surrender—to be the drummer he needed me to be. When you’re playing with someone, you have to learn how to be with that person. I had to learn to close my eyes, because if I looked at him, I would get so turned on by the speed of his fingers or the expression on his face that I would not be concentrating fully on the spirit of what I was playing. I had to close my eyes to reach that deeper place so that my playing would mesh with his.

On a more technical level, I learned how to utilize the toms more, because that sounded good with what he was doing. Of course, Billy Cobham inspired a lot of that. I wasn’t necessarily trying to fill Billy’s shoes, but I did need to give John that kind of support. It was a new frontier for me. I liked to lock into a groove that the other musicians could fly over. But John wanted me to fly as well. So in that respect, he taught me to free myself, and to be free, you have to surrender.

So I would say that, with Mahavishnu, I learned about the spirit. The Mahavishnu Orchestra always played to the limit. When you do that consistently, you know when the

"EVERYBODY'S SO CONCERNED WITH THE LATEST THING, BUT SO MUCH TRUTH HAS COME DOWN THAT WE HAVE YET TO DIGEST."
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spirit is right, and you know when it's not quite there. Hopefully, you can then play even the simplest thing on a Whitney Houston date or an Aretha session, but when you listen back to it, you'll know that this is the take you should use, as opposed to another one that was not quite there. You know that the spirit has been captured because you've been there.

So I'm not really giving you technique, but I really believe that the spirit is the technique. Look at Elvin Jones. It's his love and emotion that makes whatever he plays tremendous, even if it's sloppy. You dig him for that. I think that drummers are really gifted to have the talent of rhythm, because rhythm is the spirit. Drummers are some of the best people walking the earth, because they are in touch with the higher power—the rhythm power. I think that a lot of drummers could make great producers, songwriters, or anything they want to be, because they know what it's like to be the heartbeat of the music.

So I moved to California, because the people out there weren't so conditioned to me being just a fusion musician or a jazz cat. I really think that moving to San Francisco helped me open some doors that I wouldn't have opened otherwise, because I was able to get a fresh start. But even so, I realized that I would have to make my own records to prove my point. People are not going to call you to produce unless you prove yourself somehow along the way. That's just the way it is in life.

RM: Did being a producer teach you anything about being a drummer?

NMW: Yeah, I think that's how I was able to learn the power of not overplaying. If you can say things simply, they can come off a lot stronger. If you listen to some of my early records, I'm playing everything there is to play. But I had to learn how to say it in a few words, rather than in paragraphs. A lot of drummers get in the habit of playing a lot of fills. But after you get in a situation where you have to just play time without any fills, you really start to realize how important a fill is. Then, when it's time to play a fill, you know that you can only play one thing and so it better be something good.

Sometimes you have to be in prison before you can appreciate being free. After you get out of prison, a single tree can have so much significance. You don't need a whole forest; just a single tree is beautiful. Music is like that. John Coltrane understood how to play over changes; look at "Giant Steps." After he did that, he could express freedom. His freedom was so beautiful, because he understood the discipline of not being free. So after all of the sessions I've done where I've just played strict time with no fills, if I were to play some fusion music, I think I'd be much better at it because I would appreciate what I was doing more.

You have to learn to put your ego in the backseat and let the music be what it needs to be. It's like being a member of Duke Ellington's orchestra. You can't just save your intensity for solos. You have to play the ensemble figures with the same intensity. You can't lose interest just because you're not in the spotlight, because then the music will suffer.

When you play live, you have to project more energy, but in the studio, you don't have to overact. It's like the difference between doing a play on Broadway and making a movie. On Broadway, you have to really project your voice so that everyone can hear you. But in a movie, they can come in for a closeup, and you can be a lot subtler and even whisper. So a record is like a closeup.

RM: Do you play on everything that you produce? NMW: Yeah, I do.

RM: Have you ever produced other drummers?

NMW: Many years ago, on the first records I produced, Tony Williams, Lenny White, and Steve Jordan each played tracks. But outside of that, I haven't. It's not that I wouldn't want to; it just hasn't worked out. I know what I have to have, so it's much easier to just go ahead and play it.

RM: What happens when you produce a group like the Starship, who has a drummer? Why did you play instead of Donny Baldwin?

NMW: That was a situation where they needed the track cut fast, but they were on the road. Had they made it back in time, I would have used Donny, because he has great time. But they didn't get back in time, so I went ahead and did it. I tried to enter Donny's consciousness and play what I thought he would have played. But if he had been there, it wouldn't have been a problem. If somebody I produce wants to play the drums, fine.

RM: What is your usual procedure when you record the drums? Do you put the drums down first, or do you start with a drum machine and then replace it at some point?

NMW: It depends. Sometimes I like to program a drum machine and have the other musicians rehearse with it while I listen. That way, I understand the song better than if I were sitting behind the drums thinking about where to put fills and so on. When you do that, you don't get the overall picture. So I start with the machine. Then, once we're all cool about what we're going to do, I'll go to the drums and
we'll cut together. But it's really important that I get a handle on the song first, so I don't end up walking all over someone else's part.

RM: But you do like to cut live with the rhythm section.

NMW: Oh yeah. Again, it's the spirit. But if I happen to like the sound of the machine on a certain song, then I might just add some live hi-hat and cymbals, or some live toms. Combinations of drum machine and live drums always work well. There's no one set rule for me.

RM: Could you give some specific examples of different things you've done?

NMW: Okay. There's a song on Aretha's *Who's Zoomin' Who* album called "Until You Say You Love Me." I wanted something really eerie for that song, so I recorded a pattern on the Linn at very high speed. Then, when I slowed it down, it had a really different kind of sound.

On Aretha's song "Freeway Of Love," I knew that it had to have enormous spirit, so I played on that one. The song "Who's Zoomin' Who" needed the cuteness of a cheap little drum machine, so I used a little 808. Big, fat drums would have taken the charm out of that song.

RM: What kind of tips could you give drummers about getting good sounds in the studio?

NMW: Well, it's so subjective. I could sit here and say, "You've got to have a big, fat snare." But there's Steve Jordan with his high-pitched snare drum, and it's great. So I'd have to say that you should just go for what you love. That's the beauty of life and the beauty of drums. You've got all of these different kinds of drums and all these different sounds.

RM: What's your personal preference in sound?

NMW: Everything. On this tune, give me a big, fat, nasty old drum. On that tune, I want a ticky little Motown thing. There is no rule for me. I hate rules. I have a bunch of snare drums and a collection of different sounds. So rather than say what kind of drum someone should have, I'd say that the important thing is to have an engineer who can get whatever kind of sound you can envision. I work with a very talented man named Dave Frazer. He's wide open and has a lot of imagination. I can say, "Fraze, this song is called 'Explosion,' so the snare has got to be a killer. It has to have crack, but it also needs depth." He'll get it. So you need a good engineer who knows how to mike.

RM: You play other instruments, and you've got a great career going as a producer. But you still identify yourself first as a drummer. Why is that so important to you?

NMW: I could just say that I like to beat on things, but actually it's deeper than that. I think that rhythm is joy, and my soul's deepest response is to rhythm. When I play, I become a child again. You can see it in my face. Ever since I was a little boy, I wanted drumsets for Christmas. I would destroy them in a matter of hours, because the toy drumsets weren't much heavier than paper. But I was so excited to have a drumset. So I guess it was predestined for me to be a drummer. I learned to play piano, because there was a piano in the house and my family loved music. But whenever I heard music, I always gravitated towards the sound of the drums.

It's a real God gift, and one that I'm happy to have. Again, rhythm inspires the world to be happy, and I feel a real connection with that. In all cultures, the striking of a drum signifies the divine qualities of freedom and liberation. I love melody, and that's why I got into piano, but my soul is free on drums because I've taken the time to understand how to play them.

I think also that I've always been impressed by the dynamic spirit of drummers. Drumming is a lot like sports in that way. When I was a young child, I liked to watch boxers. It wasn't the blood and gore that attracted me, but the emotion on the boxers' faces. It's that immediacy, like before you can even think about it, it's done. Muhammad Ali used to say that he would have to watch the film to tell you what he did, because it happened so fast. Music is like that. When you're playing with a John McLaughlin, there's that same depth of emotion. You can see it in the musicians' faces. First, it takes that God gift of being able to hear. But then it takes concentration to be able to focus on it and hold it. And like a boxer, if you lose your concentration, you won't see that punch coming, and you'll be knocked down.

RM: When you brought up that image of a boxer, I couldn't help thinking of the way Elvin...
Pretty much any day of the week, between the time just before the Bay of Pigs showdown and the events leading up to Watergate, to get in touch with Al Jackson, you’d have to find a parking space on McLemore Street in Memphis. Then, as if you were going to the movies, you’d pass under a theater marquee proclaiming "Soulsville U.S.A." To your right would be the former popcorn stand, now Satellite Record Shop. You could get into Stax past a curtain in the rear, but you’d probably take the center doors of the theater. Assuming they let you by the reception desk, you would veer to the right and pause at the sloping movie house floor; drop a handful of marbles here and they’d be gone in a second, but the angle never gave much bother to anybody at Stax.

So, you’d look in, and odds are you’d see two white guys and two black guys, and you’d keep quiet because they’d be recording. They were always recording—day in, day out, for over a decade. They’d do 20 takes if they felt like it, not to get things correct, but to get them feeling right. Sitting at the far left at the Hammond console organ, speaker and microphone between his legs, would be Booker T. Jones. Across from him, cradling a Telecaster, would be Steve Cropper, and Donald “Duck” Dunn would be pumping a Fender bass through a pop-top Ampeg amplifier—everybody leaning like gravity towards the spot where the movie screen had been torn down to accommodate the control room. Right there, on a wooden riser, virtually the only level space in the hall, sat Al Jackson at a mismatched drumset, making time. Like an old gold watch and chain, you just knew he’d be there, deep in the pocket—not losing time and not gaining any either. Al Jackson made you feel comfortable that you weren’t going to be too early or too late getting to where you needed to go.

But by 1975, that perpetual groove, immortalized on hundreds of records, had ground to a halt. The little family of musicians—working in the quaint studio built on trust—had become suspicious and restless. The Memphis Group, aka Booker T. & the MG’s, began to wander, starting with Booker himself. The sense of community was eroding, the spark was dying, and the humor, implicit on the McLemore Avenue album, a parody of the Beatles' Abbey Road, was wearing thin.

Al Jackson went down the same year as Stax. Some say that, the day after his death, Al was to have testified at a hearing into the dissolution of Stax Records, a company that owed Al and the rest of the group a good deal of money.

This, of course, is the stuff of murder mysteries. I must admit that I bought the story at first—the story being that there was a sufficient motive for someone to silence Al Jackson. After all, as we shall see, he had solid business acumen; he was an insider at Stax, and despite his loyalty to the company, he would have appreciated his share of the enormous sums of money that had derived from sales of LPs like Isaac Hayes’ Hot Buttered Soul.

On the other hand, I found little to corroborate this angle. Al Jackson was neither broke, nor desperately seeking a resolution of his relationship with Stax. He was, by anyone’s standards, quite well off. Furthermore, it’s curious that none of the others—Booker, Duck, or Steve—knew anything about prospective testimony at any hearing. Mind you, since Booker and Steve had moved to California, they were not aware daily of each other’s whereabouts as in the old days. But like Al, Duck still resided in Memphis and, to this day, finds the events a puzzle.

What did happen was this: It was early autumn, and Al Jackson was heading to the airport to catch a plane to Detroit for an Aretha Franklin session. According to Cropper: “He was on his way to the airport; he heard on the car radio that Muhammad Ali was going to be boxing that night and that they were going to be showing it at the auditorium. Al said, ‘Wow, I really don’t have to be in the studio until tomorrow; why go to Detroit early?’ So he decided to go to the boxing match. When he got out, he decided to go home . . . .His wife was found on the street at 3:00 in the morning with rope burns on her wrists. Al was found face down, shot six times in the back.”

Al’s death put the lid on the notion of a Booker T. & the MG’s reunion, negotiated only a few weeks earlier in California. Although a later one was attempted using Willie Hall on drums, it didn’t quite work out. Jackson’s death also spelled the end of an era that started with one man’s dream to record local country artists.

Jim Stewart was a bank teller who played fiddle. Around 1957, he began to produce C&W acts out of his basement. The name for his venture was lofty: Satellite Records. Unfortunately for Jim, the sky was not the limit, and his business was in peril. His records
were unsuccessful and his partner, a local DJ, abandoned him. But Stewart persevered, persuading his sister, Estelle Axton, to join him. She mortgaged her home, and they used the capital to buy an Ampex tape recorder. They found studio space at a vacant movie theater, The Capital, on McLemore Street. Their company was renamed Stax, after Stewart and Axton, and shortly thereafter, for the history of the enterprise, the movie marquee read "Soulsville U.S.A.," except for a brief spell in 1967 when it urged local youth to "Stay In School, Don't Be A Dropout," concurrent with a Stax LP and campaign to that effect.

By 1960, the studio was well ensconced, and the hits began to follow. Country music it wasn't, but popular it was. For example, between Rufus Thomas and his daughter Carla, over a million records were sold in the first couple of years on McLemore Street. The Mar-Keys, which included Steve Cropper, Duck Dunn, Wayne Jackson, and Don Nix, scored high on the pop charts with a song called "Last Night." And things just took off from there. Booker T. & the MG's sold a million copies of "Green Onions," a tune that evolved, at Jim Stewart's urging, out of a jam session. On that song, the historic lineup was almost complete, with the exception of Duck Dunn; although Duck had been working for a while at Stax, the bass player on "Onions" was Lewis Steinberg, who later went over to Willie Mitchell's HI Records. But on that tune, you hear the quintessential Al Jackson: the solid, popping snare backbeat, the relentless groove, and a serious shuffle—harkening back to Al's big band and jazz roots.

Willie Mitchell remembers the events well. Long before his fame as co-writer/producer of Al Green, Willie was producing record albums and leading a band of some repute. Al Jackson replaced Joe Dukes as drummer in Willie's band, and for the longest time, he refused to leave the lineup—which included three horns, keyboards, guitar, and bass—for some nebulous notion of "studio drumming." He'd work at Stax during the day, reserving his nights for gigs with Willie at haunts like the Manhattan Club in Memphis. "Al wasn't a restricted drummer," Willie recalls. "He played simple on the bandstand, but Al played jazz, too. He had good hands—fast hands. He wasn't just a simple drummer, although he was simple on records." Eventually, when commitments piled up at Stax, Jackson could no longer keep up with Mitchell's band, as much as he would have liked to, and he was replaced by Howard Grimes, who was currently doing sessions at Stax. Ironically, years later, when Stax was drying up, Al and Howard again alternated on many an Al Green record, under Willie Mitchell's direction.
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Booker T. Jones was the baby of the group. "The first time I heard Al Jackson," he remembers, "I was at a kite-flying contest at Lincoln Park, Memphis, and I was 10 or 12 years old. I had made a little newspaper kite, you know, and Al's father's band was playing, with Al [Jr.] on drums. It thrilled me to be hearing a band, period, and I made a vow that some day I would be playing with those people. Years after, in tenth grade, I heard Al in Willie Mitchell's band. Later, I actually got a chance to play with Al: I got a job playing bass at the Flamingo Room, and Al was playing drums. He was the best drummer in town; that's all!"

Steve Cropper also saw Jackson playing with Willie Mitchell's band. "I thought,' My God!' " Steve says. "Now, at the time, we were using Howard Grimes, but he couldn't make a session, so we got Al Jackson. He was so good that we tried to get him to stay, but he wouldn't. Finally, I talked Al into at least coming down and talking to Jim Stewart, hearing us out, and seeing what kind of guarantee we could give him so he wouldn't feel like he was losing any money. We finally agreed on a salary and terms." Al Jackson was a real catch: Duck Dunn recalls that Al was already a legend before Stax. "When I first heard him play," Duck remembers, "I was young and up-and-coming. I was in awe of the musicians he played with. He was only a few years older than me, but he was so far ahead. I just felt that, if I ever got to play with him, it would make my bass playing better."

There wasn't much Al Jackson couldn't do. He could play jazz, country, dance music, blues—all anything at all. It's almost as if Al is remembered for what he wouldn't do. He avoided embellishments like the plague, especially the usual habit of dumping a fill at the end of a four-bar phrase. He felt that, working with simple orchestration and simple song forms, it would be unmusical to clutter. In fact, rather than add inventive drum fills, he would just as soon work out some novel pattern that would interlock with the guitar and bass.

Al's musical roots were deep. His father was a noted band-
leader, and it seems that the early stress on big bands or, at least, large bands inclined Al toward jazz. Booker remembers that "Al's idol back then was Sonny Payne with Count Basie's band. I recall Al saying: 'Listen Booker, check this out.' We listened to a lot of jazz records; I guess we felt we would be jazz musicians. Jimmy Smith—we never missed a performance. Al admired Art Blakey and Philly Joe Jones." And while his reputation is carved into the grooves of hundreds of hit records, all with that soul feeling, it seems Al's heart may never have left the big band drummer's chair. Booker says, "The happiest I ever saw Al Jackson was in California, playing with Bobby Darin—with Hal Blaine. I was on organ, and there was a whole complement of musicians in Sunset Sound Studios to the point where nobody could turn around. There were two full drumsets, bass, the Blossoms, Bobby in the middle, six trumpets, five 'bones,' six saxes, and a Gene Page chart, cutting live. That's the kind of thing that made Al happy. Sometimes when we weren't recording—just fooling around—I would try some big band stuff just so Al could get a chance to play it."

Big band and jazz aside, Al Jackson took to playing with Cropper, Dunn, and Jones in a very convincing way. Theirs was a fruitful marriage—a successful reconciliation of differences. They didn't call one of their albums Melting Pot for nothing! The talents within the group clearly sprang from diverse roots. You can hear country—lots of it—blues, jazz, folk, Gospel, and rock 'n' roll. It's almost as if it shouldn't have worked out as smooth as it did. But credit is due to a stable working environment away from mega-city hustle for helping the elements to combine in such sensible proportions. It was really down to each member having the time and willingness to listen to what the others were saying. When a tune was done at Stax, it was built from the ground up, based on the way the musical contributions shaped it. Despite his prowess as a hit rhythm player, for example, Steve Cropper brought a country feeling to much Stax material—a clean, open sound. Indeed, often you hear entire rhythm tracks on which guitar and bass execute linear patterns in intervals of fourths, fifths, or octaves, leaving the block-chording to the piano or organ—such clarity!

Al Jackson was able to approach the drums from that perspective, too. You don't hear lots of gratuitous cymbal work on Stax records, washing out an arrangement. You don't have any instrument obscuring someone else's part. Twenty takes would tend to edit that sort of thing out. What it got to be at Stax was a conception of what it took to have an arrangement perceived properly over the average car radio, given the limitations of—for the longest time—mono and 2-track tape. For Al Jackson, it meant a strong, clean drum sound, not overshadowing the vocals, but not buried, especially when cutting with a horn section.

Examples of Al Jackson's talent abound. He is the drummer on 99% of Stax records, and the Stax catalog is like a few chapters in the history of American music. You can hear Al Jackson play—and the consistency, right back to the early days, is frightening—on records by Rufus Thomas, Carla Thomas, William Bell, Booker T. & the MG's, The Astors, The Cobras, David Porter, Sam & Dave, Johnnie Taylor, Eddie Floyd, Albert King, Mable John, Sir Mack Rice, Otis Redding, Isaac Hayes, Wilson Pickett, and countless others. Al Jackson's work outside Stax is not extensive, but it includes tracks with Aretha Franklin, Bill Withers, Leon Russell, and Rod Stewart. Of all the non-Stax material, though, Al's playing on the Al Green records, which he shared with Howard Grimes, is most well known.

As for Stax, its output declined toward the mid-'70s. The problem, perhaps, is that the little company just grew too big. Atlantic handled distribution through 1968 until Gulf & Western/Paramount took over. Financial disparities went unattended and frustration grew. The secure team of musicians fragmented, starting with Booker in '69, who was followed to California by Steve, leaving a loyal Al and Duck, who made their plans all too late. Then Stax and subsidiary label Volt had to begin hiring out; maybe this is why the Staples Singers recorded the Respect Yourself sessions at Muscle Shoals, using Roger Hawkins.

Despite the dissolution, Stax had long previously earned its spot in music history, and the surviving musicians describe their considerable role with pride and humility. "When we got in the studio with that band, it didn't matter if it was Otis, Sam & Dave, Rufus Thomas, or whoever; we all worked together for the same goal, and that was to come up with a hit record," says guitarist Steve Cropper. This selflessness was reflected in the business arrangement. It was decided to democratize production revenues, while maintaining a division of labor to keep things manageable. By 1969, there were seven producers: all four MG's, plus David Porter, Isaac Hayes, and Alan Jones. This was the last of several arrangements created over the life of the company. Booker describes how it came about: "At first, we went in to do sessions, and we'd be paid for them. Then, there were guaranteed sessions. Then there was a guaranteed salary. Finally, we became staff producers." Unfortunately, they were never able to work out a satisfactory share in the company's profits—the reason Booker left in
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**Booker T. Jones, Carla Thomas, and Al Jackson**

1969. "We were paid a producer's percentage for the songs on which we worked, but we got no overwrite of the company. In the latest configuration, if someone produced an artist, the extra money would go into a producers' pool and would be split by seven people. What happened was that records would come in that weren't included in the pool." Under this arrangement, for example, Cropper produced Otis Redding and Al Jackson produced Albert King, for the financial betterment of all.

The stress on equality at Stax, among producers, and especially in terms of musical contribution, made the company vastly different from Motown, which tended to run more of what we would call "conventional sessions." Certainly, the result—the Motown sound—is busier and more big-city.

There was inherent competition between Motown and Stax. The stress on black artists, soul, and R&B made for a natural struggle for chart dominance. To get results, for most of the early days until continued on page 94
Jackson's grooves
Transcribed by Charles Burrows

"Knock On Wood"
*Stax/Volt Revue Vol. 1*
Intro.

| Sheet music and notation for the introduction and verses of "Dock Of The Bay" and "Try A Little Tenderness". |

"Dock Of The Bay"
*The Best Of Otis Redding*

"Try A Little Tenderness"
*The Best Of Otis Redding*  Drum part with guitar rhythm
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NEVER having had a lesson and growing up in Troup, Texas—"the sticks," as Paul Leim describes it—certainly hasn't been a problem in this player's career. That's not to say that he hasn't had his share of trials and tribulations playing almost every club and bar from Shreveport, Louisiana, to Houston, Texas, and from El Paso to Virginia Beach between the ages of 15 and 19. There have definitely been some lessons to be learned.

"At the end of '76, I had come to a crossroads in my life where I knew I had to come to L.A.," he says. "I was doing everything in Dallas, but I just walked away from it and started all over again in L.A. It was frightening, but you have to think positively. And it turned out that I went to L.A. just in time. I moved in with Doug Rhone, Neil Diamond's guitar player who I had been in bands with in high school. The next week, Neil's drummer, Dennis St. John, injured his back, so I was in the right place at the right time.

"The other decision time was when I came to L.A. and blew a session when I was 19. I went back to Dallas, got off my ass, and learned how to read. You have to decide you're either going to sink or swim, and you decide to not only swim, but to win the race. Within four years, I was doing everything there was to do in Dallas.

"Around '83, I almost packed up and moved to Nashville. I wanted to get my kids out of Los Angeles. That was another very important crossroads, but I wasn't quite ready to give up what I had worked for out here, so we moved to Thousand Oaks and I started to commute. It was a big decision to go from driving 20 minutes a day to driving an hour and a half a day.

"Then one of the hardest decisions was turning down Lionel Richie a year ago. I really wanted to go on the road with him, but the only way I could have done that would have been if I took my family along. That was impossible. I decided I'd rather coach Little League."

Paul's family plays a very big part in his life. At 17, Paul married Jeanie, a girl he had known since the second grade. Providing for their two children has always been a prime consideration, both practically and morally.

"There was a TV show I used to do called The Chicago Story, which was probably one of the darkest shows I've ever done. If I hadn't needed the work, I wouldn't have done it. I'm not trying to pose as a do-gooder, but when you see some guy get some other guy down on his knees and blow his brains out, it's just not something you want your kids to see. 'Daddy, what did you do today?' 'I played music for somebody blowing somebody's brains out.' That's really hard for me to accept as a caring person. But you've got to make the mortgage payment.'

Today, Paul doesn't have to worry about taking less than desirable work. Some of his more recent films have included Return Of The Jedi, The River, White Knights, and Karate Kid 2. For TV, he traditionally plays the Grammys and the American Music Awards, not to mention numerous jingles. But records were always what he wanted to play on, and today, the list includes Lionel Richie, Whitney Houston, Peter Cetera, Gladys Knight, Jack Wagner, Diana Ross, Richard Carpenter, Kashif, the Jets, and Dionne Warwick. Paul loves to record in Nashville as well, and has worked with such artists as Dolly Parton, Kenny Rogers, Tanya Tucker, Eddie Rabbit, Gary Morris, Crystal Gayle, and Rosanne Cash.

If you pick up a Billboard Inspirational Chart any week from 1979 to the present, you will see at least one song Paul played on in the Top Ten. Although he is best known for his work with Amy Grant, Paul has also worked with such contemporary Christian artists as the Imperials, Sandi Patty, Michael W. Smith, Steve Camp, Cynthia Clausen, and Russ Taff.

PL: You go up and down with the people you work with. Everybody goes in with big hopes and wishes. It's amazing that sometimes the stuff you think is going to be so hot doesn't do well and the stuff that you think is passé happens.

RF: I would think that, by now, you would have a real gut instinct about what would be a hit.

PL: You would think so, but you probably
get too close to it. The stuff that stretches a little further and that you feel is the next step doesn't happen. With Lionel's last album, he stayed pretty close to the course and didn't really stretch a whole lot. Toward the end of the album, he started to stretch a little bit, but when we were cutting "Deep River Woman," "Ballerina Girl," and a couple of others that didn't make the album, it felt like a continuation of the last album. He's very stylistic.

**RF:** How did music seep into your life in the sticks?

**PL:** My mother always had a lot of music around, and I was tapping pencils when I was five years old. I thought that was typical of everybody, but my kids don't do it. I've known what I wanted to do from the time I was eight years old. I didn't really have access to the jazz background that a lot of the people I work with did, but I just always loved pop music. A lot of musicians play pop, while their first love is jazz, but I genuinely love pop music.

**RF:** What were you listening to and what was exciting to you while growing up?

**PL:** When I was seven years old, a friend of my father's who saw me with the pencils all the time said he wanted me to hear a real drummer. He brought over an Ellington album that had "Skin Deep" on it with Louie Bellson. The sound of Louie Bellson's bass drums was the most beautiful sound I had ever heard. I saw him recently at the American Music Awards and told him he is the inspiration of my life. What a guy! Even now, being a grown man, I'm speechless when I talk to him. We all have our idols, and he's definitely mine.

**RF:** Who are some of your other idols?

**PL:** Anyone I consider great. This is the order of my idols: Louie Bellson, Hal Blaine, Ron Tutt, Larrie Londin, John Guerin, Harvey Mason, Mike Baird, Jeff Porcaro, and J.R. Robinson. Some people get into jazzers. I just never did. I have always been a record guy. When I had to make the decision whether or not to stay with Doc Severinsen in '76, I knew I couldn't do that. Records have always been so important to me.

**RF:** What do you consider great?

**PL:** Being sensitive to what's needed. Of course, I don't work with other drummers that much, but I know there are drummers in town that other musicians complain about all the time, because between every take, they're pounding away. If you're working on a sound, that's one thing, but hammering away while other things are going on is not necessary. That's got nothing to do with technique, but it's on the professional side of things.

On the musical side of things, it's sound, like Hal Blaine's cross-stick sound. It's bright and crisp. You can pick out different things about each person, like Louie Bellson's bass drums, Ron Tutt's live feel—I thought he did some amazing stuff—Larrie Londin's feel on records, John Guerin's tom-tom sounds, Harvey Mason's feel, Mike Baird's aggression, Jeff Porcaro's ideas, and J.R.'s consistency. Every one of these guys knows when not to get in the way and when to shine. Listen to J.R. on "Higher Love." That's great stuff.

I feel like some of my times to shine have been on Russ Taffs stuff and Amy's stuff. There were some tunes when it was time to pull out the stops. On Lionel's stuff, mostly it's just sitting there grooving. The hardest tracks to get are the simple ones. You can beat a simple song to death, trying to get it. You can take a tune that's got odd bars in it and crazy time signatures, and you can run through that thing. Everybody is concentrating so hard that you can nail it by the second take.

**RF:** When did you actually get a set of drums?

**PL:** When I was 16. Up until then, the band director let me borrow a large 28" marching bass drum. I used one marching snare drum between my legs and one
“ANYBODY WHO HAS ANY ASPIRATIONS AT ALL ABOUT BEING A VIABLE PART OF THE RECORDING INDUSTRY MUST BE INTO ELECTRONICS AND SAMPLING.”

Marching snare drum to the right as a tom-tom. My first real set was a Slingerland set—white satin flame. I had been looking at it in the shop for a year, and my dad brought it home one day.

RF: What did you do the first time you sat down behind a set of drums?
PL: I know this sounds dumb, but there was never a time when I sat down and learned to play. The band director, who was a trumpet player, gave me this pseudo drumset to take home and work on. That summer, we put together a little group with trumpet, accordion, piano, drums, and upright bass. I was 14 years old, and we started playing the little churches around there. I just always played. I never had a lesson.

RF: But you taught yourself.
PL: I listened to Louie and all the pop records that were happening. I must have listened to Hal Blaine a million times and didn't know it was Hal until it came out that it was him instead of all those groups.

RF: What was your first big job?
PL: Chronologically, I went from high school groups, to honky-tonks, to dumb little TV shows. When I was 16 years old, every Friday night there was a half-hour TV show in Tyler called The Fowler Playboy Show, which every little country artist in the East Texas area did. I did it for $7.00. I could put a dollar's worth of gas in the car, and my wife and I could go get a Der Wiener Schnitzel for 19 cents apiece.

RF: That must have been great experience, though.
PL: Looking back on it, it was great experience. Then I moved to Dallas when I was 18, and started more bands up there and played in clubs. There was a studio in Tyler called Robin Hood Brians, which I started working at when I was 15 and worked at for about ten years. It was the most progressive studio in that area. We did a group called John Fred & the Playboys. He had cut "Judy in Disguise" about six months before I started working there, so I ended up recording the next album with them.

RF: Do you remember your first recording experience?
PL: Yes. I remember right where I was sitting and everything. It was for a country artist. Needless to say, I was terrified. I wasn't a graduate of North Texas, I didn't play with Woody Herman, and I didn't have any schooling, so I've always had a little complex about not having that background like all these other people I know.

RF: In retrospect, is there anything you wish you had done differently in terms of schooling?
PL: No.

RF: Then what difference does it make?
PL: It was just the school of hard knocks instead of regular school. From there, I went up to Dallas, and about three years after I arrived there, I started doing studio work. There was one studio I worked at a lot called Dallasonic. Don Smith was the owner and engineer. He does all the Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers stuff now. I moved out here to L.A. in '77, and he moved out in '78. On the first picture I did in Dallas, we put rock 'n' roll to an X-rated picture. But it was a studio job, and I was thrilled. Then these guys who worked with Doc Severinsen on the weekends asked me to sub, because the drummer he normally used for the road stuff couldn't make it. I had been working with these guys in the studio, and they had taken me under their wing. So I started doing Doc on the weekends.

RF: That was real different.
PL: It was. That was making me stretch.

RF: Where did you learn how to read?
PL: When I was 19, before I landed the studio work in Dallas, I worked with an artist by the name of Vicki Britton. She got a deal on MGM Curb, and Snuff Garrett was producing. She came out to record at MGM, which is Cherokee now. Artie Butler wrote the charts, but they were tunes we had been doing in our little show back there, so I thought, "This won't be a problem." We got into the big time out here in Hollywood, though. I got to Cherokee early and got all my drums set up. Then all these trucks started arriving with everybody else's equipment, and I realized that these players in Los Angeles had other people set up their stuff. I was just beside myself. I was getting more and more scared by the minute, when I saw this case roll in that said "Larry Carlton," then this case that said "Max Bennett," and then this case that said "Victor Feldman." I had idolized all these guys, and I couldn't control my shaking. It was blind terror. I thought I knew the tune, but Artie Butler had rewritten the chart and changed the arrangement. I was totally out of my element and totally in over my head. I knew it and was scared to death. All I wanted to do was go back to my farm in Texas. I could not play. I was blowing the date, and they called in another drummer to finish the date. It devastated me.

I went back to Dallas and told Paul Guerrero, who was the head of the percussion department at Southern Methodist University, what had happened. Paul used to come out and listen to us play, and try to pick up rock 'n' roll ideas from me because he was a jazzer. He said, "We're just going to work on your reading. We're not going to touch the way you play." For six months, I did nothing but sit with every piece of sheet music I could get my hands on. I studied with Paul three days a week, just working on reading. That was proba...
One of the most gratifying results of playing live and touring throughout the world is meeting the younger generation of musicians who come to see our performances for the inspiration and education that we're all eager to receive. In our after-performance meetings, I'm usually bombarded with questions, but two seem to occur more often than most. One is: "How do you read so well?" and the other is: "How do you play so in time with a sequencer?"

Well, in this *Sound Supplement*, I hope to answer those questions, let you hear what I do, and then give you the opportunity to practice doing it yourself.

What you will hear is two versions of a song that I wrote in collaboration with my partner Jay Oliver, entitled "Spur Of The Moment." The first version will be the full band with me playing along. The second version will be the same music track, without me. The track has been completely sequenced and quantized—meaning that, although Jay played all the keyboard and synth parts, and I played all the percussion parts (sampled sounds played on synth), it's all been quantized, or placed in perfect time by way of Jay and the Yamaha *QX7* sequencer. A lot of today's music, especially in the pop, pop-rock, and contemporary electric jazz styles, is being recorded this way, and in some instances, sequencers and click tracks are being used in live situations as well. So in my opinion, it is essential to learn how to play and become comfortable with a click track and/or sequencer.

To address the question of playing in time with a sequencer: You must get out what I call the musical "microscope." You've got to be able to hear and determine why something you're doing is not matching the feel of the sequencer. I sometimes find it to be a basic technique problem—meaning that a stroke here or there is uneven or not subdivided in time. You've got to make sure all those little notes you might play on the snare or hi-hat, or bass drum for that matter, are as perfectly subdivided in time as possible. Now, some of you might say that will make it sound stiff and mechanical, but that's when the use of dynamics comes into play. When I have to play in that "perfect state of mind" manner, I really concentrate on making the accents much louder in contrast to the little notes. That creates a certain "hills and valleys" type of feel, which is anything but stiff!

An important key to feeling where the time is is to start singing the subdivisions immediately—either when someone starts counting off a tune, when the click starts, or in this case, when the drum machine part starts in the first measure of music. If you get the time feel inside your body as quickly as possible and sing it, it makes it much easier to get it back out of your body and play it. Another key is to figure out what you need to hear more or less of in the sequence while playing along with the track. Obviously, you have no control over the "mix" of the sequence in this example, but I've mixed it according to what I needed to hear in a normal situation, both with headphones and then with loudspeakers. Now, on to the recording part.

The first thing to remember is that there are only so many ways to write music. Once the basic knowledge of reading rhythms has been obtained (through snare drum books and basic rhythm books), it is important to realize that, when applied to a drumset in a contemporary situation, it's not so much the *reading*, as it is the *interpretation!* The thing to keep in mind is that, for the most part, a drum "chart" is a guideline as to what's going on around you. The arranger may write out a few things he or she wants you to play, depending on how involved he or she got with the arrangement.

I've been handed all sorts of music in live and studio situations, from a very detailed part to a very sketchy one. It all depends on the composer or arranger as to which kind you'll get. The first thing I look for is a clue as to what kind of feel the piece is in. Some arrangers write it in words at the top of the chart, which is the fastest and easiest way to communicate that part of it, or some will imply it with the notes they write. If I don't see it in words or it's not really obvious in the music, I'll always ask. Don't be afraid to ask! After all, it's our job to create the right feel, so we've got to find out! If the arranger can't tell me, I'll ask him or her to sing the feel. After that has been determined, I'll look through the chart to figure out the "road map." In other words, where does it go? I look for first endings, second endings, D.S.'s and D.C.'s, codas, etc. Half the key to being a successful reader is being able to stay with the measures, and to know where you're going so you won't get lost. One of the first things I'll do is go through the chart and mark off every four bars of each section with (4), (8), (16), etc. You should practice playing in four- and eight-bar phrases. Since a lot of music is written in even bars, it makes it easier to keep your place if you can feel the four- and eight-bar phrases instead of having your head stuck in every bar. It allows you to look ahead a little bit and see what's coming. If there's time, I'll look for any trouble spots so I won't be surprised when I get there. Let's take a look at this chart and see what we've got.

This chart is sort of in between sketchy and detailed, and it's handwritten, as is customary with studio charts. There are a lot of hits with the band, and the bass plays a lot of things that need to be doubled with the bass drum. In this case, the arranger got involved in what he wanted the drummer to play. It says "16th funk feel" at the top of the chart, so I know what feel it is. Next, I look through, and see no first or second endings, but I see the sign at the end of letter B. The next thing is to look for the D.S. somewhere towards the end of the chart. I find that at bar 66, and it says D.S. to B al coda. So I know to go back to B, and now I look for the "To coda " sign. I find that at bar 20. So when I come to bar 20, in the D.S., I know to jump to the coda, marked , after bar 66, and then to the fine. Next, the trouble spots.

Well, immediately I see a lot of ink at bars 20 and 21, so I figure out the rhythm, sing what I might play around it, and beat it out on my leg a few times. It's the same thing with the hits in bar 4, and then bars 30 and 31 during the organ solo. Sometimes it will say when to fill around hits, and sometimes it will say "tutti." meaning play exactly as written because it's with everyone else. I look on to letter D, where the ink gets thick again, and try to quickly grasp the concept of what the arranger has in mind for this section. He has

*continued on page 116*
Drum solo over cowbell, keyboard vamp, and horn hits
Well, I have to tell you, this has been a very interesting and rewarding contest! 1,767 entries—from places as far off as Zimbabwe and Finland—came flowing into the offices of Modern Drummer. They represented many different styles and approaches. One of the more unusual entries was sent in by a female drummer with a minimalist credo: The whole tape contained just a single tom beat. Boom. She should have known I am not one of those who believe that "less is more"!

The first time around, each of the tapes was listened to by the individual editors of MD. Once the entrants were narrowed down to about 150, these were listened to by a panel consisting of Ron Spagnardi, Editor/Publisher, Rick Mattingly, Senior Editor, Rick Van Horn, Managing Editor, and Bill Miller, Associate Editor. Together they scored each one and then sent on the highest-scoring 46 to me.

Then my part of it began! I sat down with my Walkman and played each one of the tapes, making notes as I listened. Also, I was careful not to listen to more than 10 or 12 at a sitting, so I wouldn't get burned out or overlook anything. I just closed my eyes and listened hard, and then I wrote down what I liked and didn't like about the performance. When I was particularly impressed by one, I put a big "star" beside the name.

After I'd listened through once to each of them, I went through my notes, choosing the "starred" ones for reevaluation, and checking to see if any of my written comments on others seemed to merit a second listening. After this, I was left with a lucky 13 semifinalists.

I have to say that I was very impressed with the overall quality of these 46 performances. In the little paragraphs that I wrote about each tape, almost every drummer got a good review. (You won't find that out in the real world!) All of these players had very good technique, very musical sounding drums, and there was plenty of imagination and excitement. There is no question in my mind that there are a lot of very good drummers out there.

The question might be raised: What did I judge them on? I must admit the criteria were necessarily pretty subjective. Of course, I was aware of technique and ability as I listened, but what moved me and the other judges, too, I'm sure, were more subtle qualities of imagination, rhythmic feel, and arrangement. I listened through those 13 tapes once more, this time a little more critically, and once again made notes as I listened, this time a little more analytically. That got me down to four final-
HONORABLE MENTION
(in alphabetical order)
Each of these was an exceptional entry, and if I'd had more drumsets to give away, these people would surely have gotten one, too:

Terry Carleton, Palo Alto, California
Scott Cutshall, Meadville, Pennsylvania
Roli Garcia, Laredo, Texas
Christopher Gately, Haverford, Pennsylvania
Kevin Hart, Bourbonnais, Illinois
Scott Hobgood, Norman, Oklahoma
Jari Kettunen, Lissalma, Finland
Joey Nevolo, Neptune City, New Jersey
Yuergen Renner, Roosevelt Island, New York
After extensive research that incorporated the input of countless musical instrument industry and drumming professionals, Tama proudly unleashes CRESTAR.

The explosive tone and lightning quick projection is the result of Tama's crafted 9mm, eight ply Japanese birch shell. The sonic insulators found on ARTSTAR II are also standard equipment with all CRESTAR drums. This insulator system coupled with Tama's improved Omni Lock tom holder gives you the ultimate drum resonance along with unlimited tom tom positioning. Lustrous lacquer finishes are available on all CRESTAR drums, regular size and power sizes, Tama's XTRAS.

The time has finally come for today's drum equipment to match the ability of today's drummer! Let Tama and your authorized Tama dealer supply you the drums, and you supply the talent.

Tama, the sound of success.

For a full color catalog send $2.00 ($3.00 in Canada) to: Tama, Dept. MDD9, P.O. Box 886, Bensalem, PA 19020 • P.O. Box 2009, Idaho Falls, ID 83403 • 3221 Producer Way, Pomona, CA 91766-3916. In Canada: 6969 Trans Canada Hwy., Suite 105, St.-Laurent, Quebec, Canada H4T 1V8.
WIN!

TAMA SWINGSTAR

you can be the lucky winner of this valuable drum equipment by entering MD's exciting drum trivia contest

SS505XTDX

Includes 16 x 22 bass drum, 11 x 12, 12 x 13, 16 x 16 toms and a 6 1/2 x 14 snare drum. Also included is the Stagemaster hardware, the Tama Omnisphere tom holder, and Pinstripe drumheads on the bass drum and toms. Cymbals are not included.

CONTEST RULES

1) Submit postcards only; be sure to include your name, address, and telephone number.
2) Your entry must be postmarked by November 1, 1987.
3) You may enter as many times as you wish. All entries must be mailed individually.
4) Winners will be notified by telephone. Prizes will be shipped promptly, direct from the manufacturer.
5) Previous Modern Drummer contest winners are ineligible.
6) Employees of Modern Drummer and employees of the manufacturer of this month's prize are ineligible.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Very simple. If you know the answer to our trivia question below, simply jot it down on a postcard, along with your name, address, and telephone number, and drop it in the mail.

That's all there is to it! If your postcard is the first entry with the right answer to be drawn at random, this fantastic prize valued at $1,195.00 will be yours—ABSOLUTELY FREE!!

HERE'S THE QUESTION:

Name the drummer on the Sly & The Family Stone classic album Fresh.

Mail your entries to: MD Trivia
870 Pompton Ave., Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
Fred Coury of CINDERELLA reads MODERN DRUMMER

...do you?

Modern Drummer Magazine is the number-one rated drumming magazine in the world—and the reason is simple. MD is well-attuned to the needs, concerns, and desires of you—the contemporary drummer. No other source gives you more reliable answers to questions about drums, drummers, and drumming.

Try a one-year subscription to Modern Drummer, and see for yourself how MD can broaden your scope, help you play better, and increase your stature and income in the world of drumming. Keep in mind that you'll also save over $10 on the newsstand price with a subscription to MD. And if the magazine ever fails to live up to your expectations, simply cancel and we'll send you your money back!

USE ATTACHED CARD TO ORDER A SUBSCRIPTION OR CALL 1-800-522-DRUM TOLL FREE.
When the letter arrived from MD's Editor, Ron Spagnardi, asking me to consider writing a series of articles about studio drumming for Modern Drummer, I was quite flattered. I called Ron the following day and told him that I accepted the challenge. It wasn't until a few days later that the enormity of what I had agreed to hit me; what should be covered under this heading of studio drumming?

For a few days, I wrestled with many thoughts. I threw away as many ideas and concepts as I kept. I had a few ideas for this very first column but they kept changing, until I came to grips with the thoughts I feel I must express before we can get down to business.

First of all, by no means should my words be taken as complete absolutes. I can only relay my feelings from my own experiences and on the experiences that have been related to me. Your experiences may be totally different. But history does have a way of repeating itself, so I will try to pass along those things that are the most universal and that probably will happen, along with a few stories about the unusual and bizarre encounters. This will help you stay open-minded and realize that the unexpected can happen in the studio world.

To my peers, many of you have played on more hit records than I have, so I know I'm not the absolute authority on studio drumming. Also, I may occasionally be writing about things that might seem pretty basic to professionals, but keep in mind that most of the readers haven't been where we've been, and we have to pass our knowledge on to the generation of drummers waiting to take our place. I think we have a responsibility to share what we've learned. Please feel free to write or call me if you have any words of wisdom, advice, humorous anecdotes, or whatever.

Finally, to the future studio drummers of the world, take what you can from this column, and use it if it will be helpful. Keep listening, keep wondering, keep reading, and keep asking questions. Please feel free to write to me in care of Modern Drummer. I can't answer your questions unless I know what they are.

I think an old sports analogy might apply here. Only a certain amount of you were able to make the jump from grade school to high school sports, less than that became college athletes, and even fewer had the ability to make it to the pros. You may spend a lot of time riding in station wagons and broken down buses traveling with the minor leagues, but if you persist, keep working very hard, and keep believing, someday the call may come from the major leagues. And it's your job to be ready when it does.

It didn't happen early for me. I had played on many records as a group member, but it took a long time for me to actually be considered a studio drummer. I can remember reading an article by some New York bass player who said, "For some reason, session men seem to happen in their mid to late 30's." Well, that gave me hope. So don't give up; keep working at it, and keep believing.

Roy Burns once told me a story about the stages in the life of a studio drummer. It's a story that's been told often, but here it is for those of you who haven't heard it:

Stage 1: Producer: "Get me Joe Smith! I need him now for this drum track."
Engineer: "Smith can't make it, but there's a new guy in town people are talking about named Craig Krampf."
Producer: "Okay, we'll try him."
Stage 2: Producer: "Get me Joe Smith."
Engineer: "He still can't make it. Let's use him again."
Stage 3: Producer: "Get me Craig Krampf."
Stage 4: Producer: "I CAN'T do this project without Craig Krampf!"
Stage 5: Producer: "Can you get me a young Craig Krampf?"

So there you go. Someone is going to get a shot at all of us, so it might as well be you. I feel my career right now is between Stages 2 and 3. I've still got a great fastball—but your day will definitely come. (I wonder who really was the first studio drummer. What a thought! We should all know his name.)

We've come quite a ways from the first attempts at recording music to today's world of digital, computers, sampling, triggering, synchronization, and, oh yes, playing! Studio drummers have been through a lot, but perhaps never at such a critical point in recording history. Our technology has certainly progressed, but along with that, many job-threatening opportunities have also arisen. I would like to cover these areas also during the course of this column, to help you prepare for the world of studio drumming.

My dad always brought records home every payday, and my fascination for that music is one of my earliest childhood memories. It's been in me longer than I ever fully realized that someday I had to make music and maybe be on a record. Well, I am on records now, and it's truly a dream come true. It can also happen to you.

So here we go. I'm going to have fun doing this, and I hope many of you will enjoy it. Once again, please write and let me know your questions. Next time, we'll jump right in and start to make a record.

---

**Valley Drum Shop**

**EVERYTHING FOR THE DRUMMER**

Sales/Service/Repairing

Always a Sale on New & Used Drums, Cymbals, Sticks, Heads, Parts, and More.

We Build the Famous Custom 741s Maple Shells Drum Known world wide.

Go Where the Pros Have Gone for Over Eleven Years:

818-994-1755

13636 Burbank Blvd.

Van Nuys, CA 91401
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**IN THE STUDIO**

by Craig Krampf
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**Get Your Drums in Tune**

Custom Contouring

CHARLES FOX, Technician

"The Custom Tuning of Drums by Altering the Bearing Surfaces"

Subsidiary of Tom LaFlame

THOROUGHBRED MUSIC PERCUSSION UNLIMITED
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I tossed my 421's and put in 408's. They're great!!
Acoustically they're very full.
Aesthetically they clean up the drum set appearance.*

Drums, cymbals, brass and woodwind, and even voice applications. The N/D408 and N/D308 instrument mics do it all.

We designed them as instrument mics, but believe it or not we're also getting great response from vocal performers who think they're fantastic.

Actually, the N/D408 and N/D308 represent a radical departure from conventional instrument microphone designs. Both employ N/DYM™ technology, and only the N/D Series mics from Electro-Voice have it. And both offer a pivoting yoke configuration for maximum flexibility in positioning the microphone near the sound source while maintaining optimum pick up angle. They're N/DYM hot, and there is no better mic for live sound reinforcement of instruments.

Try them at your Electro-Voice dealer and in concert. Then let us know what you think.

*Actual N/D408, 308 user comments are kept on file at the Electro-Voice Corporate headquarters in Buchanan, Michigan.
Emphasizing Beats

Accenting or placing emphasis on certain notes on the hi-hat or cymbal can have a profound effect on the overall feel of a beat. Take, for example, the following:

By emphasizing or accenting the upbeats (played on the cymbal bell), the beat becomes more rhythmically exciting.

In a case of time signatures with three-note pulses (like 6/8 or 4/4 with triplets), emphasizing every second note on the hi-hat or cymbal creates a very interesting effect. If we take the following "regular" beat:

and emphasize every second note on the hi-hat (beginning with beat #1), we have:

The resulting unique feel is established through a 2 against 3 approach, that is, a two-note pulse on the hi-hat versus a three-note pulse between the bass and snare. Another way to illustrate this same beat would be as follows:

For variety, play just the accented notes on the cymbal bell:

Now let's reverse the accents, and place emphasis on beats 2, 4, and 6 (as opposed to beats 1, 3, and 5).

The first time I heard this beat in action was several years ago at a Taj Mahal concert. It was played in a "blues" context and had a tremendous effect on the average feel of the song! Play just the accented notes on the bell of the cymbal:

You might try experimenting with different bass drum patterns. For example:

This last example combines a "regular" approach (first measure) with the technique under discussion (last note of measure 1 and all of measure 2). It is from the song "Vitamin Q" by the Dregs.

Photo by Lissa Wales
Overnight Sensation

In just a few months, Kawai's R-100 Digital Drum Machine has been embraced by professional musicians like Steve Smith and Jan Hammer. Why? Its combination of sound, features and price is unmatched by any other machine on the market.

"Why didn't anyone think of that before?" was Keyboard Magazine's reaction to the R-100's advanced features. Now many of those same features have been incorporated into the new R-50 Drum Machine. Both machines have the same great sound and easy operation. And both accept Kawai's new interchangeable sound chips.

Visit your Authorized Kawai Dealer and listen to the Kawai Drum Machines. And listen to Kawai on tour with Steve Smith's Vital Information, and of course on TV's Miami Vice.

You'll find this overnight sensation is no one-night stand.

Steve Smith
"One of the things I like about the R-100 is it's touch sensitivity. I can create percussion programs that feel great!"

Jan Hammer
"I am amazed at how much thought Kawai put into the R-100. Considering the features, the R-100 is truly a keyboard players dream drum machine!"
IN MEMORIAM

Mickey Sheen

Yogi Horton

Carlton Barrett

Mickey Sheen, noted swing drummer of the '40s and '50s, died recently at his home in Long Island, New York. He was 59.

Highly regarded in the musical community, although not widely known by the general public, Sheen had a long and varied career. As a young drummer, he served with the Glenn Miller Army Air Force Band in the late 1940s. After attending New York University and Juilliard, he began working as a television drummer for NBC, performing on as many as 11 shows per week. He also made recordings, transcriptions, commercials, soundtracks, and radio spots.

But Mickey's main interest was jazz, and so he began playing with such artists as Roy Eldridge, Coleman Hawkins, Ben Webster, and Lester Young. By the late 1950s, he was a member of the house band at New York's Metropole Cafe, playing alongside Charlie Shavers, Dizzy Gillespie, J.C. Higginbotham, and other top musicians of the period.

Mickey worked with most of the top jazz artists of the past 40 years, as well as accompanying such popular singers as Peggy Lee, Debbie Reynolds, Vikki Carr, Barbra Streisand, and Eddie Fisher. He drummed for the Benny Goodman band during the 1950s, and also formed his own groups, including The Big Three, with pianist Marty Napoleon and bassist Chubby Jackson.

Along with his other activities, Mickey was an author and teacher. He wrote a noted drum text, entitled It's In The Book, and had the unique distinction of being called to coach Sal Mineo for the drumming in the film The Gene Krupa Story—at Krupa's own suggestion. (Krupa did the soundtrack; Mineo played a rubber drum set.) According to Mickey, Gene called him in to coach saying, "You play more like me than I did."

Mickey remained active in the New York music scene until his death. He performed at clubs, and served as director of percussion at Five Towns College in Long Island. He was a tasteful and musical player, as well as a gentleman, and will be sorely missed by the drumming community.

—Rick Mattingly

The drumming community was saddened to learn that drummer Yogi Horton died after jumping from the window of a 17th-floor hotel room in New York on June 8. Horton had been touring with Luther Vandross at the time.

Horton was born in New York in 1953, and became interested in drumming when his parents took him to shows at the famed Apollo Theater in Harlem. His first break came while he was still in high school, when he was invited to tour with The Moments. Afterwards, he recorded "Pillow Talk" with the singer Sylvia, and that song became a hit. Horton then attended college at Alabama State, where he played in the marching band, and during that time, he cut tracks at Muscle Shoals studios. After college, he became a top studio drummer, recording with such artists as Diana Ross, Bob James, Gladys Knight, James Brown, Kid Creole & The Coconuts, Ashford & Simpson, Grover Washington, Cheryl Lynn, Aretha Franklin, Michael Urbaniak, Irene Cara, Eric Gale, and others, in addition to numerous jingles. He had toured with Luther Vandross since 1981 and appeared on five Vandross albums.

It was reported that, prior to his death, Horton complained to his wife that he had not earned the money and recognition that he felt he deserved, and that he was tired of working in Vandross' shadow. Horton's manager, however, was quoted as saying, "[Yogi] was content with his role as a musician—as a member of the band. He never wanted to be a star. It's very hard to get over the untimely passing of Marley. Horton admitted more than once that he never did get over the untimely passing of Marley.

In an interview in the July 1983 issue of Modern Drummer, Barrett had this to say about drumming: "It's a spiritual vibe that I try to get from my drums to the music. Because drums come from the slavery days and from Africa, it comes from a lot of history. The reggae drummer carries that history more than the guitarist or keyboardist. He feels the heartbeat of the music."

During his time behind a drumset, Barrett did just that. May he rest in peace.

—Robert Santelli

Reggae lost one of its premier drummers on April 17 when Carlton "Carly" Barrett was allegedly murdered by his wife and her lover in Kingston, Jamaica. Carly and brother Aston "Family Man" Barrett made up the potent rhythm section of reggae's greatest group, Bob Marley & the Wailers. His crisp snare sound and his cool, steady "riddims" made him a hero in the eyes of reggae's second generation of drummers, which included Sly Dunbar, a legend himself in Kingston and other reggae circles.

Barrett began to attract attention as the drummer in Lee "Scratch" Perry's Upsetter Band. Before that, he kept the beat for Kingston's Hippy Boys in the 1960s. But it was with Marley & the Wailers that his true talent as a drummer blossomed and that he gained international recognition.

Since Marley's death in 1981, Barrett had practically dropped out of sight. The few attempts that were made to re-form the Wailers minus their mighty leader failed. Barrett could often be found hanging out at Tuff Gong Recording Studios in Kingston, but his contribution to contemporary reggae was minimal. Friends spoke of Barrett's money problems, and Barrett admitted more than once that he never did get over the untimely passing of Marley.

In an interview in the July 1983 issue of Modern Drummer, Barrett had this to say about drumming: "It's a spiritual vibe that I try to get from my drums to the music. Because drums come from the slavery days and from Africa, it comes from a lot of history. The reggae drummer carries that history more than the guitarist or keyboardist. He feels the heartbeat of the music."

During his time behind a drumset, Barrett did just that. May he rest in peace.

—Robert Santelli
SOUND CONTROL
Sensational On Stage

The Ultimate In The Studio

Experience Ride cymbals that play from a whisper to a roar with crystal clear stick definition and just the right amount of spread... Crash cymbals so fast and pure that their explosive bursts punch through the tightest groove... or caress the softest mood. Studio quality sounds on stage... Record quality tones in the studio. Available in SABIAN'S superb AA and HH cymbal ranges. The SOUND CONTROL series from SABIAN...

...these great drummers all agree... AN INSTANT CLASSIC!

SABIAN
SYMBAL MAKERS

Ed Thigpen (Jazz Great)
Jeff Watts (Wynton Marsalis)
Larrie Londin (Session Great)
Gerry Brown (Stanley Clarke)
Bernard Purdie (Session Great)

Sabian Ltd.,
155 Webster St., Unit K, Hanover, Mass 02339
4800 Shepard Ave., P.O. Box 116, Southborough, MA 01772, USA
Motivation

"That student has exceptional talent but is not making any progress." "This guy is ready to play, but he's not out looking for gigs." "I know I need to work on that aspect of my playing, but I just can't get started." Sound familiar? We've all dealt with those kinds of statements and feelings, both internally and with students. We're talking about motivation—an elusive concept with which most of us should come to grips.

Defining Terms

Before we dive into what is a rather complex issue, let's attempt to define the subject. Simplistically, motivation deals with why behavior occurs. What people do, how they do it, and when and where they do it are all relatively easy to observe. The why, however, are much more difficult to ascertain and comprehend. Looking at how people do things and knowing something about them—their previous experiences, their desires for the present and future—may help us to arrive at a good guess as to what their motivation is. But motivation is inferred. Even the person being observed may not be certain of what it is that he or she finds motivating.

More specifically, motivation is a word used to describe those processes that can (a) arouse and instigate behavior; (b) give direction and purpose to behavior; (c) continue to allow behavior to persist; and (d) lead to choosing or preferring a particular behavior. So whenever we, as teachers, ask questions such as, "How do I help my students get started?" or "What can I do to keep them going?" or "What should they do next?" we are dealing essentially with issues of motivation. In addition to giving direction to behavior, motivation also gives it intensity. People work harder for one goal than for another. Perhaps they are more strongly motivated toward money and fame than toward leisure and privacy. The questions people ask themselves and the answers they arrive at determine the direction of their lives. Whether we are most concerned about motivation for ourselves or for our students, the aspect that looms largest is how it affects learning and performance.

Influences

What are the things that affect one's motivation? One of the fundamental aspects is trust. In order to have a positive influence upon another person (or upon yourself, for that matter), a sense of trust in your judgment must be established. Other factors that come into play here are respect and stability. We know that respect is not something that can be forced on students, but we can earn that respect through logical and rational approaches to our teaching. Stability is essential as a function of the dependency needs of students. While we do not wish to foster an overly dependent clone, we must recognize that students are dependent upon us for a certain amount of guidance. Very few individuals are capable of becoming truly independent without having had their dependency needs met during the learning process by conscientious authority figures, or experts, if you will.

Identification is another factor that affects motivation. This identification may take the form of "hero worship," and may be targeted on you as a teacher or on some other well-known drummer. While a certain amount of identification with you (as a person to be emulated) can be of enormous value in terms of trust and respect, it may become harmful to the student by actually blocking the influence of other positive figures with whom a student may identify. Again, we do not wish to foster an overdependence on ourselves, but we need to encourage a healthy spread of identification with others. Most of us recognize that our influences have been many and varied, and this is how it should be with our students. The more positive models one identifies with, the more opportunities that exist for growth and development. Conversely, lack of models with whom to identify is one reason for lack of motivation. Also, having models who are tremendously successful or who always seem to fail are both roadblocks to motivation.

How important is competency? It has been said that success breeds success, and this is certainly true with regard to motivation. A student who masters a certain pattern or rudiment, for example, will usually feel good enough about himself or herself to try new things—such as more difficult reading passages. Success and failure tend to become patterns. If failure is experienced too often, a student begins to see himself or herself as unlikely to succeed. This generally leads to manufacturing excuses for not trying. But building a pattern of successful experiences is a delicate task, for motivation is also affected by challenge. In order to be well motivated, a student must have some areas in which he or she feels competent and secure—not necessarily superior, just secure. This provides a base from which to grow and develop. Given a varied approach to teaching, the student's areas of competence will usually become readily apparent, as it is a rare student (or person) whose development is evenly distributed across all areas of playing and learning.

Fostering healthy motivation, then, depends upon establishing a careful blend of trust, identification, and competence. This also means encouraging each student to be a separate person in his or her own right. It involves allowing for outside experiences, guidance in making good choices, providing opportunities for developing competence, and finding appropriate models to emulate. This may seem too large an order; you may be saying, "Hey, I just want to teach drums." Therein lies a major fallacy. We are not just teaching drums; we are teaching students. Serious teachers recognize this responsibility and respond to it. Students look to us—and pay us—for guidance, for the experiences we have gained, and for our ability to pass this knowledge on to others. A student may be capable of learning drums, to a certain extent, from watching, reading, and listening. Witness the "self-taught" drummers. But we, as teachers, know how important the human element can be. Since no one is really self-taught (no one learns in a vacuum), let's continue to explore how we may maximize our students'—and our own—potential.

There is a feeling that, if a student is "properly" motivated and "self-motivated" early in the learning process, it will carry over throughout life. Observation and experience seem to bear this out. The child who does well in school usually does well on the job, too. Likewise, we may expect the drum student who achieves a great deal of competence to be successful in playing professionally. So how do we encourage this healthy motivation?

External Motivations

As a person or as a drum student, there are two types of motivation. One kind comes from the outside and has to do, in large part, with rewards and reinforcements. This external motivation is the area in which we may have, perhaps, the greatest control as teachers. Such simple statements as "Good job," and "I'm really
What Does The Human Clock Do?
Ask Craig Krampf.

"A drummer in today's recording and performing environment must be prepared for anything - playing, programming, triggering, sampling, syncing - and also the unexpected as it occurs."

"Three recent album projects I worked on wanted to use some 'home demos' as Masters because there was magic there - but NO SYNC, NO CLICK had been printed."

"I was able to replace the old drums with new programming in my drum machine because the Human Clock made my Linn follow the music, we got a great new drum part without losing the feel as the DEMO became a MASTER."

"When a producer says to me 'If we could only...' I've been saying 'I can do that!' a lot recently because of the Human Clock."

- THE HUMAN CLOCK IS FOR ONSTAGE: The Human Clock makes sequencers and drum machines follow the band's tempo. No more click tracks blasting in your ear, no more straining to hear what the machines are doing. No more android feel. The clock takes a rhythmic analog pulse (such as the drummer's bass drum) and converts it to a responsive, variable MIDI clock.

- THE HUMAN CLOCK IS FOR HOME RECORDING: With the Human Clock, you can sync your sequencer directly to the pre-recorded drums, no need to waste a precious track on sync tone. Or, for a "variable sync tone", simply record the bass drum on a separate track and use the Clock to add as many parts as you like.

- THE HUMAN CLOCK IS FOR STUDIO MUSICIANS: Let your machines play all the complex and tiring patterns while you play the important "feel" oriented parts. The Human Clock will make the machines follow you.

Craig Krampf is one of the busiest session drummers in Los Angeles. He has worked with such artists as Steve Perry, Little Richard, Kim Carnes, Santana, Jane Wiedlin, The Motels, Dwight Twilley. Craig is also a Grammy winner for Best Original Score as co-writer of "Where The Heart Is" in "Flashdance".

APM, P.O. Box 9305, Anaheim, CA 92802

Want to know more? Send us this coupon and we'll send you a FREE brochure on the Human Clock.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State _____ Zip ________
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pleased with your progress" can have effects far beyond what we might think. In essence, letting students know that they are doing well, rather than constantly dwelling on the negative aspects of their playing, may be greatly encouraging and, therefore, motivating. We are often all too anxious to go ahead to the next lesson without giving due credit to the mastery of the last one. Students must have the opportunity to associate feelings of satisfaction with the progress they have made in order for motivation to continue.

Another brand of outside motivation is that resulting from fears, conflicts, frustrations, and from taking risks. Competition and previous failures are the major factors here. Students who have attempted to play another instrument without success may be expecting failure with drums as well. When students see many other good students around them, but perceive that they do not meet the same standards, then their motivation is affected. While these may seem to be very negative influences, their end result may be very positive in terms of motivation. Authorities on stress suggest that some stress is necessary for optimal performance, as long as the sources of stress are known and the amount of stress is controllable. We all recognize that some challenge must be present in order to do our best job. Otherwise, the task at hand becomes boring, and we quickly lose interest. If, on the other hand, these challenges or negative stress factors become too large to cope with successfully, loss of motivation is almost a certainty. It is, in part, the teacher's responsibility to help the student recognize these factors and to cope with them in a constructive fashion. We have all dealt with disappointments and frustrations in our careers, and should be able to provide some understanding and guidance.

A third category of external motivation is that of group loyalty. The interaction with other drummers, students, teachers, and professionals is of great benefit. I don't know a drummer who is not proud to be a drummer. While I am not endorsing an elitist attitude, it should not be too difficult for most drum instructors to generate and maintain a highly positive attitude toward drumming. Seeing the teacher's enjoyment cannot help but rub off on students.

Internal Motivation

In the category of internal motivation, we can include the student's attempts to cope with his or her own curiosity, to alleviate boredom, to allay fears of the unknown, and to demonstrate proficiency. Here, students also attempt to identify with and please those people they consider important, and to test skills they have acquired. The skills needed in one situation may be the exact opposite of skills required in another, and therefore, motivation may be boosted or hindered.

The desire for independent achievement shows in attempts to perform well and efficiently, or to produce something of quality. Internal motivation is a prerequisite for these goals. Whether or not we, as teachers, approve of these goals is a separate, albeit important, question which is related to our own values, and should not necessarily be inflicted upon our students. Teachers should, however, set standards and help students strive for excellence. Students must know what worthwhile effort is, and must be helped to discriminate between a good try and a poor try. They must know that the teacher approves of effective tries—even if they don't always succeed. Also, a sense of humor is an all-important ingredient. Be aware of the danger in being too grim about the whole subject of motivation.

Strategies And Techniques

Up to now, this article has focused on gaining an understanding of the kinds of things that affect motivation. I've also offered some examples of differing results that might be expected, depending on how those things are handled. Let's turn our attention now to some specific strategies and techniques for dealing with this complex issue. As you may have noticed by now, the underlying commentary is one of presenting a structured teaching program, which takes into account many individual
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variables. Hopefully, the following suggestions will be seen as helpful hints to be mindful of in dealing with all students.

Give recognition for real effort. Anytime a person attempts to learn something, he or she is taking a risk. Because students don't learn 100 percent of the time, some risk is always involved. We can help by acknowledging their effort and by making trying a valuable personal trait. Show recognition and appreciation for progress. Any step in the direction of learning is an advancement. By showing our awareness, we allow the opportunity for gaining self-respect.

Minimize mistakes while the student is learning. The critical edge between advancement and withdrawal is fragile. Drawing too much attention to a student's mistakes encourages self-defeat. Instead, emphasize learning from mistakes. Help the student to see a mistake as a way to improve future learning. Work especially closely with the student at the beginning of a new or difficult lesson. Sometimes students are afraid to attempt something new for fear of failing. Slow down and demonstrate to make the new lesson clear before going on.

Don't overload the lesson. When learning bogs down, divide the assignments into many short lessons, rather than overwhelming the student with a huge amount of material. This gives the student a feeling of progress, helps him or her maintain concentration, and enhances confidence. This may also be a good time to break a lesson routine, and deal with a totally different or unique area of your total teaching program. Variety will reduce tension, frustration, and boredom.

Demonstrate confident and realistic expectations for each lesson. Essentially, the message is "You can do it"—but without the implication that the lesson is easy or simple. If we suggest that a lesson is easy, we place the student in a no-win situation. That is, if the student is successful, it is because the lesson was easy to begin with. If he or she is not successful, the feelings of failure are a major blow to the motivation to keep trying. It is important to show faith in the student's ability to learn. The message here is, "No matter what, I will still have confidence in you, and I will still work with you."

Introduce new material through the use of previous lessons. Connect new ideas to the last topic studied. Compare new skills to skills already acquired. Interest and motivation are integral parts of one another. That is, boredom is a result of lessons that are too easy or too familiar. Conversely, frustration and confusion come from lessons that are too new or too difficult. This is obviously a delicate balance in terms of presentation of material and ideas, but one that is critical in maintaining the appropriate level of challenge.

Emphasize the student's personal responsibility in his or her own progress. This is an aspect in which the teacher can encourage internal motivation. Control of one's fate and responsibility for one's learning leads to a positively motivated, optimistic, and confident student. An effective way to ensure a sense of personal responsibility is to allow students to plan and set their own goals. Allowing students to make as many of their own choices as possible permits them to see that they are, in fact, in charge of their own progress. Along these same lines, help each student to analyze his or her own strengths and weaknesses. Perhaps a chart or log of the student's progress will be helpful in visibly demonstrating that progress is taking place, and that certain areas still require time and effort.

Obviously, no teacher can do everything right all the time. We're not expected to be perfect; we have our own problems and pressures to handle. However, real concern for, watchful interest in, and open communication with students are the truly important factors in motivation. Whenever we encourage students, we are attempting to strengthen their belief in themselves. It may take some planning and foresight. It definitely demands time and sensitivity. If we believe in ourselves, it is because we have been encouraged. As teachers, we have an obligation to pass that encouragement along.
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Jones looks when he plays.

**NMW:** Yeah, it's the same thing. He's not fighting, but it's the same passion. He's dealing with something, and it's beautiful. When you play with that much feeling, a higher spirit comes down and moves you, and moves the audience. "Grateful" is the only word I can use to express how I feel about having the chance to be a musician who can move and touch others. I think that God wants me to play drums to inspire people. Drums can proclaim victory, and that's something I feel very akin to—the positiveness of victory.

Look at Phil Collins. He always says that drumming is his first love, because he took the time to learn the instrument, and it inspires everything he does. In fact, rhythm is the key to so much of the popular music today. All of those who are making hit records have a strong connection with rhythm. If they don't, they don't make it. Melody often takes a secondary position. Don't get me wrong. Melody is beautiful. A great melody and a great lyric will touch the heart. But competition is very real in this world. You need the edge, and the edge is rhythm. The way to take a great melody and a great lyric and have it be a number-one record is through the phrasing—how you say it rhythmically. Rhythm will make or break that record.

**RM:** A moment ago, you said that your soul is free on drums because you took the time to understand how to play them. A few years ago in an MD interview, you spoke of wanting to start a drum school. Is that something you still plan to do?

**NMW:** Yes, I do. I haven't done it yet because I got trapped into the thing of being so busy. Everybody in the world is calling, and I love it. After you work all of your life to build up a reputation, you can't tell people, "Sorry, I haven't got time." But I think that a drum school would be a great service to humanity, and that's something I feel very akin to—the positiveness of victory.

A moment ago, you said that your soul is free on drums because you took the time to understand how to play them. A few years ago in an MD interview, you spoke of wanting to start a drum school. Is that something you still plan to do?

**RM:** Would you say you have a different approach to teaching?

**NMW:** Yeah, very different. When I taught at Drummers Collective, I would work with the students on rudiments just so they could build up some speed, but then I'd go to the keyboards so that we could play some music together. It was a more musical experience than if I had just been breathing down their necks saying,
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"You're not holding the sticks correctly."

I also like to teach with two drumsets, so that we can do a call-and-response type of thing. That's how they teach in India. The teacher throws something out and you answer. Actually, that's how a lot of kids in this country learn to play guitar. They'll put on an Eric Clapton record and play it over and over until they learn to play all of his licks. Then they'll take those licks and make them part of their own repertoire.

Drummers can do that same thing. A lot of times, students will ask, "How can I feel freer in five or seven?" The first step is to listen to the greats who have done it. Once you learn how to hear it, then you can do it. Listen to Billy Cobham. Listen to Gadd. If there's a record you admire, analyze it. I don't think that people take enough time to digest what has already been given. Everybody's so concerned with the latest thing, but so much truth has come down that we have yet to digest. You can take just one lick that Gadd played and interpret that in ten different ways. All drummers have their thing that they do. Cobham had his thing on the toms. I learned what he did, and then I would break it up my own way. I found that emulating other players was a great way for me to learn. Before I knew it, I wasn't just emulating what I heard someone else do, but it had become part of my thing. It's important to learn what the other cats are doing, but then you have to use your imagination to bring something new to it.

So that's how I would teach. I'd play a lick, and if I'd see the students' eyes flash, then I'd teach them that lick. "I'll play it, and then you play it. No, that's not quite it. Listen to it again. Now you try it again." We would just keep throwing things back and forth. When you hear somebody play something, it can inspire you to greater heights, like the way I was inspired by Danny when we played together.

So then I might hold a groove and have them solo over me. I'd listen to how well they locked in with my time feel, so that they would not just be soloing in a mindless fashion. Then I would have them hold a groove while I'd solo, and I would let them hear how I'd be aware of the time they would be establishing even though I'd be doing a solo.

After we'd done enough of that, I would go to the piano and play grooves so that we could just work on time. Once we had the time established, I'd tell them to play fills. What happens a lot of times is that the time creeps up a little when you try to do a fill. So you have to learn how to control it. John McLaughlin used to ask, "Which horse is the strongest: the horse that can run down the hill the fastest, or the horse that can slow down and stop halfway down the hill?" So you've got to learn to ride that horse. That was something that I had to work on. Many times I'd get so excited by this guy wailing on guitar that, before I knew it, the time would be creeping. A little bit of that is okay, because it's a very human emotion. But you have to make sure that you are controlling it, rather than having it control you.

RM: Having the students imitate what you are playing is very similar to the way we learn to speak.

NMW: Yes, it's much like that. I find that I get good results that way. I also believe in tape recording lessons, because there's usually too much information to digest all at once. If I were to take a lesson from Elvin, Tony Williams, or anybody, I would want to tape it so that I could go back to the things I didn't understand and work with them until I did understand.

RM: You talk about being free and flying on the drums. When you do that, you can't be worrying about making mistakes. You have to take some risks, because you'll never get very far if you always play it safe. But how do you learn to let go?

NMW: It's just a matter of gaining confidence. Let's say a new dance comes out. When it first comes out, you don't want to do it because you don't know how to do it. But then you see some people doing it, so you go home and figure out how to do it. Then you go to some parties, and you do this dance. Before you know it, people are
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saying, “Wow, you really do that dance good.” When you hear them say that, you start to gain some confidence. You start adding some of your own little moves to it. Then you start asking girls to do the dance with you. Your confidence is shining now.

So the point I’m trying to make is that, in drumming or anything else you do in life, confidence comes from doing something. After you play drums long enough, when you hear something that you want to do, you go for it, and you trust that your instincts will get you through it. You will stumble a lot at first, but you realize that the only way to get good is by stumbling. It’s like in tennis. When you start out, you can’t be worried about winning. You’ve got to learn how to make all kinds of shots, and a lot of times, you’re going to knock the ball out of the court. But that’s how you learn to control the ball, and that’s the only way you’re going to get good. Prince is like that in his music. Some songs are real duds, but others are masterpieces, because he really takes broad strokes, as opposed to just really calculating what’s going to be a hit.

So with drumming, I’d say to people that they should acknowledge the discipline of time and learn the craft, but as you’re doing that, stretch, stretch, stretch. That’s the only way that you’re going to have your own style, and it’s so important to have your own style. But if you’re timid and afraid to try things, it’s never going to come out. John McLaughlin was very instrumental in helping me to do that. He would come behind my drumkit when I’d be soloing, and he’d grab my sleighbells, shake them, and say, “Enjoy the Supreme.” He’d be pushing me to give everything I could give, and I’d just be crying—playing things I never thought I could play. There’s so much to give, but it’s not just a matter of how many notes you’re playing. It can be the simplest thing, but you’re really feeling it.

RM: You seem to believe that freedom, then, is somewhat dependent on a disciplined knowledge of the instrument.
NMW: Well, I do think it’s important that people feel the freedom to play the drums. You don’t have to study. There are many great musicians who just pick up an instrument, and their love of it just manifests itself. So I wouldn’t want to confine people. I’d try to emphasize the importance of knowing what the masters before them have discovered. It’s important to know the tools of your trade. Yes, play your instrument on your own, but also take the time to know your rudiments so that you can be even better than you might be on just your natural instinct.

Look at Sugar Ray Leonard. He obviously has a great natural talent for boxing. But by working with a great trainer and learning all of the different punches and combinations, he was able to sustain a world championship, as opposed to winning and losing and winning and losing. His study and training gave him consistency. That’s what musicians need. It’s very frustrating when you feel that one night you’re great and the next night you’re not so great. I went through that, and it was terrible to feel like “I’m great; I’m horrible; I’m great; I’m rotten.”

So I’m a believer of both: You have to have natural ability, but you also need to understand the technique so that your soul can blossom through it. It just to have technique—there are many drummers who only have technique, but no soul power. You don’t want to have the technical knowledge with nothing behind it. If you had to make a choice, it would be better to have the soulfulness and not know any technique. But the best thing is to have both. That way, you are inspired, and you have the technique to give that inspiration to others.

To up-and-coming drummers I would say, “Realize the God in yourself. Realize that the spirit in you is a real inner shrine. To help that inner shrine speak, know your rudiments. And if you can listen to the masters that have come before you, it will inspire you.”

RM: You mentioned Benny Benjamin earlier. Who were some of the other masters...
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that inspired you?
NMW: There are so many. A guy who was a big inspiration to me when I was in high school was Sandy McKee, who played with a group called Cold Blood. He is one of the most underrated drummers in the world.
RM: I remember Steve Jordan talking about Sandy McKee.
NMW: Oh man, if you want to hear some inside funk, listen to this guy. I also dig Phil Collins. Talk about playing to full capacity—he does it. When you see Genesis live, Phil and Chester really get it going. It's not really complicated stuff, but it's all worked out and they get some voodoo happening.

There are a lot of bad cats. Omar Hakim is a great drummer, and he keeps good time. I miss Jordan on the Letterman show. I miss that high, pingy snare drum he had. Tony Thompson is another one I like. I wish more people would listen to some of the forefathers, like Max Roach. He's still making records, but it's like they're in a bin in the back. Do you know what I mean? Art Blakey plays with a lot of spirit. I see him play, and it's like I'm looking at a great Nigerian king. He's got some chops, too. Art Blakey was the first guy to make jazz swing like rock 'n' roll. There's a song by Jimmy Smith called "The Sermon" that takes up a whole side of an album. That was my favorite record when I was 11 years old, because Art was laying down that backbeat, and I could relate to the backbeat.

Mitch Mitchell was a big influence on me, because he was one of the few drummers in the '60s who could really play. He understood rock power, but he also had some chops. He really inspired me to develop good hands. Nowadays there are so many good drummers, but back when I was coming up in the '60s, you could count the bad cats on your hand. Everyone's so much better today. It's inspiring. I feel a kinship with so many drummers. There are a lot of great people who have made it and who are still struggling to make it that need to be reminded that drummers have a special mission. When we hit the drum, it inspires and makes a difference, even if we're just playing in some hole-in-the-wall club. I can remember playing in a lot of little nightclubs with smoke all over the place, but people would come up and say, "Wow, you play with so much spirit! Are you going to be here tomorrow night, too?" People need music. It's a real gift, and it's tangible. People feel that, because they can't see the spirit, then maybe the spirit is not real. But it is, and music can really do a lot of good for the world.

So to all of my brothers and sisters who play drums, I want to say that you must never forget the power of your heart's love, so that you can truly do what the Supreme wants you to do. Being able to communicate through music is a gift that God gives us, and we must always try to please the Supreme.
RM: I'm sure it's not difficult to feel that you're playing for the Supreme when you're working with Mahavishnu, but what about a drummer who's working in small clubs? It's not always easy to feel inspired in a situation like that.
NMW: We bring a lot of problems on ourselves, and I'm as guilty of that as anyone. Many times we feel, "I'm stuck in this situation," and it's hard to rise above that, but you can make anything beautiful if you choose to. In my life, I played many holes in the wall, but I would stick a flower on my drums, or I would take a photograph of someone I loved. You need to find a way to inspire yourself. Have a picture of your mother, your father, Jesus Christ, Buddha, or whoever inspires you. In my case, Sri Chinmoy inspires me. But there are many roads to God, and you have to find your road.

Another thing is to be clean. Have clean hands when you play the drums. Make sure you smell good. Be pure. Go out and run, and work up a sweat. Be in good shape. Breathe properly. Do things that inspire purity, because purity inspires inspiration. If you have to play the drums in a rotten atmosphere, just try to rise above that and inspire yourself. Inspire your life and then everything you do will be inspired.

It's all a matter of love. I felt love for John McLaughlin. Elvin felt love for John Coltrane, and that's why Elvin could do what he did every night at such an extreme height. You could hear that love. That's what we need more of: more love for ourselves and for the situations that we're in. Bands break up left and right because they can't stand each other. Well, who's problem is that? You're going to have problems with people no matter what band you're in. You've got to learn how to jump some of these hurdles.

That stuff all surfaces when you play. You can see people's insecurities, their doubts, their loves, their joys—everything surfaces when you play music. Drummers have big hearts, and sometimes they run into confusion because life has many obstacles. So you need to take time to nourish yourself. You've got to meditate, man. Meditation is simply being able to concentrate on your own inner being, so that your own uniqueness can shine. Take what you're good at and intensify it. There is no fixed goal. The music can grow every day.
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The essence of participating in music is the joy that comes not only from performing, but also from enjoying the performance of your fellow musicians. The pleasure and inspiration derived when one of those musicians happens to play the same instrument as you has its own special significance.

The most important thing to understand about playing drums is that the drum is a musical instrument. True enough, it is an instrument of strength and power, requiring much physical application through the full use of the body's four limbs. But it can also be an instrument depicting thought, gentleness, and beauty when it is in the right hands. Such hands are those of Sherman Ferguson.

The first time I heard Sherman was on a recording played for me by Benny Carter. For those of you who do not know who Benny Carter is, he is the elder statesman of jazz-oriented music—a multi-instrumentalist, composer, arranger, and the forerunner to Henry Mancini, Quincy Jones, and Toto in film writing. The recording was of the Heard, Rainer, Ferguson Trio (John, Tom, and Sherman, respectively). Although the music was mostly straight-ahead bebop, there was also some Brazilian rhythm, as well as one track with a touch of the contemporary sound and groove at its best. I next heard Sherman on a recording with Kenny Burrell—again in a trio setting. Once again, his playing struck me as having a special individual approach and quality to it. "Fire, groove, and taste" are the words that most aptly describe Sherman's playing for me.

Recently, I had the opportunity to see Sherman perform live with Eddie Harris and Ralphe Armstrong at the Montmartre Jazz Club in Copenhagen, Denmark. This convinced me that here, indeed, was an exceptionally talented individual who chose drums as a means for communication. And communicate he did! Sherman communicates with his fellow artists on stage. He knows the multiple roles of the drummer in a group and performs exquisitely in each of those capacities.

Although it was only a trio—and, for the most part, totally acoustic as far as the instruments were concerned—the music played that evening covered a variety of styles from bebop to Brazilian, avant-garde to down-home blues to out and out rock 'n' roll. The feel and groove were authentic within each of the styles, and this is what got to not only me as a musician, but to the audience as well. Everybody was grooving to the music being performed, regardless of the changes in styles. That's really the point of making music, isn't it? When it's great, it's great!

I met with Sherman between sets, and, not at all surprisingly, found him to be just as it is with most gifted players: a very warm, kind, and giving human being. It came to my mind that here was someone more drummers should know about. I asked him if he would mind my interviewing him. There was no time that evening, and the group was leaving for Sweden early the next morning where they would be playing in Goteborg and Stockholm. He would, however, have a couple of days off after the Swedish gigs. This being the case, he agreed to stop over in Copenhagen before going on to the next date, which was in Vienna. The following is the result of our conversation.

ET: Sherman, by way of introduction, I think people should know something of your background.

SF: Well, I was born in Philadelphia, on October 31, 1944.

ET: How old were you when you first started professionally?

SF: I was between 16 and 17, I guess. I got my first drum set when I was 16. I had been playing a couple of years before that, but without drums. I actually got into it through basketball. My best friend was a young drummer around town named Charles Lewis. He was like the wonder kid of Philadelphia. Unfortunately, he has multiple sclerosis now, and he's not able to play anymore. He got me started. We made a pact. I played basketball really well, and he wasn't very athletic. So he said, "I'll make a deal with you. I'll show you something about the drums, if you show me something about basketball." So that's how I got into drumming seriously.

ET: How did you begin your professional career?

SF: I was between 16 and 17, I guess. I got my first drum set when I was 16. I had been playing a couple of years before that, but without drums. I actually got into it through basketball. My best friend was a young drummer around town named Charles Lewis. He was like the wonder kid of Philadelphia. Unfortunately, he has multiple sclerosis now, and he's not able to play anymore. He got me started. We made a pact. I played basketball really well, and he wasn't very athletic. So he said, "I'll make a deal with you. I'll show you something about the drums, if you show me something about basketball." So that's how I got into drumming seriously.

ET: Did you begin your professional career in Philadelphia?

SF: Yes, I did. I started in Philadelphia, and then I went to New York. I played with a lot of different groups in Philadelphia, and then I went to New York and played with a lot of different groups there.

ET: How did you get into drumming in the first place?

SF: I got into drumming through a friend of mine who was a drummer. We made a pact, and he taught me how to play the drums.

ET: What made you decide to become a drummer?

SF: I liked the sound of the drums. I liked the way they made music. I thought it was cool.

ET: When did you start playing professionally?

SF: I started playing professionally in 1962.

ET: Who were some of your early influences?

SF: My early influences were Gene Krupa and Max Roach.

ET: Have you always played the drums?

SF: No, I played the drums for about five years and then I stopped playing for a while.

ET: Why did you stop playing for a while?

SF: I stopped playing for a while because I was tired. I was playing a lot of gigs, and I needed a break.

ET: What did you do during that time?

SF: During that time, I did other things, like working as a music teacher.

ET: How did you get back into playing again?

SF: I got back into playing again because I realized how much I missed playing.

ET: What are some of the challenges of being a drummer?

SF: Some of the challenges of being a drummer are keeping time, being able to read music, and being able to play in different styles.

ET: What are some of the achievements you are most proud of?

SF: I am most proud of the fact that I have been able to play with so many great musicians. I have been able to play with some of the best drummers in the world.

ET: What advice would you give to someone who is just starting out on the drums?

SF: My advice to someone who is just starting out is to practice, practice, practice. And to listen to as many different drummers as possible.

ET: What is your favorite piece to play?

SF: My favorite piece to play is "Take Five," by Dave Brubeck.

ET: What do you think is the most important thing about being a drummer?

SF: I think the most important thing about being a drummer is being able to communicate with the other musicians on stage.

ET: How do you feel about the current state of the music industry?

SF: I feel that the music industry is in a state of flux. There are new technologies coming out all the time, and it's hard to keep up with them.

ET: What do you think the future holds for drumming?

SF: I think the future for drumming is bright. I think there are new ways of playing drum that are going to be popular in the future.
Ferguson:

And Taste

the type of music that the kids listened to was R&B. I’m talking about James Brown, Wilson Pickett, and different singing groups like the Temptations and the Four Tops. If you wanted to play a job, that’s what people were dancing to. There were what we called cabarets, which, in Philadelphia, were basically parties where you could bring your own liquor and food. That’s what I did, because that was all that was available. For example, I worked with a guy named King James, whose whole act was an impersonation of Ray Charles. He had Ray Charles down to a tee.

So I learned how to play the blues and do all that kind of stuff, because R&B gigs were the only jobs available. As a young, developing musician, you have to take almost whatever comes your way. In the long run, all of it is very helpful, because you have to use all of it in your career anyway. With every job I’ve ever played, some part of it was useful later on—even if it wasn’t that thrilling at the time I was doing it.

ET: R&B music is the jazz heritage. That’s where it starts.

SF: Well, blues and dancing are where the music started, but at the time, it was a drag to me. I wanted to be playing jazz. I wanted to be playing whatever was prevalent—bebop, ‘Trane, Miles, and all that kind of stuff. I didn’t want to be playing James Brown. I wanted to be playing with the cats. You always want to be around the older players and to play more sophisticated music. For instance, I would go out for dinner at the old Chocolate Horse. I would have to literally turn the lights out in my place, and my mother would get up in the morning until noon, and again from 4:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M. on Sunday. Then, on Saturdays we’d play from 4:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M., and then come back and play from 10:00 P.M. to 3:00 A.M., Sunday morning. Then we’d come back and play from 6:00 in the morning until noon, and again from 4:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M. on Sunday. Then, when we got off—being young and full of energy—we’d go somewhere and have a session. Jimmy Smith, Jack McDuff—all the organ players of that era—were there. There would be two bars across the street from each other, and they’d have battles to see which organ group could play louder than the other one. After playing all those hours, we’d go off, and we’d go somewhere and still play.

In the late ‘60s and early ‘70s, I started going on the road with different people—Billy Paul and, later on, Pat Martino. I made my first ‘jazz’ album in 1969 or ’70—an album called Desperado, which is now a collector’s item.

ET: When I heard you in person for the first time, I was impressed by the fact that you maintained the jazz tradition, while at the same time you were very contemporary, very advanced, and very versatile. Who were the jazz drummers who influenced you?

SF: There were quite a few drummers from the Philadelphia area, like Mickey Roker, Philly Joe, Tooty Heath, and Donald Bailey. I was also influenced by Max, Roy Haynes—all the drummers actually—and a guy named Ed Thigpen.

ET: I’ve noticed that a lot of people who are getting write-ups today talk about something that happens in the feeling of the music. It has to do with where you play the bass drum. You know how to feather the bass drum. It was a beautiful sight to see, because I’ve always felt that there is a misconception about misuse or nonuse of...
the bass drum. Did your bass drum technique come from your blues experience?

**SF:** No. It actually came from the fact that I realized the importance of being able to play the bass drum. We were talking earlier about how I try to get something out of every job, no matter how sad it might be. I was working a gig in L.A. with somebody who will remain nameless, because I might have to work with him again, [laughs] The gig was kind of sad, and I had to play real soft. I decided that, since I had to play real soft on this gig, I was going to practice every night at being able to play the bass drum as soft as I possibly could. The actual key to it is not to think about playing the bass drum, but rather to approach it as if I were just lightly tapping my foot. If you have the foot pedal where you can control it—which is what it's all about anyway—then you can play at any volume. It's the same thing with the hands. You shouldn't be able to play at any volume; you should have the control to play loudly, softly, and everything in between. But on this job I mentioned, I just worked on playing that bass drum as softly as I possibly could.

**ET:** Could you explain when you feel the bass drum should be used as far as time—keeping a pulse—is concerned?

**SF:** Especially in big bands, I think it's essential that you play the bass drum on all four beats, because it gives the band more bottom. It depends on the era that the person you're playing with is coming from. If I'm playing with someone whose ideas stem from the swing era of the 30s and early '40s,—say, for example, Benny Carter—I know that what he is used to is being able to feel that bass drum. In that instance, I would play the bass drum on all four beats and maybe a shade louder than I would normally, because Benny wants to hear it and feel it more.

When I work with Pharoah Sanders, on the other hand, I don't have to play the bass drum all the time. It's not conducive to that kind of music—for that pulse—to keep things moving ahead. But sometimes, even in the trio setting, I play straight bass drum, because I worked on being able to control it. I think every drummer should be able to do it. The problem that a lot of the rock drummers have, I think, is that they play with their toes all the time. You cannot control the bass drum by playing with just your toe all the time, because it's only one volume. If they don't believe me, have them try it. I know you know, but this is for the readers of Modern Drummer.

**ET:** What are your feelings in general about the division or categorization of different styles? People describe something as being "in the pocket" or say that it's a groove. How would you explain the differences between jazz, funk, and rock?

**SF:** I think the main difference again gets back to the bass drum. In the last two musics that you mentioned, the bass drum is more prominent and it's louder. Of course, you also have the backbeat. But it's the combination of the backbeat, the 8th-note feeling, and the bass drum almost being stomped on. They have a term now in the studios that really turns me off: They refer to the bass drum as being the "kick" drum. I don't kick any drum. I don't know what they mean by the "kick" drum. That's the bass drum. Thinking of it as a "kick" drum makes it louder and more prominent. So that's the main difference I find. The bass drum and backbeat are more prominent in funk and rock than they are in—for want of another term—straight-ahead jazz music.

**ET:** It seems to me that, today, a lot of people are associating "being in the pocket," "being funky," "being soulful," "beating down with it" with volume and heaviness. When I listened to you play the other night, the trio—with a minimum of amplification—was funky and grooving. It was so contemporary and in the pocket that people were jumping up and down and screaming. It was the way the rhythms were played: Gospel . . . churchy . . . down to earth . . . down with it. It had nothing to do with volume; it just had to do with feeling. How would you explain that being attained?

**SF:** The music, to me, has to have dance in it—some element of dance. I don't care what kind of music you're playing, if it has that element of motion, it makes you want to tap your foot, shake your body, move your head, or whatever. The Oscar Peterson Trio, when you were in it, was always in the pocket. No matter what groove you cats were playing, I always said, "Yeah!" That's the element—if it has dance in it. [Bassist] John Heard, a good friend of mine, and I used to have a band together, and he always stressed that. There were two things he stressed: dance and the magic—to have the magic in the music. If that's involved in it, I don't care what kind of music you're playing. If you touch people's emotions and make them move their bodies . . . like Dizzy says, you're not dealing with the intellect there. You're dealing with the heart and soul. To do that, you have to find that pocket or find out where the groove is. When I play, a lot of times, I try to dance myself—kind of move and get the motion of dancing to whatever groove I'm playing. If I can get it in me when I'm playing, it's easy to get it to come out of the drums, and out to the audience or onto the tape.

For example, if I play something that's funky or in the pocket, I'm going back to my very first roots of playing—James Brown, the Ray Charles stuff, the pop music that I had to play when I was coming
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up—because that still is the basis of everything that’s going on now. It’s just gotten a little bit more intricate, maybe. Years ago, when I was first playing with Billy Paul, I used to get a lot of flack, because I didn’t play simple enough. When I played that way, he said, “You’re playing too much. You can’t play all that.” But if the backbeat is there—if the groove is there—it doesn’t matter how many notes you play. Look at Steve Gadd: Sometimes he plays simple, and sometimes the things he does that are in the pocket aren’t that simple. Look at the Mahavishnu Orchestra: They played like they got paid by the note, but the music still grooved in its element. It all boils down to being able to find out what to do to make the music work. The basis of it is that, if it’s got the dance in it—if it has the basic pulse—it makes people want to move something. The only kind of music that you listen to most of the time that doesn’t make you want to move anything is so-called European classical music. I haven’t seen anybody get up and boogie to Chopin. That’s a music more for the intellect. It’s not a music to touch that emotion. It’s not a music to make the music work. The basis of it is that, if you have to talk about it, then you’re missing the point.” I guess it’s like being with a lady. When it’s right, you know it. There’s no way you can explain why it is.

ET: I understand that you’d like to get involved in education, too.

SF: Yeah, well, I’ve been somewhat involved in it. I’d like to get more involved in it. I’d like to do more clinics and do more private teaching, because I think it’s very important that the tradition of true jazz drumming be passed on. We’ve lost some really great drummers in a couple of years: most recently Papa Jo Jones and Philly Joe Jones—who should be inspirational to every drummer who ever picked up a pair of drumsticks—and also Shelly Manne and Nick Ceroli. They added to the tradition. I think my main peeve with a lot of drummers today is that they think more about playing drums than they do about playing music. Drums are a musical instrument. It’s not how fast you can play on the drums; it’s how much music you can make that I like to hear on the drums. I think that anybody could play the drums fast, just by sitting down for hours and hours and doing that. There are very few drummers I hear who play music on those fellows. You’re one of them. Max Roach, Billy Higgins, Billy Hart, and Roy Haynes are some others. A lot of great drummers play music on them, and a lot of other drummers just play a lot of notes. They want to see how many drums they can hit. In my own experience, I had a kit for a while with two mounted tom-toms. I found out that I had to take one of those tom-toms off, because I was hitting that sucker just because it was there. It would get in the way of my playing my regular patterns.

If I have any pet peeve—and I know this is Modern Drummer magazine, which runs ads by companies that are in the business of selling drums—it’s that the size of drumsets is getting ridiculous. I heard a tape of you playing with Monty Alexander where you were playing a snare drum, a hi-hat, and a ride cymbal. You didn’t even have a bass drum, and you played all the stuff that was needed. Why have 35 thousand drums and 23 million cymbals, when most of the drummers who use all that stuff still just play the backbeat anyway? [laughs] So that’s my peeve. The tradition of the instrument and also the history of drumming are being neglected. There was an article in Modern Drummer a while back—an interview with Buddy Rich. He said that a drummer walked up to him and had never even heard of Papa Jo Jones. But the guy called himself a drummer! I’m not saying that every drummer should know about all the drummers, but you have to know where you came from. You have to know about the past before you can deal with the future. To a lot of drummers, history doesn’t go back any further than Steve Gadd and Harvey Mason. They’re both great drummers, but there was a lot happening a long time before they came out.

ET: I think it’s a matter of people advocating this, both by speaking out about it and by playing. We have to figure out a way to market our product maybe a little better. It’s a matter of not throwing away our tradition, because it’s something to be proud of. If we lose sight of what we’re really about, it will wind up not being very meaningful. It won’t have any substance, so to speak. At the same time, there are people like Ed Soph who are out there and are very much into the history of the music. I’m not real worried about it as long as we have people like you, along with the Ed Sophs and the Victor Lewises.

SF: Yeah, and the Kenny Washingtons and the Marvin Smiths.

ET: I was getting a little concerned about it, but I think it will be alright. It’s a differ-
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ent time. It's not the '20s. It's not the swing era. It's not even the bebop era, although people let go of that—the bebop—and right now they're becoming very interested again.

SF: I don't think any era is really ever over, because if you're a drummer—if you're a real musician—at some time in your career, all of that is going to come into play. For example, I'm 43 years old, but if I have a gig and somebody wants to play "Struttin' With Some Barbecue," I can. But I shouldn't play "Struttin' With Some Barbecue" like I would play "Giant Steps." I'd have to know something about where "Struttin' With Some Barbecue" comes from.

ET: Besides the historical aspects, what other elements of jazz drumming mean the most to you?

SF: One thing that I want to get into is how the feeling of the music is so important. Right now, we're in Copenhagen. I'm on a two-month European tour with Eddie Harris. On part of the tour, we've been traveling by train. One time, we had a 12-hour train ride and got to the town about a half hour before we were supposed to hit the stage. Everybody was tired and really dragged out from the train ride. But when you get on the bandstand, play the music, the communication between the musicians happens and the communication between the musicians and the audience happens, and you walk off the bandstand and see smiles on those people's faces, you forget all about the damn 12-hour train ride. You forget about not having the chance to get anything to eat but a cheese sandwich on the train, and sometimes not even having a good chance to take care of your bodily functions because you can't get to the hotel room to go to the bathroom and brush your teeth or wash up. You just get in there, drop your suitcase off, do whatever it is you have to do, and then get back out there and hit the gig. But when you walk off and see smiles, and someone walks up to you and maybe the only words that person can say in English are "Thank you," that means an awful lot to you. That's why I do this.

It's definitely not because of the money, because when I started playing the drums, it was a long time before I realized that I could make money doing that. By the time I realized that, I said, "Man, I could have this much fun and make money, too!" That's another aspect I think is wrong with a lot of younger people who are getting into this business. They're doing it to become stars. It's not about being a star; it's about being a good musician. What means the most to me is having your respect, and the fact that you walked up to me the other night and said, "Man, you're a great drummer." Coming from you—as someone I've always looked up to and who helped me get my trio stuff together years ago—for you to say that you appreciate what I do, or for Max Roach to walk up to me and say, "Yeah man, your playing ... I love what you're doing," that means that I can go home and go to bed with a smile on my face.

ET: I'm glad we had the opportunity to spend some time together, to get some of your thoughts on tape, and hopefully, to have your words passed on to some of the other young people—and some of us older ones—who subscribe to this magazine. I think your comments are valid, and your contributions to the magazine are things that should be enjoyed and appreciated by many in the years to come.

SF: Well, I hope so, because I've been doing it for a long time—playing with a lot of different people. It's like Duke Ellington said one time when he was passed over for an award. He said that they didn't want to make him too famous too early. [laughs] I really think that there are a lot of unsung people that more people should know about. The only way that's going to happen is if people like you say, "Look man, let's sit down with a tape recorder and get some of this stuff down."

ET: Well, it has to start somewhere, and I think you're a good start. As long as you keep on playing, people are going to want to know about you. We mentioned your educational activities earlier. How can people who'd like to take advantage of your talents reach you?

SF: I live in the Los Angeles area, and it's very easy to get in contact with me for clinics or lessons. All you have to do is call the musician's union and ask for Sherman Ferguson, and they'll give you my number.

ET: Would you give me a rundown on the equipment that you use—size and brands?

SF: I'm playing Remo drums right now and Paiste cymbals, which I'm very happy with.

ET: I imagine this Remo switch is relatively new.

SF: It is. They've been making drumheads for years. They approached me about their drums, and invited me to come up to the factory and check them out. I saw them, and I liked the way they sounded. To me, it's the way a drum sounds that's important. What I want to know is whether that sucker is going to sound good when I hit it. Is it going to stay in tune? Is it going to hold up on the road? So far, the Remo drums have been taking care of business. Now, if I could only get a drum case that would last under the airlines and the trains. [laughs]

Because I play mostly acoustic music, I like 18" and 20" bass drums. I also use small toms; I have a 14 x 14 floor tom. I'm not into the real big stuff, because I don't need it for the sound. Besides, I'm the one who has to carry it around.

ET: No roadie yet.

SF: No roadie yet. If anybody out there wants to volunteer to be a roadie, then I'll get bigger drums.

ET: Are you planning on incorporating any electronics?

SF: With the type of music I've been playing, it's really not an element. It's not needed. I don't think something should be added just because it's contemporary. If there comes a time when I'm playing something electronic and percussion is applicable, then I'll experiment with it.

ET: What about sticks and brushes?

SF: I use Vic Firth sticks, and I'm using plastic brushes—the white plastic—which I like a lot. For years, I used the Regal Tip metal brushes, but through wear and tear, they get bent up and stuff. I've just found that I prefer the plastic brushes for my own purposes.

Brushes are really important. For example: They've been renting drumsets for me on this European tour. One night, in Sweden, the guy had a snare drum with a clear batter head. I said, "Man, we have to change that." The guy came over to me and asked me, "Do you use brushes?" I looked at him like he was crazy. "Do I use brushes! That's an insult. Of course I use brushes. I'm a jazz drummer. What are you, a wise guy?" So he immediately had to change the heads.

I'm very proud of being a jazz drummer. That's what I always wanted to be. When I graduated from high school, I wrote in my high school yearbook—where you put down what your ambition is—that I wanted to be a jazz drummer. Here I am 43 years old, and I can say that that's what I am. How many people can?
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In the last issue, I talked about playing and phrasing on the ride cymbal in jazz. That discussion took us from the quarter-note pulse concept to the swung 8th-note (triplet) phrase, and dealt with the technique involved.

Now, we arrive at the point of adding the snare and bass drum to the music: what’s commonly called "independence." To me, independence means that you are in control of (1) what you’re doing and (2) what you want to do. That is, if you hear a rhythmical or other musical idea inside your head, you can play it on the drums, without interfering with the groove or being limited by one of your hands or feet dictating what should go where.

In the case of jazz timekeeping, this translates to being able to play a rhythm on the snare, toms, or bass drum, and not change the rhythm or phrasing of the ride cymbal. If you can do that, then you have the freedom to play any way you want to. But without that basic amount of control, you will not have developed the consistency needed in your timekeeping to keep the music swinging.

We all have idiosyncrasies—like when your right hand does one thing, the left responds in kind—dependent on habits built up over months and years. This can really be damaging when you are playing the ride-cymbal 4/4 jazz pattern—which is most of the time (in jazz)—and when the left hand plays something, the ride-cymbal beat changes—unintentionally. It’s the same with the left and right feet. I was a victim of this situation, and only after the first couple of professional recordings that I made came out did I become aware of it. When I heard the recordings, I discovered that, when I was preoccupied playing (what I thought was) hip stuff on the snare and bass drum, the ride cymbal stopped grooving. In fact, I was only playing quarter notes here and there when I had been playing the ride pattern.

But I hadn’t meant to change the ride-cymbal pattern (or intensity)! My concentration and coordination were not centered around the timekeeping. As a result, the flow of the music suffered.

The following exercises start off real simple. Their simplicity is their chief asset. The rhythms make up the basic vocabulary of music and jazz drumming; i.e., they are either on or off the beat. These act as a sensible (and proven) litmus test to determine your control on the instrument. Once you’ve mastered these simple studies in coordination, you can combine more and more of these rhythms to the point of some pretty slick contrapuntalism. The fancy stuff can come later. Be sure that you can play all of the following, without changing the rhythm, feel, or intensity of the ride cymbal!

Please note: I am not advocating that you should always and only play ding dinga ding on the ride cymbal. I am saying that, if you can play swinging, consistent time on the ride cymbal (along with whatever else you’re playing on the rest of the kit), then that knowledge will become internalized, and your strength as a creative musician will be enhanced. The more time that you play, the more experience you get. That savvy translates to playing (or inferring) time that swings in any number of stylistic ways (straight-ahead, open, bebop, free, whatever).

Play the following rhythms on the snare drum. Then, try the same rhythms on the bass drum. Remember:

1. Start with just the ride cymbal and hi-hat. Begin at a comfortable tempo. For our purposes, play the ride-cymbal pattern, and play the hi-hat on 2 and 4, always.

2. Be aware of dynamics when you play. The relative dynamics of the snare drum to the ride cymbal to the bass drum to the hi-hat are important! Use the appropriate amount of finger, wrist, and arm motion (as related to volume) when playing the snare drum, and appropriate ankle and/or leg movement for the pedals. Note: Playing accompanying rhythms on the snare and bass drums is much like a piano player "comping." The key word is "accompaniment."

3. The swung, offbeat 8th note falls in the same place as the last note of the 8th-note triplet; in other words, it coincides with the ride-cymbal pattern.

4. Be able to play these and swing at all tempos, slow to fast.
pendence

Snare and Bass Drum Combinations:

A

B

C

D
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Any drummer is capable of developing a high degree of independence; all that it takes is practice. It is important to stress once again, however, that no amount of independence or "chops" is any good if you are not swinging! This is not something to be taken for granted. The ride cymbal must be "happening," strong, and swinging, consistently! Discipline and technique give you the means to say something on your instrument, but these things must be coupled with musical intelligence and aesthetic sensibility. And don't forget swing!

Have fun. See you next issue.
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It only requires a brief glance through current drum catalogs to make one aware of the nearly endless combinations of materials, sizes, and design features of today's snare drums that can make you either love (or hate) any particular model. This diversity makes it impossible—in one article—to describe all the various production methods, and the arguable benefits each drum maker will apply to its own models. However, I hope that, by covering the most commonly used shell materials and design features, this article will provide a basic direction for the drummer/percussionist who is, perhaps, a little unsure of what may prove best for his or her desired sound.

Gone are the days of simple choices: 5" or 6 1/2" deep; wood or steel shells. Admittedly there have always been brass drums around, as there have been 3" (and less) deep piccolo types. But in terms of sales volume, the choices really were between the first two styles for many years. Now, however, as stated at the outset, we are spoiled—and perhaps a little confused—by the choice of configurations available.

**Metal Shells**

Taking the 5" metal or steel alloy snare as a starting point, we have a drum that has satisfied the needs of many drummers in a wide spectrum of music. The crisp, clean, penetrating properties of this drum made it popular when volume levels in music began to increase during the '60s. A 5" wood shell did not always have the high-end frequencies to cut through amplification (which at that time was not a facility open to the drummer). Taking the depth of the metal drum down to 6 1/2" retains the brilliance, yet produces a fuller tone with increased volume. It is this depth that has gained more supporters in the past two decades. Both drums will have a fair amount of overtones, so unless you like a very "ringy" sound, it will most likely be necessary to employ either the drum's internal muffler or to use external methods to reduce the ring.

A number of drum manufacturers list sizes going down to 8" or 10" in depth. Although there are, of course, drummers who will swear by these drums, it seems that most who need to use such depths tend to like the big, fat sound of a wood shell. Some of the metal extra-deep snares I have tried sounded a little "harsh," with a lot of overtones to contend with.

Brass has always been recognized as a superb metal for drums. Even so, it is really only in this decade that snare drums made from brass have once more become featured products from virtually all major brands. It can only be assumed that a combination of cost and fashion trends has, until recently, restricted the widespread production of brass shells. Soundwise, all the penetrating power and clarity of a metal drum is there, plus that "something else." I have heard such terms as "drier" and "warmer" used to describe the quality of a brass drum's sound. One drummer told me that he thought the note from a brass drum was "less clinical" and "more musical" than that of a steel equivalent.

Bronze is a relatively new variation in shell materials. (To the best of my knowledge, bronze snares are only produced by one drum company, but there seem to be a lot of drums around made of this particular metal.) I own both brass and bronze models, and to my ears, there is a great similarity in the sounds they produce. If anything, my preference is for the brass shell, as it seems to give a more distinctive and cleaner tone.

**Wood Shells**

Wood-shell snare drums have always been the instrument of choice for drummers of the musically purist persuasion. But they have recently become popular with players who have either rediscovered or have just been introduced to what was, for a time, not a particularly fashionable drum to use for pop/rock. Always a firm friend to numerous jazz and small-combo drummers, the wood shell regained its former glory when deeper sizes were introduced. Wood drums put out that big, rich, full tone not found in any metal drum.

Traditionally, maple and birch have been considered ideal for the shell-making process. In recent years, however, some exotic-sounding woods have been incorporated in the manufacture of drums from the East. While not doubting their value, I shall stay with the first two woods mentioned for the simple reason of their being the choice of more drum makers in top-line products.

Maple enjoys the reputation of having a beautiful mellow quality, coupled with great strength. It also offers a grain that is pleasing to the eye, whether stained in a colored finish or left natural. This is not to infer that birch is in any way inferior. Many fine drums have been, and will continue to be, fashioned from birch ply. It is generally recognized that birch has a "bite" and "attacking edge" to its nature, without losing what we expect to hear from a wooden drum.

A 5" deep wood drum would most likely suit a drummer who works in a trio or small outfit that plays at lower volume levels, and who prefers a wood over a metal shell. A 5" deep wood shell snare drum is probably not going to be the best choice for, say, a heavy rock player, who looks to get a thunderous sound.
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Snare Tensions

Contemporary percussionists have gone for deep wood shells in a big way, since their ability to project deeper pitch and high volume suits much of today’s music. Consequently, it is purely a case of “the right tool for the job” when it comes to the choice of drum material and sizing. This is not strictly so, however, when it comes to choosing the snare tensioning. Matters here are very much open to unproven theory, disagreement, and most certainly, a high degree of personal preference.

It is safe to start off with the "good old," side lever, tie-on assembly that has a simple thumbwheel tension adjustment behind the lever. A substantial number of drummers think this system is simple and effective, and would not consider a drum fitted with any other type.

This mechanism has been around since the beginning and, having stood the test of time, does not encourage very much in the way of criticism. In fact, the only frequent complaint I’ve heard refers to those occasions when a cord tie breaks in mid-number. That situation is occurring less frequently now, since many drums use a strong, synthetic strap. (However, I suspect that, in many instances, cord breakage was a result of infrequent examination for wear; the cord in question could well have been on the drum for years.) The only other comment I ever heard against this system was from a drummer who felt that the snare end plates were guilty of restricting the vibration of the snare head. I could not offer any logical argument to his statement. On the other hand, it is not a theory that has ever been a problem among drummers that I am aware of. So the side, single-lever throw-off seems to be a device you can depend upon.

The parallel-action strainer has been around for nearly as long as the single-lever models. There are players who resent
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the intrusion of this strainer's bars or rods traveling across the inside of their drums. It is their belief that this internal hardware restricts or interrupts air movement, to the detriment of performance. Having used both parallel-action and other strainers, I agree that the sound is different. A drum fitted with a parallel-action snare assembly certainly has a very sensitive response, due to the fact that the snares are in contact with the entire snare head. Some apprehension felt about parallel-action strainers could well be attributed to the amount of time required to set up the snares; they are easier to "choke" than the single-lever if this care is not taken. This greater amount of mechanics sometimes tends to make people a little wary. However, when set up correctly, a parallel snare unit should serve you well—provided it produces "your sound."

The last in our tensioning trio is an extended arrangement that might be considered a hybrid of the two previous contenders. This "combination" strainer employs a single-lever throw-off—sometimes with tension adjustment both on that and also on the butt. The snare ties are usually nylon strips that pass over rollers on the shell, thus permitting the use of extended snares that travel beyond the shell bearing edges as on a parallel-action drum. Again, due to the entire head's being in contact with snare strands, a sensitive drum results. This pleases those who like that particular feature, yet can't live with those internal mechanisms.

My only comment on the extended snare is aimed at those fitted with nylon/plastic-type rollers. (In fact, they are guides more than rollers, since they have no moving parts.) Static can create "grab," giving a false tension that will ease off during playing, letting your snares go a little loose. This is certainly not a major problem, and a small amount of anti-static polish will prevent such an annoyance. All in all, this system is a good way to fix your snares to the drum, and is one that has been accepted by most manufacturers and a lot of drummers.

Counterhoops

The last piece of hardware that can create a significant sound difference—especially in the case of a snare drum—is the humble rim or counterhoop. In the majority of cases, this will be a pressed steel, triple-flanged affair. I say "in the majority of cases," because a few drum makers offer die-cast hoops either as a standard fitting or as an option on certain top-line models. Compared to a conventional pressed steel hoop, the die-cast will not warp due to fatigue or tension, and you should get 100 percent hoop-to-head contact and finer tuning of the drum. Rimshots will certainly be sharper and more solid due to this harder material. The hoops will most likely chew up your sticks a lot swifter for this very same reason, but in most things where you find a plus, there is also a minus to be considered.

Tension Lugs

Having covered shells, snare tensioners, and hoops, the only other metalwork not previously mentioned is tension lugs. It is usual for a top-range snare drum to have ten lugs per head and, in certain instances, 12 are fitted. (Both Gretsch and Yamaha, however, turn out fine snare drums having eight lugs per head.) The two main concerns with lugs are noise and strength. Some lugs are fitted with springs to help hold the bolt receivers in place. These springs can produce vibrations when the drum is struck, or in sympathy with other drums or instruments.

Many drummers prefer springless lugs or will remove the springs from those that have them. On the other hand, something must retain the movable bolt receiver in place. Some lugs use nylon tubing to do this job; others feature different methods. You should be aware of how the lug is constructed, so as to be prepared for any eventuality.

Strength is a concern when it comes to high-tension tuning. Heavy playing and high tension can pull lug bolts loose, and have even been known to crack lug casings. Luckily, these are rare occurrences. Most quality drum brands feature lugs of more than adequate durability.

When it comes to the cosmetic appearance of lugs—especially chrome plating—the same rule that applies to all hardware applies here: Generally speaking, you get what you pay for. Again, with a quality drum, you're unlikely to find poor-quality chrome.

It is my sincere hope that some of what I have covered may be of use when you are considering upgrading or adding to your snare drums. It is interesting to see how many drummers have realized the benefits of having more than one snare in their outfit. We use an assortment of cymbals and tom-toms to create tonal variations. Surely, the same logic must apply to the most personal drum in an outfit!
Marching To The MIDI Drummer

The past year has seen many improvements in drum machine technology and many new features. The sound quality of the new generation of digital drums is amazing, as is their ever-decreasing price. We have also seen the introduction of new rack-mount drum modules like the Roland DDR-30 and the J.L. Cooper Sound Chest, as well as the continuing development of the many different electronic drumsets, heirs apparent to the Simmons legacy. One of the really exciting developments, though, has been the integration of MIDI control into drum machines. By this, I mean the ability to actually play a drum machine's sound by a MIDI note event.

Newer drum machines, like the Linn 9000, Yamaha RX 11, E-mu SP-12, and Roland TR707 and 727, offer a "MIDI Drums" mode. In each machine, drum sounds are assigned to specific MIDI note numbers, and the incoming MIDI note events can trigger the sound with dynamics! That's right, with dynamics. In fact, with the TR707 and 727, the only way to put dynamics in the drum sequences is to program with velocity from a MIDI keyboard. Now I know that the idea of bashing away on your DX7 to program a drum fill might seem somewhat silly, but it is possible. But before you start beating on your keys with your 2B's, let me show you another way to pound out the groove.

MIDI Sticks?

No, no one has invented MIDI drumsticks, yet (give 'em time), but the recent introduction of MIDI drum pads (like Roland's Octapad) is making MIDI drums the happening thing! Simply put, a MIDI drum pad is a device that translates drumstick "hits" on its sensing pads into MIDI note events, with dynamics. When connected to a MIDI-capable drum machine, the MIDI note events you generate will trigger the drum machine's sounds just like hitting the drum machine's tap switches (Fig.1). The ability to program drums using drumsticks is really an improvement over the tap switches. Plus, it satisfies a deep-seated psychological urge to actually hit something to make noise . . . but I'll save that story for my analyst.

Using drum pads to program can actually help you create better drum fills, because it allows you to approach the instrument more like a drummer would. It also curbs the tendency to use the repeat button for those oh-so-impossible 32nd-note bass drum fills. And because the MIDI pad translates the varying dynamics as you play, it helps you put in the subtle dynamic changes that blur the difference between real and machine. Drum machine programmers have been finding ways to deliberately add small amounts of rhythmic or dynamic imperfection to their programs, to make them more "humanistic," if you will. Usually, this involves time-consuming, step-by-step program editing. MIDI pads can help you achieve those same results without all the fuss and bother.
Getting A Free Drum Machine

MIDI pads also allow you to create drum sequences, even if you do not own a drum machine. How? It's easy. Most sampling keyboards now have several multi-sampled drumsets available in their sound libraries. Using a MIDI drum pad, you can create a MIDI note sequence that will play the sampler's drum sounds instead of a drum machine (Fig. 2). To accommodate sampler setups or drum machines that differ from the default MIDI drum note setup, the Octapad has provisions for setting the MIDI note number of each of its eight pads individually.

Other Uses

If you don't have access to a full set of MIDI pads, you can use existing electronic drum pads (Simmons, Tama, etc.) or even acoustic drums to generate MIDI note events. The trigger input jacks on the back of the Octapad are designed to process an "impact" pad output and convert it into MIDI events. Though originally provided for connecting Roland's own pads, in theory, you should be able to plug in any electronic drum pad and make it work. For acoustic drums, there is a variety of small microphones whose outputs can be used to drive the trigger input jacks. There are also different types of contact mic's and trigger transducers that are designed expressly for this purpose—to generate a signal suitable for triggering drum sounds. You could probably even use something as traditional as a Shure SM57 placed close to the drumhead.

Using A Non-MIDI Drum Machine

If you have an earlier-generation drum machine that doesn't have a MIDI drum capability, you aren't out of the game by any means. You can generate MIDI notes from the output of any non-MIDI drum machine by routing its individual drum outputs into the trigger input jacks on the Octapad (Fig. 3). The same circuitry that processes a pad output will process a drum sound. In fact, if you put the "Simmons Trigger" chips into a Linn, it's likely that the Octapad won't even know the difference between it and a real Simmons pad.

Here's something you should remember: Acoustic trigger inputs like to see a nice sharp "click" to work properly. If you're getting sloppy triggers or double-triggering, raising the pitch of your drum sounds can help. If you can install custom sounds in your machine, try using a sound with a sharp attack like a clave or sidestick, again tuned up. In severe cases, you may find it useful to equalize the sound before you route it to the Octapad's inputs. Rolling off the low frequencies and boosting the mid-range can help accentuate the attack transient of the sound, resulting in a cleaner trigger pulse. Whatever way you do it, you'll find that experimenting with MIDI drums can open up some new sound possibilities for you. Have fun exploring!
4- and 8-track machines became available, both companies had a similar approach. "From what I can tell, their formula was pretty similar to ours," says Booker. "They were recording all the time, and they just played those songs, until something happened with them. They had magic, but it came from hard work. There was competition between Motown and Stax; that was what Larrie London was hipping me to. Berry Gordy was telling them the same things Jim Stewart was telling us: 'Listen to that; why can't you play like those guys?'"

Al Jackson was hip to Motown. He was an admirer of, if somewhat dissimilar to, Bernard Purdie, who drummed on both Motown and Atlantic releases. Take for example, the drumming on some of Aretha Franklin's work—in particular, Young, Gifted And Black; Al's on this one. Place it side by side with another good one, Let Me In Your Life, on which Bernard Purdie plays (Rick Marotta, too), and compare the styles of Jackson and Purdie. Tracks on both LPs were cut essentially live, and thus, it was incumbent upon the drummers not only to keep time, but to make the time feeling believable from tune to tune. The comparison between the way Purdie and Jackson approach this is like north and south, respectively. Purdie's playing is showcased on the cut "Until You Come Back To Me." He's bubbling and exhuberant, punctuating the vocal "I'm going to rap on your door" with three sharp rimshots, and generally plugging crisp, tasty fills to the end of phrases and setting up choruses. Then we have Al Jackson on "Oh Me, Oh My (I'm A Fool For You Baby)." Mind you, the comparison isn't totally valid, since the tempo on the latter is considerably slower, but there's ample room for Jackson to move. He sneaks into the song, whisking a brush-end across the lathe-grooves of the ride cymbal. Otherwise, all we hear until the chorus is the kick and hi-hat, and then, at least until the song gets really under way, he's not cracking the backbeats. Gradually, he takes the reins, and his snare sound tightens up. In a coda preceding the out-chorus, as the band swells, he's given space in which to busy-up, but what he decides to do is stay, both sticks on the hi-hat, and his precise, syncopated 16ths glue the band together. Then it's almost a reggae feel to the fade. This track is a must-listen. Aretha tunes tend to compel the drummer to grandstand the changes around the drums, but on this piece, as on all Al Jackson tracks, we hear a sensible Al, who is helping the tune to play itself by underplaying himself. During the course of the Aretha tune, too, he demonstrates that rare ability to change feels several times without interrupting the flow of the music; the time doesn't budge.

It was at Stax that Al had the opportunity to hone these skills. While it may have been an atypical studio by today's standards, it sounds like a marvelous place to have gone to work every morning. As mentioned at the outset, Stax was an old theater. Although the chairs had been removed, the basic shell and slope were left intact, as was the original speaker from the movie house. "That was what we monitored on," smiles Booker. "They kept that for ages, even after they had four tracks. It was literally eight feet tall!" After a take, the musicians would stay on the floor and have the results blasted through this monster. It was less than high-tech, but it worked for this room. Speaking of monitoring, if you've ever looked through pictures of Stax sessions (few as they are) and been puzzled at the fact that nobody is seen wearing headphones, the reason is that they were not used. With most takes done virtually live and with everyone in close proximity, headphones just weren't required. The only problem, as Cropper pointed out, was that, while they learned the songs quietly with the vocalist, when it came time to record, the singer's voice was the only part that did not project through some sort of amplification. The vocals went directly to tape, and thus, they could not be heard.

"It was totally wide open," says Booker. "We built a few baffles for vocal booths, so to speak, for horns—gunny-sack-type baffles—and one for around the drums. The drums were built up on a platform behind a three-sided baffle. Al could barely see over it!" The point was, everyone could both see and hear each other. There were no booths, floor to ceiling, like today. Steve Cropper remembers that much of the recorded material
sounded pretty dull—a problem he set out to rectify when he became interested in mastering. "I tried to EQ and bring out some of the highs. In the process of doing that, I accomplished three things: (1) we livened up the record a little bit; (2) we got a little bit more out of the snare drum, so you heard more backbeat; and (3) we got more pronounced diction out of the vocals. We're talking mid-highs, not high-highs. We had to roll off some low-end, since we had a problem at Stax with 60-cycle low-end. Some of the systems were built in such a way that they rolled almost everything off below 50 cycles, which really helped us a good deal. We were able to put a little bit back on at 200, which gave it a bit of a bump for dance music, and helped the bass line and kick drum."

What would be the need to enhance the snare drum backbeat when, surely, it was one element that would cut through all those open mic's in the room and predominate on a track? Cropper acknowledges the point: "True, but you have to remember that all that stuff was mixed-mono—on the date. So there was a big battle trying to keep the vocals above the band. In a lot of cases, the drums would win, but on the other hand, a lot of the music suffered because of keeping the vocals prominent. Unlike today, you didn't have the leverage."

At Stax, the musicians played loud enough to get a good sound in the old hall, but restrained sufficiently to facilitate the recording process. "Al played hard," Booker remembers. "He didn't play as hard as Larrie Londin plays; he played about half as hard! But he wasn't a soft drummer." Cropper agrees: "Al always maintained his stage sound. In those days, everyone competed in the same room, so you had to play a backbeat fairly hard." Duck remembers that, for the most part, Al was probably louder than his contemporary Roger Hawkins. Understand, we are not talking about volume as some value unto itself; it's just that, in the '80s, volume is achieved after the fact, in the mixing process. While a better drum sound is attained by hitting a little harder, the whole relationship has become distorted. Half the time, it seems, regardless of how hard the drummer is hitting these days, the sound coming out of the speakers is not the same as the sound that was put
through the microphones, and the dynamics on the final product do not bear much relationship to the way in which the tracks were played. But to press the point, at Stax, it was a process somewhat like direct-to-disc: What you hear is exactly what was played.

Al Jackson is one of those few drummers whose cuts we sometimes play solely to admire the sound of the backbeat. Maybe Al's snare was so powerful due to the systematic underemphasis on toms and cymbals. More likely, it is due to his unique touch. Booker loved that sound. "He held the left stick with his hand over the stick, not under [i.e., he used matched grip]. He always played with the heavy end of the stick; yeah, he played the sock cymbals like that, too." Cropper adds, "Yes, and he had a talent for hitting the rim and the snare head at the same time so it really popped." This was a feature of Al Jackson's playing that shines through on all the records, with the possible exception of a few Al Green tracks. The point cannot be overemphasized: These days, 99% of the studio players hit the snare drum dead center; catching the rim at the same time is forbidden, at least for rank-and-file jobs. On the other hand, Al had perfected his snare drum approach to the point where he could catch that rim at exactly the same spot through the course of a song. Doing this, he got a perfect blend of highs (from the rim), mids (by activating the shell of the drum), and snare response.

The way Al heard it, Stax music called for mostly snare drum, bass drum, and hi-hat. His snare drum was made by Rogers, then in its heyday. The model was called Powertone. I queried everyone on this point; of the few Al Jackson photos extant, he's playing a metal Ludwig 400 on most. 'Not in the studio,' was the consensus I got. In Cropper's words, "It was a grey-pearl Rogers snare—a wood shell. Possibly he used a metal shell much later, but on all the early stuff—Otis Redding and "Green Onions"—it was a Rogers wood shell. So was his floor tom; it was from the same set as the snare. The small tom was Ludwig, if I remember correctly. I know that his snare and floor tom didn't match his kick drum and overhead tom, and he just had the two, a small tom and a floor tom. His floor tom wasn't one of the bigger ones either." Booker agrees on the Ludwig kit and the Rogers snare, but he knows he's seen Al playing drums with a Gretsch logo, so it may be that Al employed other kits from time to time.

Willie Mitchell remembers the drums used on Al Green's records: They were his house kit. "We bought a set of Rogers drums, when Rogers drums were becoming popular. Al said, 'Let's buy these for the studio.' Al picked the drums out—black Rogers. It was a wood snare, regular size; we didn't get to the big, fat ones until after 1975." There was a 20" bass drum, 12" and 14" toms, and a 5" snare.

I always wondered about Al Jackson's cymbals, and again, I asked everyone about them. Steve Cropper gave the most enlightening response: "We didn't use cymbals that much; it was almost taboo to use a lot of cymbals. We didn't like the high end; we thought it offended the female buyer. It's true! Women bought more records than men, and they were offended by high end. They would hear that bright, sizzling high end, and they just wouldn't want to know about it. In their cars, almost inevitably, they would have the tone knob turned down so it was all bassy. That's one of the tricks of the trade!''

Market research aside, Al Jackson was as much a cymbal buff as any truly concerned drummer. Cropper remembers that "he had one great ride cymbal. Ain't no telling what that ride cymbal would be worth today if you could find it; somebody probably has it. That thing was amazing. It didn't sizzle like some of the cheap cymbals you hear today that just get in your way. It had a nice ring to it, and you could keep time with it. In their cars, almost inevitably, they would have the tone knob turned down so it was all bassy. That's one of the tricks of the trade!'"

Booker says that Al would get really emotional about the way a particular drum or cymbal sounded. "He was always fussing about cymbals. He had lots of cymbals, but he didn't use them all at the same time. He made most of his cymbal sounds with his sock cymbal. That was what he played most, and what he set the tempo with and played the hardest. He would sometimes have holes put in
his other cymbals and put sizzles in them, I remember."

If anything, Al Jackson is remembered for a spacious drum sound. The fact is that, more often than not, the drums were dampened with this and that. The sound may have been wide open, but the drums were deadened. It seems to have been a Memphis tradition to place anything from a napkin to a cigar box over a drum to achieve a certain sound. "There was a lot of muffling going on," remembers Booker. "There were handkerchiefs on the snare drum, pillows in the bass drum, and all kinds of tape. He was always fooling with tape and always fiddling with the snares underneath the drum—adjusting them. As a matter of fact, I don't think he ever hit the head of the snare without there being a pad or something on it—although not necessarily on top of the head. He would take the top head off, tape a handkerchief or something underneath the head, and replace the head. He was always taking the drum apart. He did the same thing with the bass drum. A lot of times, the front head would be left on the bass drum." Probably it would be safe to say that, for the most part, bass drums were recorded with both heads in place at Stax.

Certainly at HI Records, for the Al Green sessions, the front head of the bass drum invariably was left in place. Willie Mitchell is very matter-of-fact on the question: "Yeah, we left the front head on it. We put a quilt inside it usually. It was tuned medium, and the mic' was two inches from the front head."

Speaking about HI, despite the difference in the way Al sounds on Stax versus HI, both studios were converted movie theaters! I always assumed that the Al Green material was recorded in a smaller room. Furthermore, I envisaged single-headed drums, tuned down, and heavily muffled. That really was not the case. For one thing, at Stax, despite renovations, the old theater was left more or less open, with a few baffles here and there, including a couple of large ones suspended from the ceiling in an attempt to prevent sound from swimming around 40 feet up in the air. At HI, formerly the Royal Theatre, the layout was similar, with the control room where the old stage had been. However, the musicians were partitioned extensively in booth-like affairs and were situated in a line, starting with the organ at the entrance to the theater and ending with the drums at the bottom of the slope.

My assumptions about single-headed drums were not well founded. "Well, I tell you," said Willie, "the biggest thing is that I boosted two [RCA] DX 77s eight feet up—about four feet off the top of the drums. Then I would use a Telefunken U67 for the snare drum. I would use an Electro-Voice 635 mic' for the 'foot.' No, the toms weren't close-miked. I'd take them from the overheads. The main thing is that we were trying to get a fatter sound. We would tune the drum down and try to make itspread."

I asked Willie about Al's trademark snare drum sound. One of the reasons it's so difficult to discern whether it's Al Jackson or Howard Grimes playing on Al Green cuts is that, oftentimes, Jackson is not popping the snare. Much of this is due to lower tuning, thus obscuring the trademark snare shell-ring evident on Stax releases. Somehow, at HI, they seemed to have lost one of the characteristics that make Al so readily identifiable, while exposing another side of his playing. Interestingly enough, Willie thinks that, on many cuts, Al may have been forgoing his usual rimshot backbeat and hitting the drum dead center with the butt end. He's not positive, though. "I thought Al played a different style for me than for Stax. I think he was a little more creative over here. Yeah, he was hitting the drums different, because I would EQ them a different way. See, the DX 77s are ribbon mic's, and they have a pretty sound—not a hard sound."

Granted, but there were the same ribbon mic's at Stax and sometimes on the snare, to boot. Probably the biggest reason was that, at Stax, no overheads were used, at least for the lion's share of the catalog. There would be the aforementioned snare drum microphone, one on the bass drum within a couple of inches of a muffled front head, and one placed low between the two toms, below the cymbal line. The rationale precluding the use of overheads was that any advantages they would afford in enhancing Al's drum sound would be outweighed by the leakage factor, remembering that the partitioning at Stax was not as extensive as it was at HI. Any drum overheads would have picked up stray horns, piano,
organ, bass, and vocals. Given the simplicity of recording consoles, the leakage into drum overheads would have created mixing problems more annoying than what already existed during those live sessions.

Differences aside, it remains that Stax and Hi developed sounds that were benchmarks in the industry. Both were purveyors, in their separate ways, of the Memphis Sound, distinguished by a clarity of individual instruments, with great emphasis on the rhythm section. However, it's not the emphasis embodied in the '80s gated, larger-than-life snare drum—in itself, an erroneous focus on one element of the drumkit, often to the total exclusion of musicality. Rather, the Memphis Sound is a keen portrayal of the rhythm section, recorded in its natural balance. In Duck's words, "The Memphis Sound was the rhythm section. It was good separation: If you like organ, you can hear organ, guitar, and so forth."

Both Howard Grimes and Al Jackson worked exclusively out of Memphis. For Howard's part, he did a fabulous job on Al Green albums. When I began this piece, I assumed that most of my favorite Al Green tunes, like "Jesus Is Waiting," "Take Me To The River," and so on, were ones on which Al Jackson played. Well, I struck out on those two and others: They were Howard Grimes. Over a couple of phone calls, Willie reached back to remember which drummer played what. Here are a few on which Willie was adamant: "Call Me"—Al Jackson; "Have You Been Making Out OK"—Al Jackson; "Beware"—Howard Grimes; "Stand Up"—Howard Grimes; and the one with the beautiful solo drum intro, "So Glad You're Mine"—Howard Grimes! Generally, though, according to Cropper's research, the major Al Green radio hits featured Al, for one reason or other. According to Willie, it was often a toss up as to who would play: "I used to have two drummers at sessions. They would switch. I'd try to cut something, and the first guy to get to the drums would cut it! When Al really got busy in the Stax studio, I brought in Howard Grimes. Al would let Howard play when he was busy!"

Why, above all, the reverence for Al Jackson, a decade following his death? It's his extraordinary sense of time. In those days, recording without the sacred click track, you could set your watch to Al: He was precise and unwavering. There are numerous anecdotes about Al's legendary prowess in this area. According to Cropper, "He was the best timekeeper I've ever played with, and I guess I owe him a lot in teaching me about time. People use me on guitar because I play good time, and I think Al was the main influence. I tell people today, 'Hell, I played with a drum machine 15 years ago; his name was Al Jackson.' If we made 40 takes of a song—if we cut it all day long—you could edit the intro of the first take with the fade out of the last take, and the tempo would be identical, unless somewhere in the middle of the session we had a meeting and decided that the groove should be faster or slower."

And they never used a click? "No, never, ever," says Cropper. "One time we tried to put a click to Al when we went to Tulsa to cut Leon Russell. About an hour went by, and somebody said, 'Get rid of that damn click track, and let Al Jackson play the drums.' That was the Will O'The Wisp album. The worst thing you could do was to make Al play to a click track." The reason the click and Al were like oil and water was that Al needed the freedom to change the mood of a song and give it dynamics, without actually changing the tempo. It made playing the songs more interesting according to Cropper: "He and I used to purposely delay the backbeat a fraction. We did it as a team, and you can't do that these days. You can't give a machine emotion, and that's what Al Jackson was doing." Booker agrees: "We were dealing with groove, and groove dictates tempo just like a click track does. Lyrics fit into a tempo just like a click track does. You can tell when you're too fast or too slow. Al could do that; we wouldn't lose a tempo when we were with Al, but with other drummers, we would."

Keeping time without the aid of an external device, either click or drum machine, has been de-emphasized of late. If it were possible to clock Al's tracks, would they be accurate metronomically? I discussed this with Steve Cropper: 'I've never tried it, but if you put a click track to 'Try A Little Tenderness,' I bet it wouldn't hold. The click will get off. Al was such an emotional drummer; you don't notice it moving, so basically, it's correct. But it's got to
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budge somewhere, especially in that song. When he goes into the 'click time' with the rim cross-stick—click, click, click—that's pretty amazing for a drummer to be able to do that and hold it all together. He had it in his body; he heard that.

The ability to play at slow tempos is a hallmark of the great drummers. The ability to wait the distance for the next beat to come along is a talent analogous to that of the ballet masters who seem to suspend their bodies in mid-air.

Al Jackson not only played well at grindingly slow tempos, but he seemed to prefer them. More than once, this predisposition frustrated bass player Duck Dunn: "Ninety percent of the time, Al was right. I'd get a little irritated sometimes, but I would keep it to myself. His tendency would be to take the tempos slower than I could feel them. I can give you a perfect example: 'I Thank You,' by Sam & Dave. I always felt that song could have been more ball-of-fire. There again, that's an example of how creative he could be. He'd take something like 'Cross-cut Saw' [Albert King] and come up with those beats."

Al's convincing treatment of ballad tempos was something of an obsession. You didn't play with Al Jackson, notes Cropper. "When you played on a session with Al Jackson, you played to Al Jackson! Today, you go into the studio, and the drummers are playing to the artists who are there. When you went in with Al, you played to him. He controlled the tempo, the flow, the mood, and the dynamics. He was in total control, and he would not budge from that position. He would actually argue with you; I mean, it was a major meeting when we said, 'Al, it's too slow; we need to pick the tempo up.' And don't ever say it's picking up at the end! You might get a drumstick between the eyes! Al, as long as I knew him, never admitted to ever rushing or slowing up on a record."

What is it that makes some drummers appear to be losing the time feel, while others seem to be holding things together? Generally speaking, the drummers who are staying solid are the ones displaying the conviction that they're playing for keeps. Al Jackson had that art of chugging ahead, rarely upsetting the time flow. Sometimes, instead of doing a fill, he would change his pattern going into a chorus in order to add urgency without stopping to interject. Otis Redding's "Love Man" is a case in point: Al goes to rigid, straight 8ths on the bass drum and just flogs it to death—simple device, dramatic, and not the repertoire of the average "session drummer." There are example all over the catalog of Al's inventiveness. Like Willie Mitchell said, Al was not a restricted drummer. He had chops; he just didn't use them. Why bother? He'd just as soon go for something primitive, like a rimshot across his first tom or a bass drum accent to swing the mood. When Al did something, there was no mistaking it. Recording as much as he did, he played clean. If he played a ruff, he'd play a ruff!

But Al's flourishes, while well documented, are the exception. He took genuine pride in simplicity. He didn't feel that the drums were on a record to dominate. Drums were pulse, and Al's calling was keeping the time honest.

But in light of that, there's a consensus that Al Jackson was one thing in the studio and another thing live. The 1967 Stax/Volt Revue—Live album has Booker T. & the MG's opening with "Green Onions." Is this the same Al Jackson actually allowing a section to drag, following the initial vamp? I tossed the allegation at Duck Dunn. "Oh yeah. Al live was a lot different from Al in the studio. In the studio, he was the image of precision. Live, he played harder and did more tricks." And he loved it, remembers Cropper: "On stage, Al would know how to read an audience within two minutes of the first song, and he would know almost instinctively what song to call next. We would look to Al as if to say, 'Do we do our regular show, or . . . ?' At times, he would say, 'No, do so-and-so.' And he would have the people going nuts! When Al got rocking, he would kick his stool back, and stand up and play the drums—unbelievable!"

And of course, live playing was fertile ground for invention. The way Duck Dunn tells it, "Al busted a snare in Europe. I think it was in 'I Can't Turn You Loose.' In the next tune, 'Respect,' you can hear him playing a cross-stick on the tom. I think that's how he
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came up with the sound they used on the Al Green albums—hitting the snare and tom at the same time; it actually came from the mistake of breaking the snare head. Every mistake makes somebody happy, and that mistake made Al happy. He was the first one I ever heard do that."

No doubt about it, a new collective behavior was amassing in the late '60s—the pop festival. Backing Otis Redding at the gig immortalized in the film Monterey Pop, the MG's enjoyed escaping Memphis cabin fever. And at the Atlanta Pop Festival a couple of years later, Al had a field day, playing his spot with his head wrapped in a towel in the sweltering heat. The trips to England and Europe, and the festivals, were a chance to break the color barrier, which was never an impediment to the collaborations at Stax, but nevertheless segregated the record-buying public. Cropper: "We never talked about segregation. We were a mixed group, and that was it. When all that crap went down, it was a terrible thing and affected us greatly. Until that time, we never had problems. We just went our way, and life was good. Al would always take care of me. We were a close group; we loved each other."

Al, who liked a party, enjoyed socializing with a variety of artists, and he made several key connections. Jackson was instrumental in getting Janis Joplin to appear on a televised Booker T. & the MG's Christmas special. Although Al's drumming was already legendary, he was effectively out of circulation, closeted away at Stax. He enjoyed the bits of recognition that came his way. Back in May 1978, Jim Keltner told down beat that, in making the transition from his jazz experience to the session field, "All I attempted was to copy the drumming styles of the late Al Jackson, who played everything so exquisitely."

"I got a chance to watch Al play on a Bill Withers date," Keltner recalls. "I had seen him at the 1969 Atlanta Pop Festival, and I was amazed at how simple he played. He managed to lead and be a powerful force with a tiny drumset. I loved the fact that he used just two toms, a little 5" snare, and a 20" bass drum. It was more like the conviction he played with, rather than the strength. He pumped it out, but he wasn't killing, you know. You could feel it more than hear it."

When Jim got a call to play on Bill Withers' hit LP Just As I Am—Jim plays a few tracks, including "Better Off Dead"—he asked if he could come down for the balance of the sessions and watch Al Jackson. "They played 'Ain't No Sunshine When She's Gone.' It was at Heider's Studio 3, which is where I worked all the time in those days. They used to give me a bunch of crap, like, 'Can we do this to the drum? Let's take out the ring so we don't have any unwanted overtones.' It was those days, you know; thank God they're gone. The thing that blew my mind was that Al Jackson walked in and nobody said anything to him. He sat down, and his drumset had come right out of the boxes; it was brand new. I don't remember him tuning with a key or anything! He may have tightened the snare a little. He just sat down and played what was there. He played so beautifully and simple. Listen to that record. The snare's got a funny sound, in a way. It doesn't have that 1970s deep, coated-Ambassador sound. It just had a raw, kind of weird, unpolished sound. And I thought, 'He gets away with that, and it sounds so good.' Imagine the respect Al Jackson must have commanded, and the inner confidence, to be able to forgo the whole masking tape and pillows routine!"

One thing's certain: Al Jackson may have been one of the most recorded drummers in history, but he sure wasn't your basic "session drummer." When he cut a track, he cut it his way. If he felt like standing up while playing, just to drive the band, he'd do it. And he was not about to accommodate any third-party opinions on the way his drums sounded. It's a pity that he didn't survive to see his snare drum sound come back into favor. The tighter tunings and distinctive rimshot backbeats, forsaken in the '70s, are with us again.

One of the reasons Al Jackson was secure in his dogmatic drumming was that he had a steady job. He wasn't looking over his shoulder for the next contender, and he wasn't a slave to fashion.
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“When I travel I must be sure my equipment is protected. Humes & Berg manufactures the finest ATA-Vulcanized and Econoline Fibre Carrying Cases. That’s why I use them exclusively.” — Steve Smith
If anything, it was the opposite. Working as they did for years, comfortably banging out tunes in the same old theater, the MG's did feel an inertia. For one, Booker felt things could have been updated; it was one of his criticisms of Stax, circa 1969. Indeed, they all had fun making the album *Melting Pot* away from Stax. That record, which sold well, was an encouragement, and while it still had a strong foothold in the '60s, it had a freshness. Of course, it's one thing to talk about rejuvenation and another to be the one to break a long-standing formula that had sold millions of records. Booker found that he could do more in California, working occasionally with the group on creative projects. Although he felt guilty about leaving, he felt that it was just a matter of time before the others saw it his way.

Not surprisingly, the projects that the remaining MG's have undertaken have nothing much in common with the Stax sound. Booker has done solo albums, has produced artists like Rodney Crowell, and does sessions: Steve is a producer—he did an album with Stuff—and has participated with Duck in the Blues Brothers shows and albums, including a recent reunion (minus, of course, John Belushi). Steve works out of California and commutes to Nashville. Duck has remained faithful to Memphis, but until recently, spent a good deal of time on the road with Eric Clapton. His new band, The Coolers, features Steve Potts, who drummed on recent Al Green records.

I found it encouraging to talk with Jones, Dunn, and Cropper about various drummers. Despite the fact that they had lived and breathed the same air with as perfect a timekeeper as ever was, they were remarkably appreciative of the idiosyncrasies of each drummer we chanced to mention.

A common thread has been a drummer who some say is the inheritor of the Al Jackson crown, Steve Jordan. There is something of Al in the way Jordan tunes and hits his drums. True, Steve is a little louder, busier, and certainly lays into those cymbals more, but he's got that strong conviction when he plays and that ability to make a simple beat sound amazingly dramatic. Nobody I talked to would admit that Jordan's time feel remotely resembles Jackson's; it's more in the approach to his instrument. Duck: "I don't know what to call Jordan. He's just on fire. Don't ever try to play on top of him; it's a losing battle! You can't make Jordan rush. Once he gets it to where he feels it, it won't budge."

Maybe the lesson for us is that no drummer will replace Al Jackson, but we can all grab a piece of his attitude. Al didn't start playing a song until he felt he knew where it was going and that he had something to add to it. And he had lots to add: He co-wrote a score of tunes with the MG's, Al Green, and others. He probably wouldn't have enjoyed a jingle call or a three-hour session on which two tunes are rattled off. He wanted the time to listen to a tune, to the lyrics, and if necessary, to rearrange the song to make it feel better. Steve Cropper told me that Al never felt pressure from anybody. I like the way Duck put it: "Nothing ever bothered Al musically—not a thing. Al had the disposition I wish I had: He knew his limits; he knew what music he was going to play in life. He could talk to people, and just by talking to them, he would know if he could fit. If he didn't feel he could do it, he just wouldn't bother."

There's lots to be learned from the example Al set. As far as actually teaching, Al never really bothered, except once: The student was Carl Cunningham. Booker gives Carl a pretty high rating: "He was the only drummer who could take Al's place. If I couldn't get Al, I would use Carl. He was just like Al, but maybe 20 years younger. He was the little kid who was always sitting behind the drums when Al played. Talk about a protege—he was always under Al's feet! He played on the original Bar-Kays stuff, and he would have evolved into another Al Jackson." Unfortunately, Carl went down with Otis Redding in that fateful plane crash in 1967.

It would be difficult to imagine Al Jackson making the transition from the slack-headed, fat drum sounds of the '70s to the electron-
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ically induced ‘80s. Steve: "He was very aware that things were changing around him, but he didn’t want to change. To be honest with you, he was a bit of a diehard. He didn’t want to give up anything. He thought some of the new stuff was kind of stupid."

Al missed the group when it broke up, and he missed his home, Stax, when it dissolved. Despite the fact that he was owed money, he was loyal to the company to the end. Similarly, he never let his new-found riches, achieved via this tenuous "studio thing," push aside his druthers. He liked a Scotch or two, he liked a party, he liked a good time, and he liked an assurance that he would continue in the fashion to which he was accustomed. Perhaps that is why Al Jackson never gave up his other job, one totally unrelated to the ups and downs of the music industry. When I queried each of the guys on this, we would have a chuckle, but there was an underlying respect for Al’s sense of business and proportion. Booker: "During the whole time, Al ran a service station in South Memphis. He never let go of the service station, because he never trusted the record business. We’d be out on the road; he’d call the station! That was good business, you know."

And so, Al’s future was not predicated on the status of Stax. Through the company, he had gained contacts and had done some pop sessions. He also had a standing offer to work at Hi Records. Al Jackson was going strong in 1975 when he was felled by gunshots, ironically in Memphis—the last place he wanted to leave, despite Booker’s entreaties of a better life in California.

It’s a mystery why someone would want to murder Al. Like Al, Duck stayed in Memphis. He knows of no illicit dealings or of drug-trade involvement.

Everyone was surprised. Granted, Al was not one to suffer any heat from another human being, but he wasn’t one to seek a fight either. He was also not in the sort of business to develop a list of enemies or be on someone’s hit list. And while he always flashed a wallet full of cash—Booker never saw him with less that $600—that was scarcely a motive for murder. Sadly, he may just have been in the wrong place at the wrong time.

Al, in Steve Cropper’s words, was a "concerned, sensitive musician." He could sometimes be loud and boisterous, but never without reason: "I came in with a new guitar one day," Cropper remembers, "and he said, 'What are you doing with that damn thing? Go get your Telecaster, so we can cut the song!' Albert King got so mad at Al one day that he threw down his guitar and walked out of the studio, but Al was right. He just rubbed Albert the wrong way. We had to go out, get Albert, and say, 'Look, Al didn’t mean it personally. He’s just trying to get the song cut.'"

There was rare loyalty, unanimity, and love in this group. It was also an anomaly in the South—a racially integrated union. This is why the music of Stax is so universal. It’s not fusion or crossover music; it’s the stuff that flows from the depths—from the family.

You can hear odds and ends of all sorts of musics breathing through the members of the MG’s with their varied backgrounds. But, above all, Stax made soul music.

We should let Al Jackson take it out. In an interview with Phil Garland, he offered a sensitive perception of what it is that confers a timelessness on their music: "Country music is the white man’s folk root, but once a cat has lived the life, then he’s also been exposed to our type of soul. Then you’ve got a combination that is hard to beat. It’s my belief that soul comes from a cat’s folk roots, regardless of what color he might be. He has his own soul. But in today’s white market, the general market that uses the term soul, they think of Negroes only. But on the basis of statements we’ve made here, I’d say that soul has no color . . . . Musicians can get together regardless of what color they are. They have one thing in common . . . . It’s so basic. You’re being yourself and doing your own thing."
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Blair Cunningham almost literally has drums in his blood. The very energetic and comical Cunningham hails from a family of ten siblings—all male, all of the drumming persuasion. Thirty years old, young Blair is carrying on the family tradition these days as a member of The Pretenders. Cunningham was invited to replace the renowned Martin Chambers last year, and Blair was as surprised about the lineup change as anyone.

All the same, Blair is very glad to be playing with The Pretenders on the heels of their latest LP, Get Close. After speaking with him, it's evident that his satisfaction is derived primarily from the personalities within the band that he is working with as well as the musical chemistry. Blair proclaims that the people he plays with are more important than the kind of music he actually plays. He is certainly an unconventional type of guy, although his playing is very straightforward and groove-conscious.

A purist when it comes to his instrument, Blair prefers to go the acoustic route—no gadgets, no gimmicks, no gadgets. He projects pure energy, and he's like a breath of fresh air when he says, "I'm really, really happy with my life and my career. That little bit of recognition I get now and then from a fan makes what I do even nicer."

**TS:** How did you become involved with Chrissie and The Pretenders?

**BC:** You mean who got me into this mess? Well, last year, I was playing with Echo & The Bunnymen, and I met Chrissie in L.A. After she saw the gig, she said, "Maybe I'll see you in New York." When we got back to London to finish the tour, David Phee—who's a drum tech—told me that The Pretenders wanted me to do their album. So the next thing I knew, I was back in the States again at Bearsville Studios, where we did the album. And while we were doing the recording, that was the time that the band was trying to piece itself together.

**TS:** So you were recruited by Chrissie just based on your performance at the gig in L.A.?

**BC:** Yeah. Normally, people will go up to an artist and say, "I've heard that this drummer is hot." But she more or less just picked me out. She hadn't heard of me before. She was really impressed with what I was doing.

**TS:** Were you basically doing the same kind of thing with Echo & The Bunnymen as you are with The Pretenders?

**BC:** It was pretty straightforward, but she just spotted talent. She was with [producer] Jimmy lovine. She said to me, "Where have you been all this time? How come I've never heard about you?" I told her that I had been in London, playing with this one or that one, but every time I got into a band, an ego thing would happen, and I'm not into that. She was really shocked that I had been in London right under her nose all along.

After doing the album, Chrissie, Robbie [Macintosh, guitarist], and I sat down at a little fruit-juice bar to talk about the band. She said, "What are your plans?" I said, "Oh, I'm taking a year off." She said, "Well, I was thinking of having you join the band." I had never thought of that possibility. I'm never approached like that; being part of a band usually just happens.

**TS:** During the recording of Get Close, was your role pretty much dictated by Jimmy and Chrissie?

**BC:** They gave me freedom, always. They would suggest things to try, but it was never, "Play this." That's what I like about The Pretenders. Normally, when you're doing sessions and playing somebody else's music, you don't have that freedom of doing it your own way or doing it different than what's been written on the charts. Chrissie just let me go for it, and I played what I thought were the obvious things that should be played. We'd sit and talk about music, and her roots are in the old Motown and Stax stuff. She wanted someone who could play that music and understand it.

**TS:** Was the atmosphere relaxed in the studio?

**BC:** Oh very. The attitude with Chrissie and the guys was so relaxing that grooves would just happen, and if we needed to take a break, we'd just sit down and talk about movies.

**TS:** And when the mood struck, you'd go back in and play some more?

**BC:** Yeah, then we'd just do it. All the songs on Get Close are pretty much first takes. Jimmy agrees that, if you play a song too much, you just lose it. If you don't get it in the first couple of takes, move to another song.

**TS:** You said that, when a groove hit, everyone went for it, so I guess we can assume that you cut the tracks together.

**BC:** Oh yeah, vocals and all. That was the whole attitude. She wanted to have a whole new band—a new Pretenders.

**TS:** On the subject of the new lineup, you've mentioned in the past that you were a fan of Martin Chambers. Do you know the circumstances surrounding his departure?

**BC:** To this day, I still don't know why he left. Chrissie just said, "I want to try something different." I guess it's understandable to want to try new things. I mean, look at The Stones; they're moving on. In fact, I was at a jam session last night with Keith Richards.

**TS:** How did that come about?

**BC:** Steve Jordan rang me up and invited me to the studio, so Malcolm [Foster, bass]...
and I went down and had a little jam, just rockin' out. The next thing I knew, it was 8:00 in the morning and Keith said, "Do you want to come back to my place for breakfast?" So we all went back to his place, and he cooked us some kippers.

TS: So if you and Steve Jordan were jamming with him, what was Steve playing?
BC: He was playing bass, and then he got on keyboards. Everybody was just flopping around. We were just rock 'n' rolling. It was a really good night. At the moment, I think Keith's putting down loads of tracks for a solo album.

TS: Let's talk about your background. You've got an English accent, but you were born and raised in Tennessee, weren't you?
BC: Yeah, Memphis. I used to live around the corner from Stax Records.

TS: Was Carl Cunningham—the drummer who played with Otis Redding—your brother?
BC: Yeah, and Al Jackson was a best friend of the family.

TS: You had some big talents around you while you were growing up.
BC: People freak out when they hear about that, but until you're at least eight or nine, you're totally oblivious to what's going down. I mean, Isaac Hayes would come to our garage and rehearse every time he'd do a tour, but I was too little to really understand. I was more into the Motown stuff—Stevie Wonder's Fingertips and that kind of thing. But even with all the music around us, we were typical kids, out playing football in the streets.

TS: But it is rather odd that your whole family played drums, don't you think?
BC: My mom still says, "I don't know why any of you didn't pick up a guitar, or play piano or something."

TS: Were your parents musical?
BC: No, not really. They were just middle-class people who wanted to give us anything we wanted, but didn't want us to go out and work for it. It was a sheltered way of growing up. Everybody was really pretty happy.

TS: So when did you pick up the sticks?
BC: Actually, I was really shy and embarrassed, and I never wanted my brothers to see me getting on their drumkit. So I would sit there and watch them, and just pick stuff up. But they would hear me playing and say, "Who is playing drums in the garage?" They used to peek through the door in the corner, and I would see them and just freeze. They would say, "Go ahead, do it. Do it." It was great. That was when I was 11. I just picked it up, really.

TS: Were any of your brothers trained in music?
BC: Oh yeah, they all were, but I learned by listening to the rest of them. I was basically into Motown stuff as a kid and all the Stax stuff, because the Stax session players were always around our house: Eddie Floyd, The Markeys, Sam & Dave, and people like that. It's amazing. My brother Bobby was roommates in college with the guys from the Gap Band.

TS: Do any of the other Cunninghams still play professionally?
BC: The oldest one, Kelly, is a teacher out in L.A. He's the jazzer in the family. I'm the only one who stuck it out with all the suffering you have to go through to make it. I don't like the normal nine-to-five life. Carl was the only other one to stay with it.

TS: Do you remember when he died?
BC: I was about ten, and he had just bought our family a house. I think we had been living in the new house for only three months when we heard on the radio that Otis' plane had gone down. I remember thinking, "You're not gonna see your brother anymore." So I went through that whole trip. I didn't really know how to take it. I mean, we were all pretty close. All the brothers used to play and wrestle and all that sort of stuff, and then all of a sudden the funniest one out of all of us was gone. It was really weird. I couldn't believe it. He was only about 20 when he died.

At that time, my brother Roy started playing with Sly Stone and Bobby Womack. Then he just got fed up with the whole thing. He and my brother Jimmy just got sick of the road, so they both got married and started doing something more normal.

TS: How about you? Do you see yourself tiring of the business?
BC: Uh . . . yeah, like today, [laughs] No, it's fun, and it's really rewarding when an
That was a case of having too many hands in the pot, and we didn’t have a manager. The names that go down in history, [laughs]

BC: In ’79, I moved to London. Before that, in Memphis, I was a session player. I’d do anything that would come through. I went down to Jacksonville, and the Muscle Shoals studios, too.

A friend of mine, Dave Cochran—who’s a bass player—got me over there. We did an album for Robert Johnson called Close Personal Friend. Then Dave recommended me for an album with a Canadian guy named Philip Rambo, so I went over again and did four tracks on his album. And EMI said, "Look, we don’t have heard of us over here; we were called Haircut 100."

BC: I remember one whole year in London when I was doing nothing. None of the record companies were signing anybody, no bands were on the road, and nothing was happening.

TS: What did you do during that period?

BC: I freaked out. It was really bad. Davey went back to Memphis to do session work, but I stayed and stuck it out. I survived it. That’s the good thing about it. Then the following year, I bumped into a little band that was just about to sign. You might have heard of us over here; we were called Eye Level. Before we were called Eye Level, we used to call ourselves Shake Shake. We were on the verge of being signed with Island Records, but that’s when Haircut 100 said, “We need a drummer.” I felt like I was caught in the middle between the two bands, but the guys in Eye Level were really nice about it and said, “Look Blair, the opportunity is there, You’ve got to go for it.”

I hate saying no to people, and since Haircut went straight to the top so quickly, I felt I owed something to the other guys. So every time they’d go into the studio, I’d go in and work with them. Haircut split up in ’83, and the year after that—all of ’84—I took off, which was amazing.

TS: What did you do?

BC: Nothing. It’s easy to say, "I’m not going to do anything," but when you actually feel you’re doing nothing, it’s amazing. Most people are so into this music business that sometimes they just need to mellow out. It’s just like everybody was trying to be so advanced for so long, but now, everyone’s going back to the basic drums. The drum machines get a bit boring and mechanical.

TS: You don’t use any kind of electronics whatsoever, do you?

BC: No. I’ve always been a basic man.

TS: You’ve got a great soundman and a mixer for Get Close.

BC: I see all these drummers with 14-toms, 20 cymbals, and nine bass drums. But I’m thinking, “When you listen to the band, the basic thing is snap, bass drum, and hi-hat." I don’t know why they’ve got all these tom-toms up there. They don’t even play them all. I feel sorry for the roadie who’s putting all those drums out and tuning them all day, and only one drum gets hit the whole night. It’s a joke.

Another thing I’ve got to say is that the idea is to hit the drum, not for it to hit you. I see these drummers with gloves on. Are they playing baseball or what? They’ve got their fingers all split up. What’s going on? All this gaffer’s tape around their wrists—I can’t believe it. It’s like, “I’m the hardest hitter in the world.” Why should drummers play hard anyway? You’ve got a microphone, man. If you hit the drum, it’s going to be heard. You’re supposed to make music, not destroy it. [laughs]

TS: It’s the technique of hitting rather than the power behind it.

BC: The engineer for Get Close said that the reason the drum sound was so good on the album was because of the way the drums were being hit, which is really true. You can get a fat, deep sound by hitting the snare in the middle, whereas you can get a more ringy sound by hitting the rim and the snare together. A snare has so many pitches in it that it’s amazing. It’s not one little sound. You can go around that whole snare, and you can get at least ten different sounds out of it.

But like I was saying, I don’t go for gimmicks or gadgets—all basic. I’ve got a Sonor Signature kit. My bass drum is 22”; the toms are 13”, 15”, 16”, and 18”.

TS: Seven-inch snare?

BC: Yeah, the basic. And I use Sabian cymbals.

TS: Turning to a totally different subject, how did you become involved with the infamous Jagger sessions?

BC: [laughs] I knew you were going to ask...
that. Oh man! And last night I was thinking, "Well, here I am again with another Stone." At least I enjoyed this one more than the first one.

You know, when it comes to sessions, these people in charge ring me up. I don't know how they hear about me, and I don't know where they get my number from. Anyway, Mick's manager rang me up right before Christmas and told me that they were working with Jeff Beck that day. They asked me to come down and have a jam. They were auditioning all these drummers, but I didn't know what was going on. I thought I was going down to have a jam. So after I jammed with them, I left right away, because I had the flu and I was feeling miserable. As I was leaving, the manager—Roger—said, "You've got the gig," and I said, "What gig?" I mean, it was great playing with Jeff, but the next thing I knew, Roger was telling me about flight arrangements to Holland. I said, "What? I'm not going to Holland." He was laughing and saying, "You must, or I'll break your legs." Mick wanted to use different drummers on the sessions, you see. So I agreed to go out to Holland for a couple of days, and after I went, I never was the same. [laughs]

**TS:** What was going on? Were the sessions as horrific as the rumors being told about them by the players involved?

**BC:** Well, the songs were very Stones-ish. I mean, some of the tracks sounded like "Mick" tracks, but a lot of them were typically Rolling Stones numbers, and at one point I thought, "You need the boys for this."

**TS:** Are you saying that you had to play a typical Charlie Watts groove?

**BC:** Mick took me through all different kinds of time signatures, and "Try this feel," and "Try that." But he was using all those drum machines and gadgets. He would put down a drum machine track and do a guide over it, and then G.E. [Smith, guitarist] and Doug would do the whole song. I'd be sitting somewhere having a cup of tea and waiting, and then we'd start putting drums down at like 1:00 in the morning. I'd say, "What? It's time to go to bed!"

I mean, I can understand what he was going through at the time. He was the center of attention, and there was a lot of pressure, because it was his second solo album, so he had to have his best shot on everything. So he had Omar Hakim, Simon Phillips, and me on drums.

**TS:** And Anton Fig.

**BC:** Is Anton on it? I didn't even know he had been there. But Mick liked to have different drummers on different tracks.

**TS:** When Jagger uses session people—whether it be a Stones record or a solo record—he never lists what musicians played on what particular tracks. Do you have any idea of what your playing will end upon?

**BC:** I did about three—maybe four—tracks. I don't even know anymore, because you can't keep up after a while. I just wanted to go home, but they wanted to keep me out there longer. I said, "No. I've got to go." You've got to make your point and stick to it with them.

**TS:** Maybe it will be one of those situations where they use your snare drum, with Simon's bass drums, plus Omar's cymbals.

**BC:** I heard that they flew someone down to Bermuda just to play a hi-hat. I said, "Mick, what do you want me to play drums over these tracks for, when some of these drum machines that you've already used sound so good? What's the point of making me play exactly the same thing as what you've already got?" I don't know why he wanted to put drums over it when the mix was really good. He said, "Yeah, but it's a drum machine, and it doesn't have that kind of feeling." He's droll when he talks and ah... it's like, "Mick, what is it? What are you after? I can't take this anymore." And he'd say, "I apologize. I'm just trying to get my money's worth." [laughs] But Mick didn't want anything too fancy in the end—just a straight rock 'n' roll beat. If the drummer got too technical and didn't play it straight, it would cause problems. I mean, if you get so technical that you forget your 2 and 4, you're history. So that caused a problem for some of the technical drummers who had played on the album.

**TS:** I guess your own success is based on giving them what they want, whether it's The Pretenders or a session.

**BC:** Well, I think I just play it straight, yet people tell me sometimes, "You must be into Steve Gadd or Billy Cobham." "I don't hear that. I need to get into some kind of rehearsing to get my chops together. I don't even have the time to practice, and when I do, I get bored.

I think the secret for me is not to take things too seriously. I've learned that there are too many hardships—at least I've seen enough people struggling in this business—in the music industry. There are a lot of people who don't care if you make it, so you've got to take all of it in stride. That's why I turn it all into a joke. You've just got to have a laugh most of the time to survive. You've got to really enjoy music to be successful at it. I mean, the old jazzers were well trained for years to get to where they are, but they totally enjoy it. That's why they are as good as they are. Now me—I'm just a drummer by mistake. I never did intend to be a drummer. It just happened. So I'm a perfect example of doing something for the pure enjoyment of it. Of course, there are always ups and downs, but once you've been through the downs, you're always looking up.
Ringo Starr: The Early Period

The Beatles! Ringo Starr! When I was ten years old, I saw the movie *A Hard Day’s Night* and was overwhelmed with the desire to be a drummer in a band like the Beatles. The Beatles’ music, their appearance, and personalities were a magical formula that never had happened before and would never happen again.

At age ten, I didn’t appreciate Ringo Starr’s creative abilities. He didn’t play with lots of technique or flashy chops, which was my basis for judging a drummer. I actually remember thinking that I could play better than Ringo, and I wished that I were the Beatles’ drummer. I didn’t understand that it took more than just technique to be a great drummer or a musician. I didn’t realize that *musicality, style, and personality* were very important qualities of a great drummer, and that technique was only a tool to express those qualities.

Since then, my opinion and feelings about Ringo have changed greatly. I consider him one of the great innovators of rock drumming and believe he has been one of the greatest influences in rock drumming today.

I’ve been listening to Beatles albums that have been rereleased on compact disc, and can clearly hear bass drum, snare, and hi-hat parts I never heard before on their records. I’ve transcribed some of Ringo’s beats to show how creative and musical he was on those albums. Hopefully, this will inspire you to listen to his playing with the Beatles, and/or inspire you with your own ideas and approach to the drums.

The Beatles recorded so much material and made so many stylistic changes throughout these albums that I have decided to break their music into three periods: *Early Period* (March 1963-Aug. 1965), *Middle Period* (Dec. 1965-Nov. 1967), and *Late Period* (Nov. 1968-May 1970). In the Early Period, five albums were released in England on Parlophone. (Capitol in America released nine albums in this Early Period by putting fewer songs on each album and by also adding the Beatles singles to the records, unlike Parlophone.) It’s hard to imagine that five albums were released within such a short period of time (two and a half years). There were enough great songs on those albums to create singles for ten bands. The Beatles didn’t even include their hit singles on the English albums. Today, a band will release one album every two years and, hopefully, have three hit singles.

It’s impossible to identify Ringo as just one thing, or pigeonhole him as a drummer who played just one beat or fill. The Beatles made many stylistic changes throughout their career, and so did Ringo. He constantly came up with new ideas that always seemed perfect for the songs. But it wasn’t just a matter of him picking a basic beat to a song, because lots of drummers could do that. Ringo definitely had the right kind of personality and creative ideas for the Beatles’ music. You’ll rarely find a Beatles song without something noticeable that Ringo played or didn’t play.

In the Early Period, Ringo played simple, bouncy beats that were alive and exciting. His splashing cymbals made the songs light up colorfully. When you hear Ringo play, he sounds happy and alive in the music. Ringo had a distinctive style when playing drum fills. He did not have the finesse and technique of a well-rehearsed drummer, but he did have incredible style and personality. You can tell he wasn’t thinking about his fills as much as about the music. His fills just rolled from section to section, always in a clever and musical fashion. Listen to “It Won’t Be Long.”

---

Photo by Rick Malkin

**Before first verse**

**Middle of second verse**

**To really understand his fills, you have to listen to him on recordings, because it’s not the rhythm as much as it is Ringo’s phrasing and style. Another example is “Ticket To Ride.” He plays a simple fill on the floor tom two times, then he plays the same fill on the snare drum, and finally he plays a variation of that fill on snare and rack tom. Ringo is simply musical, always playing the right stuff. These fills come in the chorus.**

---

**Here are two fills Ringo played in the song “You Really Got A Hold On Me” after a chorus.**

---

**Ringo was great with texturing songs by changing from his splashing ride cymbal to his hi-hats and vice versa. Listen to “It Won’t Be Long.” At the beginning of every verse, he plays hi-hats but then goes to his ride cymbal. Many times, he would leave the cymbals altogether, and play the floor tom or nothing at all. He did this in “Money.”**
He also did this in "She Loves You."

Ringo came up with beats for intros, bridges, and solo sections in songs that were so simple but musically perfect. These parts, many times, became memorable, like a hook line or melody in a song. As soon as you would hear one of these particular beats, you'd know it was Ringo and the Beatles.

"What You're Doing"—intro

"Tell Me Why"—intro

"Ticket To Ride"—intro

"Please Mr. Postman"—intro

Ringo's beats were basic rock beats played with lots of expression, but then he'd play a shuffle, like on "All My Loving" or use brushes, like on "A Taste Of Honey" and "I've Just Seen A Face." He even played a Latin/rock beat on "I Feel Fine."

Ringo also played songs with a 12/8 feel, like "Baby's In Black" and "You Really Got A Hold On Me."

There are so many great examples of Ringo's playing that I can only show a few in this article, but if I were to pick a beat that represented this Early Period, it would be this one.

Ringo played this beat on "It Won't Be Long" using the ride cymbal most of the time, except at the beginning of the verses where he played closed hi-hats. This was a common thing for Ringo to do, and it was very musical. Here are some other examples of where Ringo used this beat: (1) "All I've Got To Do," (2) "Little Child," (3) "Please Mr. Postman," (4) "Roll Over Beethoven," (5) "Devil In Her Heart," (6) "Not A Second Time," (7) "I'll Get You," (8) "Boys," (9) "Chains," (10) "Please Please Me," (11) "Twist And Shout," and (12) "Money."

Here are a few other beats Ringo used in this Early Period.

He also used the splashy ride cymbal when he played this beat. It really added a nice, colorful background to a song while he would pound out the beat with his snare and bass drum. Some examples of this beat can be heard on these songs: (1) "A Hard Day's Night," (2) "You Can't Do That," (3) "I Call Your Name," (4) "Dizzy Miss Lizzy," and (5) "When I Get Home." The sound of the splashy ride cymbal combined with solid snare and bass drum became Ringo's distinctive mark.

Beats that Ringo played, which were more unique, were heard on a song called "Anna" and on a song called "It's Only Love." These beats were not very rock 'n' roll, but they were very creative and made the songs sound unique and special.

"Anna"*

* Arthur Alexander wrote and recorded "Anna" before the Beatles recorded it. He is a drummer.

"It's Only Love"

Listen to these songs, and it will be obvious why Ringo used these beats. They made the songs swing. He used a variation of this beat on a song called "All I've Got To Do."

Ringo has influenced drummers more than they will ever realize or admit. Whether he created these beats or heard them somewhere doesn't matter. What matters is that we heard him play these beats when rock was starting to influence the entire music scene all over the world. These beats are still the foundation of basic rock 'n' roll. Ringo laid down fundamental rock beats that drummers today are playing, and they probably don't realize it.

A lot of changes came about after this Early Period, but it's the Ringo on "A Hard Day's Night" and on the Ed Sullivan Show that made me and other kids want to be drummers and to be a Beatle.
This is the book for drummers who want some new ideas for different patterns on the drumset. James Morton has put together an extensive list of 140 patterns in this 37-page book. Almost all of the beats are one bar in length in 4/4 time, and as the title says, they are contemporary sounding. The level of difficulty of this book makes it appropriate for intermediate to advanced students. Each pattern is clearly written out, and with only four examples per page, the examples are large, which makes them easier to read from a music stand while practicing.

These different patterns incorporate the entire drumset, including the snare, bass, hi-hat, ride cymbal, toms, and cowbell. They are not just hi-hat, snare, and bass drum. While some of these patterns sound like sheet technical exercises, many are very musical sounding and could easily work in a group situation. Mr. Morton has included specific Stickings where necessary, which helps in understanding how these beats should be played.

This book is also available with a cassette tape of all the exercises. This cassette is very helpful and sounds good. I recommend it. When reading through a musical example, it's not always easy to perceive what that example should sound like. The cassette lets you hear exactly what is going on, and Mr. Morton also gives a few additional “pointers” on the tape as well. If you're looking for something to give you a few ideas for different patterns on the drums, you should check this book out.

— William F. Miller

I'VE GOT YOU UNDER MY SKINS
by Irv Cottler

Irv Cottler has been Frank Sinatra's backup drummer for nearly 30 years. So this particular project, put together by Irv, could be quite valuable for drummers inclined towards the fine art of drumming behind a vocalist.

The main item here is a full-length LP that includes ten big band arrangements of standards by the Chairman Of The Board himself—tunes like “Lady Is A Tramp,” “Witchcraft,” “Fly Me To The Moon,” “My Kind OfTown,” and “New York, New York.” An accompanying book contains the actual drum charts of each tune, as played by Irv—a true craftsman in this area of drumming.

The package comes complete with photos of Irv, a serious introduction by Sinatra, and the fine, swinging arrangements of Torrie Zito, one of Sinatra's key arrangers for many years. The album and book offer the reader a really good opportunity to play along with Irv and the band, and to study his relaxed and tasteful interpretation of the charts. It's a very nice lesson in how to swing a band, without ever being overpowering.

Along with the precise phrasing and the solid time Irv is well-known for, this material also highlights a style of drumming that remains continually alert to the key figures and subtle nuances of the arrangements, yet still gives the band more than its fair share of breathing room. Typical are those occasions when Irv will simply ignore a group of horn section figures, opting to lay down some solid time—no fills, no frills. Oftentimes, it's what Irv doesn't play that makes what he does play so damn effective!

Perhaps the best observation on this project rests in the words of Sinatra himself: “Listening to this album will give you a complete picture of a man doing his job so well, that you have a feeling of comfort, security, and never being left out on the hook. He [Cottler] has been, and always will be, my kind of drummer.” Well put, Frank. We couldn't agree more.

—Mark Hurley

DRUM TECHNIQUES OF PHIL COLLINS
by Neal Sausen

Here's a book for all of you Phil Collins fans. Drum Techniques Of Phil Collins is a 72-page book containing transcriptions of Phil's more recent work. The book contains 13 transcriptions in total: 11 from Phil's first three solo albums and two songs from Genesis. The transcriptions are: “Against All Odds,” “Behind The Lines,” “Home By The Sea,” “I Cannot Believe It’s True,” “I Don’t Care Anymore,” “Inside Out,” “In The Air Tonight,” “It Don’t Matter To Me,” “I Missed Again,” “No Reply At All,” “Only You Know And I Know,” “Take Me Home,” and “You Can’t Hurry Love.” Each is clearly written, and the charts are pretty extensive. They include dynamic markings, accents, and form outlines.

One problem with the book is in the notation. The hi-hat is notated throughout with a regular notehead, not the usual “x” type. This gives the patterns a strange look. It takes a while to get used to. One other criticism is with the choice of material: Including some of Phil's earlier work with Genesis would have given drummers more insight into Phil's excellent playing—perhaps in Volume Two.

—William F. Miller

SYNCOPEATION #2 IN THE JAZZ IDIOM FOR THE DRUM SET
by Ted Reed

One of the books that is on almost every teacher's list is Syncopation. It's hard to imagine a student not having the Ted Reed Syncopation book, which brings us to the reason for this review, Syncopation #2. Mr. Reed has taken eight pages of his now famous text
and given us five additional ways of practicing the book. The five variations are presented in a jazz style. The eight pages that Mr. Reed goes through are pages 37 through 44 of the *Syncopation* text. The entire text is written in 12/8 time.

Section I deals with drumset soloing, each page presenting continuous 8th notes with accents that spell out the syncopated rhythms contained in the *Syncopation* book. The accented notes are also written as large and small tom-tom beats using the second and fourth spaces of the staff. The unaccented notes are played on the snare drum, and the bass drum plays dotted-quarter notes. The hi-hat part is not written, but the reader is asked to play it on 2 and 4.

Sections II through V concentrate on developing independent jazz time. There are two constant rhythms: the ride cymbal and the hi-hat. In Section II, accented notes are played with the bass drum, with unaccented notes on the snare drum. In Section III, the solo line is played on the snare drum, with the bass drum four to the bar. In Section IV, the solo line is played on the bass drum, and rim clicks on 2 and 4 are played on the snare drum. In Section V, the author divides the solo line between the snare drum and bass drum using random patterns. *Syncopation* #2 is the tip of the iceberg regarding the possible ways of playing the *Syncopation* book. Mr. Reed provides a good start and an incentive to use your imagination.

—Glenn Weber

---

**LET'S MAKE RHYTHM INTRODUCTION TO PERCUSSION—PRIMARY LEVEL**

by James Morton

Publisher:
Mel Bay Publications, Inc.
#4 Industrial Drive
Pacific MO 63069-0066

Price: $3.95 with cassette

This book and accompanying cassette are directed at the early grade school student. The book contains 54 pages of photographs and drawings, as well as elementary music notation. The student is instructed in the basic playing techniques of tambourine, triangle, crash cymbals, suspended cymbals, maracas, cowbell, woodblock, claves, coconut shells, and sandpaper blocks. The first few pages present quarter notes and quarter rests, and use hand clapping exercises to acquaint the student with basic rhythmic reading. The author uses text, pictures, and musical notation to demonstrate the playing techniques of an instrument, and follows this with a song that allows the student to use his or her newly learned skill. The song is written in piano score form, so the teacher can accompany the student. The songs are also recorded on the cassette tape that comes with the book, providing musical accompaniment for practicing at home. A few of the songs are "The Knee Fist Song," for tambourine, "My Triangle," for triangle, "Crash Goes The Cymbals," and my favorite, "The Cymbal Blues" for suspended cymbal, a 12-bar blues with a solid bass line. There is a page called "loud and soft" for practing dynamics, and the book finishes with a section on how to make your own rhythm instruments. I used this book with a very young student whose comment to me was, "That was fun. Can we do some more?" This is a good book for teachers working with very young students and will also work nicely in a class setting.

—Glenn Weber
A few years ago, heavy rock fans were rejoicing at the reunion of Deep Purple, a group whose sound, for many, personified heavy rock from 1968 to 1975. This month's Rock Charts features the cut "Perfect Strangers," from the album of the same name (Mercury 824003-1 M-1). Ian Paice is once again in the drummer's seat, applying his natural touch to the patented Deep Purple sound. There is an interesting 4/4 to 5/4 exchange on the instrumental bridge (letters C & E), and Ian stretches out a little on the final bridge.
RIMS

YOU DON'T HAVE TO REPLACE YOUR DRUM SET TO IMPROVE YOUR DRUM SOUND.

RIMS fit most acoustic drums 6 to 18 inches in diameter and are compatible with Gretsch, Yamaha, Slingerland, Pearl, Ludwig, Tama, Premier, Rogers, DW and Remo hardware. Shown above using the Tama Power Tower Drum Rack to suspend Tama drums.

You've already spent a lot of time and money putting together your drumset and it sounds great. But, no matter how good it sounds now, it can still sound better. With RIMS, they're the perfect complement to your acoustic drums. They're a revolutionary new method of drum suspension that allows you to inexpensively and noticeably improve your drum sound without replacing your drum set.

THE RIMS SUSPENSION SYSTEM is true. For a fraction of the cost of new drums* RIMS can open up the true power of your power toms and even make standard-size drums sound deeper. MS will make your small drums sound huge. You see, instead of using old-style mounting hardware bolted directly to the drum shell, RIMS suspend the drum so that it can resonate more fully and produce a fatter, rounder tone.

RIMS are available for just about any drum from 6 to 18 inches and come with a universal sideplate that accommodates most current drum hardware. There's no drilling or special tools required, so RIMS can be installed on your drums in less than 10 minutes.

THE BEST DEPEND ON RIMS The world's best sounding drummers depend on RIMS — drummers like Kenny Aronoff, Peter Erskine, Myron Grombacher, Tris Imboden, Jim Keltner, Chris Parker, Jeff Porcaro, Paul Wertico and many more. With so many top pros choosing RIMS, and more and more new sets being equipped with them, isn't it about time you put a set on your set? After all, RIMS are practical and affordable for all serious drummers.

GIVE YOUR SET THE RIMS TEST Let's face it, the only way you're going to be convinced that RIMS work is to hear it with your own ears. OK... try this: Go over to your set and give one of the mounted toms a good whack. Now, take the drum off the stand, hold it by the rim and hit it again. Sounds better, doesn't it? That's exactly what RIMS do. They make your drums sound better.

So, rather than making a big investment in a new set of drums, make a sound investment in a new set of RIMS. Later, should you decide to upgrade your drums, RIMS can easily be transferred to your new kit. Then, you won't have to replace your RIMS even when you do replace your set.

See your local RIMS dealer for a demonstration or contact:
PURECUSSION 5957 W. 37th St.
Minneapolis, MN 55416
612-922-9199
The great thing about contemporary Christian stuff is that there are hardly any preconceived ideas of what they want it to be. You don’t have the constraints of some lawyer who is acting as an A&R guy saying, “That doesn’t sound like the last hit record I heard.” There’s a lot of musical life in the contemporary Christian thing. Everything is positive; it’s up, it feels great, and everybody’s in a good mood. Some people might think that they have a prayer session before you play. It’s not like that. The people are just being who they are, but it’s an up feeling.

The great thing about the country thing is that there is no limit you’re having to push. I think of pop as having to pull rabbits out of a hat. Sometimes on pop dates, you have to make up sounds. I’ve taken drum case lids, slammed them on the floor, and sampled them from across the room to get sounds. I did that on one of Lionel’s things on the first album. But on country sessions, you don’t have to pull rabbits out of your hat like you have to in pop or even contemporary Christian. On one of Amy’s albums, they wanted a real out fill, so I programmed my LinnDrum and my SDS7 to sound like fireworks going off. That was on “I Love You,” off the Unguarded album. We had been up in the Colorado mountains over the 4th of July, and we set off a bunch of fireworks. There was a clear night sky with stars, there wasn’t the sound of traffic anywhere, and here was this sound of fireworks going off, ricocheting off the mountains. Robbie [Buchanan] sampled it, but the sample didn’t come across very well, but that’s where we got the idea. I took the SDS7, tuned the pitch down, and worked with the filters in the LinnDrum. Between that, the returning and working with the filters in the LinnDrum, and some digital echo, I got pretty close. I think we used the slapback of about a second and a half. We made it pretty long.

RF: Can you think of specific difficult-to-get, fun, memorable, or magical tracks you’ve done?
PL: We cut a track with Lionel for this album that he didn’t have all the words to yet, called “African Song,” which just smoked. It was just roaring. It was towards the end of the cutting, and it had everybody just jumping through their scalps, but it didn’t make the album.

This might sound dumb, but there was a track we cut with Kenny Rogers called “Scarlett Fever” about six years ago. It was just before we did Lionel’s first album, because Lionel was there that night and he was his usual jovial self. We were cutting this track and another called “Your Night Out”—once again, another track that didn’t make the album—and Lionel went through the roof when we played this song. He was jumping up and down and screaming. He said, “I’m going to start my solo album, and this is the band!” Sure enough, that was just before we started on Truly. That was a memorable night. It was one of those nights where Kenny called at 6:00 and said, “Paul, what are you doing tonight? I’ve called John [Hobbs], and I’m going to see if I can get Joe Chemey.” Inevitably, that spur-of-the-moment stuff turns out great, because everybody is so proficient at what he does. If somebody said, “Sit down and play a drum solo right now,” I’d play a much better drum solo than if I sat here and thought about it for a day. And in a situation like that, there’s no pressure.

The Unguarded album with Amy was a very memorable experience. That was the first techno stuff with Amy, and it was really a turning point for me. I learned a lot from Robbie Buchanan, who was probably the first real master of it that I worked with.
EVERY MUSICIAN HAS HIS VICE...
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and what has it become?

PL: It started out being a pop attempt at Christian music—nice little pop records. Brown Bannister matured, and everybody he used matured. Amy was supposed to happen. It couldn't have happened any other way. And Brown was real loyal. It got to where they wouldn't record unless we could all go up to Caribou Ranch in Colorado. The feeling that came off those records was just incredible. It was a family kind of thing. The first album we did at Caribou was Age To Age, then Straight Ahead, A Christmas Album, and Unguarded. By and large, they were done up there, with some overdubs in Nashville and L.A. Over the years, it has been a wonderful, wonderful experience for me and for my family. Every time we went to Caribou, they flew my whole family up there, and there would be nothing but Amy's family, her manager's family, and the rhythm section's families. At one point, we had 16 children up there. It was astounding. Some of those experiences are among the most memorable of my life. I hope they don't lose track of how important that was to the whole thing. It's wild to watch something grow. That's a real hard part of this business. You work with these people and you think, "This person is not going to change." When we first started doing Lionel and cut "Truly"—when he had first left the Commodores—he was so insecure, you wouldn't believe it. He was saying, "Do you really think I'll make it on my own? Will they accept me away from the group?" We were saying, "Are you crazy? This is a home run!" Then on the second album, it was, "We did pretty good on that last one, didn't we guys? Let's try this again," with a little more confidence. But you never say, "We're going to start a new album with ..." because you just never know. I saw Amy at the Grammys, and she hasn't changed a bit. She is the sweetest, most heartfelt, wonderful individual. But the management around her had to grow. We'd cut tracks from 10:00 in the morning until 4:00 the next morning up at Caribou. Everybody bent over backwards. The organization is bigger now, and it's lost that personal thing, but it's not anybody's fault. It's a shame to see that with Lionel. He used to call and just talk. He'd say, "I've got this little tune I want to try." We'd go in, he'd sit down and play it, and it would be astounding. He'd ask, "Do you really like it?" It was so good that you can't believe he didn't know how good it was—"Stuck On You," "Penny Lover," and all that. Of course, by the time we got to the later stuff like "Deep River Woman," he knew he had a home run going. We cut "Hello" for the first album, and it didn't make it. It was the second single off the second album.

RF: With Lionel, you usually cut live with the rhythm section, don't you?

PL: It's rough. You always feel like you've got your hands tied behind your back. When I'm programming, I don't mind doing that. I can listen to a tune and program, which I do a lot of. I can pull out all the bells and whistles, and pull out all the stops. With programming, the shock value is more important than how it feels. Usually when you get called to program, the artists haven't programmed it themselves because they want something more complicated, so you go for that shock value.

RF: How do you feel about that?

PL: Outside fills and outside stuff—stuff you probably couldn't physically get to or stuff that would be left-handed to play. People don't realize that it physically has to lay a certain way to get to it. You can't be playing 16th notes on the bass drum and doing a syncopated pattern up on the top unless you've got two bass drums. When non-drummers first started programming, they would do something that didn't make sense, like the hi-hat playing over a tom fill. It's gone on for so long now that it's accepted. I bet I don't play acoustic toms four times a month. The engineers just love electronic stuff, because it's easy to get a sound on, it prints hotter, and they don't have to gate it. It's quicker. Some of the purists love acoustic toms and all the ring and everything.

RF: Are there people you work with who stay with the acoustics?

PL: Lionel. I would always ask which he'd want, and by and large, it was acoustics. Lionel was trying to go on with electronic stuff, but [producer] James Anthony Carmichael would try to keep it acoustic.

RF: You started to say that overdubbing could get really rough.

PL: The reason it was rough when people first started doing things that way was because people physically missed everybody. Now it's been going on so long that we're used to it. This morning, we actually did a date where it was Alan Pasqua, Dan Huff, and I all at once, and it was a thrill to see everybody. That's the good thing about doing TV. I used to hate doing TV dates, and I would turn them down just because they were not usually fun. The records were more fun. The main reason was that playing chase music for a car scene doesn't compare to doing Lionel. But now that record guys like Steve Dorf have gotten into doing TV and movies and they call record players, it feels like something. The TV stuff has gotten better, and
It's more fun. Plus, everybody is there. A lot of times, I will program ahead of the date, and Randy Kerber will program ahead of the date. We'll both be listening to the same demo, and we'll write out our own charts and then meet at the date. Or if we can't both make it at the same time, I'll put mine down, and he'll come in and put his program down. It's hard to believe, but it works. With the advent of clocking everything and everything being so incredibly precise, it works. I've done drum fills on records before where I've just put the thing on 16th-note quantize and pushed the buttons at random, and a drum fill would come out of it. I know that's how keyboard players are doing the drum fills. Of course, you'll get some keyboard players like Randy Kerber who can program a drum part so incredibly that you hate him. But then there are others who are awful.

The records these days are just not artistic. We're doing stuff that's being done on Apple computers. You can go in, move things around, quantize them, unquantize them, put them where you want them, and change them. I feel sorry for any kid coming to town. I had a kid come to the date this morning from Nashville. He's 19 years old, and he's coming to Los Angeles to play rock 'n' roll drums. It's going to be so much tougher for him than it was for me. I carry at least $30,000 in equipment to every session. Anybody who has any aspirations at all about playing in the studio or being a viable part of the recording industry must be into electronics and sampling, and be plugged into the system and how it works.

RF: How does this 19-year-old kid come into L.A. from Nashville and buy $30,000 worth of equipment, just so he can get his first gig?

PL: I don't know. It's so very hard today. [Bassist Neil] Stubenhaus was saying the other day that he thought we were the last batch of studio players. I jumped into electronics the minute I knew it was real. It was six months before I got the first Simmons set, and then when the SDS7 came out, I was just like everybody else, running out and getting the first one. It turned out to be not quite what everybody thought it would be, but that's just part of growing with technology.

RF: Tell me what equipment you need to do what you do.

PL: Whenever I am lucky enough to get to play acoustic drums, I use Yamaha drums and I love them. The Yamaha power bass drums are just awesome. I've always been a bass drum fanatic. I carry about five different snare drums to every session. I also use the 3000 series Paiste cymbals, which really record well. I have a rack that has a Simmons SDS5 in it for beat and whenever I need white noise. I use an MX-1. I have two eight-channel Yamaha sub-mixers and a 16-channel Hill mixer. I use the Emulator SP-12 and an Akai S900. I use an Octapad triggered off of the acoustic toms or modified trigger pads. Then I use the Roland SR V-2000 digital echo and a Yamaha Rev 7. Above that I have a Dr. Click, and a digital metronome for sequencing and locking up to tape. I also just got the Yamaha PMC-1 setup with the TX816, and there are some sounds that you can get with the FM technology that you can't get with samples. I also still use the SDS5, although I don't use it extensively anymore. It's near to use the Simmons toms for one set of samples panned right to left and use a different set of samples panned left to right. It makes it sound like three of me instead of one. The live snare drum triggers the Simmons snare, a sample out of the SP-12, and a sample out of the Akai, and I can mix and match any of those three. The bass drum also triggers three bass drums, which I can also mix and match, besides calling on any of 20 or 30 bass drum sounds, which all can be modified themselves. I usually mix two sets of toms together. Technology is really incredible.

RF: Is there a downside to this?

PL: Electronics can be a nightmare. We were doing the American Music Awards, they hit us with 143 volts upstairs, and my disc drive caught on fire. I was sitting there, playing, and something smelled. I turned around, and my disc drive was burning. The other one was in the shop because it had crashed previously!

RF: How do you deal with something like that?

PL: First you panic, and then you don't...
If you had told me when I was a kid that I would play on this many records, I would have thought that I’d own this town. Reality sets in. That kind of gets back to what I said a little while ago. That’s the hard part about watching someone like Lionel, who never has to work another day in his life if he doesn’t want, because you can remember him saying, “Guys, do you think I’m going to make it?” And you’re still playing dates. Sometimes that’s hard to take. But the money really has nothing to do with it. If I die on the freeway on the way home today, it’s okay because I’ve done exactly what I wanted to do with my life. How many people in the world can say they are what they wanted to be? The money’s nice, but even if I were only getting 20 grand a year, I’d love it.

RF: But how does a drummer prepare for the future while this artist is making a fortune and a player is making sideman money?

PL: I’ve been approached to produce, but I’ve always been too busy to do it. You get involved in stuff. You start on Monday, and you’re in the studio until Friday. Suddenly, it’s Saturday, you take a deep breath, and Sunday you see your kids. Monday you’re back in the studio, and you get locked into that pattern. Michael Omartian tried it, and he’s very wealthy now. Dean Parks tried it, and he didn’t like it. He’s thrilled to be back playing again. It doesn’t really matter. I’m doing what I want to do, and the guys I’m working with are the best in the world, here and in Nashville. I love Nashville. Of course, I was raised in the South, so I feel more at home in Nashville than here in LA. I’ve wanted to move there for a long time, but there’s not the diversity of music that is here.

RF: Are there plenty of great drummers down there. Why do they have to transport you a lot of miles?

PL: I think it’s the same reason Steve Gadd comes to L.A. from New York. It’s just a different approach. It’s not better or worse; it’s just something else. Contractors and people I used to work for are using different people, too. Things in this business change.

RF: Do they utilize your full technology in Nashville?

PL: Yes. In fact, now it’s gotten to where I get called a day ahead and I’ll program a day ahead of everybody else. Sometimes they’ll send me tapes to program before we go in. I’d much rather program by myself while the artist is playing, everybody has been up and down for the entire day has gone. You get there at 10:00 A.M., and you don’t play a note until 2:00 the next morning; you literally don’t play a note until 2:00. I’d much rather program by myself when I specifically does not retain sounds so he can’t rely on them. So every time he gets a sound, the sound is new and he hasn’t used it for anybody else. That’s good, but it takes a lot of time.

RF: Do you play together on the Grant situation?

PL: Yes, unless a track really requires an incredible amount of precision that you can’t get playing with a click track or with a pad. If you want it machine perfect, then the instruments have to be tracked one at a time, and it usually starts with the bass and drums together, knowing that the bass is going to be done over again. So it’s drums, bass, guitars, and keyboards, and it can take a week to cut a track.

RF: You told me you get most of your letters and calls regarding the Amy Grant situation. Why is that?

PL: I get calls from Houston, Virginia, Washington, Colorado, Michigan, Indiana, and more. They find me, and it’s almost always in response to Amy’s stuff. The parents of those kids who are raised in real good Christian homes and have those kinds of values might be talking against Iron Maiden. When they see my name on an Amy Grant record, they know they can talk to me. They think, “I might not be able to talk to Carmine Appice, but maybe Paul Leim will talk to me, because he works with Amy Grant and I bet he’s a Christian.”

RF: And you are.

PL: Yes. I’m not so sain, by any stretch of the imagination. I’ve made mistakes just like anybody else, but when it really gets down to it, I think there’s a common ground there, and they know they can talk to me and I always talk to them. I’ve had $100 phone bills to Houston, talking for two or three hours, because these people are just dying for information. I’m always happy to talk to them. Maybe you have a responsibility and maybe you don’t, but I have to do that. I’m happy to do it.

RF: Is it difficult being a Christian in this business?

PL: Nobody has ever made it difficult for me. The coke thing isn’t that big anymore. I think everyone finally wised up. I think knowing that the Christianity is always there, no matter what, makes it easier to deal with all the ups and downs. I’ve been able to meet some wonderful people, and I’m real thankful to have been associated with those people and probably recognized for having done the Christian stuff instead of something else. It’s been a real blessing for me to have been involved with that.
GRATEFUL TO GREGG

Earlier this year, Gregg Bissonette and some of his friends came into Sweetwater’s Lounge, in Lakeland, Florida, where my band, Rumor Hazit, was performing. (Gregg was to appear the next night with David Lee Roth at the Lakeland Civic Center.) I guess that he and the band stop at a lot of clubs because they enjoy seeing club bands, but seeing him in a club in Lakeland was a real surprise to me. We were playing our last song before the break when I looked out and saw him standing there. He really seemed to be enjoying himself. I got really excited (and, very honestly, a little nervous). It wasn’t just a good drummer watching me; this was one of the best rock drummers around and one of my personal favorites.

Immediately after the final song, I went off stage and introduced myself, and invited Gregg to sit in with the band. The people in the club went crazy when Gregg accepted my invitation. We just gave him a song list and let him call the tunes. He played several Top 40 songs—over an hour’s worth—and also did a spectacular drum solo. It was tremendously exciting to see him playing my drums and loving it! He said he had a great time, and my band loved it, too. It was a night I will never forget.

Later, Gregg had a lot of nice words to say about our band. His enthusiasm was incredible, just as Robyn Flans noted in her January interview with Gregg. He told us how incredible it was to play in front of large crowds with DLR. He said there’s no other feeling like it. He really helped to increase my enthusiasm for playing. Gregg is one of the best, and I’d like to thank him for the thrill of a lifetime!

D SHARPE

In your July issue, the article by Bob Moses on D Sharpe’s passing was one of the most moving I’ve read. I never met D Sharpe. I don’t know Bob Moses personally. But I do know Bob’s beautiful playing. So many emotions come out in our playing because it is so personal. I feel that playing is another “sense” (our sixth sense) that we are gifted with, and I thought that Bob Moses’ feelings were expressed beautifully.

CARLTON BARRETT

I was greatly saddened recently to learn of the untimely death of reggae drummer Carlton Barrett. Those who are familiar with Barrett’s illustrious career with Bob Marley & The Wailers know what a tremendous contribution this man made in the foundation of reggae music—standardizing rhythms that are commonplace in reggae nowadays. His unique sense of timing and stylish innovation were just two of the many facets that made him the epitome of reggae drumming in its developing stages. He was, unquestionably, a great talent and will be sorely missed in the world of reggae.

As a friend and lover of Bob Moses, I feel that Bob Moses’ feelings were expressed beautifully.

YOGI HORTON

Due to Yogi Horton’s untimely death, his style of drumming and his rare type of friendship and love will be greatly missed. He was very warm and sensitive, but he was such a dynamic player that you noticed him right away. He had an unmistakable groove and played with authority, covering all styles from James Brown to Luther Vandross to Kid Creole & The Coconuts. Yogi was one of the most physical drummers in the business, and when he played, it was like an event at the Olympics.

We love you, Yogi, and you’ll never be forgotten. We offer a special prayer for your wife, son, and parents. Our love is with you always.

Michael White
Lakeview Terrace CA
written out the words "Groove and Hits," which is very helpful. So looking at it, I see the horn hits are on top, the consistent snare on 2 and 4 (thus the groove keeps going), and what the bass player is doing written on the bottom space. Again, I sing through the rhythms and see that it’s a two-bar phrase that actually starts at bar 39, with the hit on the last 16th of 4. I keep looking and see the fill with the cresendo sign at bar 43. After the next two-bar phrase of hits, 44 and 45, I see that it gets more fill oriented and is leading up to a drum solo. So I make sure that I understand the hits in bar 48. Now, on to the drum solo!

This is a fun type of solo to play because the band "comps" for the drums, which is usually our role. The cowbell keeps going on quarter notes, and the Rhodes keyboard plays a consistent riff. It’s nice to leave space at the beginning of the solo to establish the new section and give the last section a nice release. Besides, remember there is a comp going on underneath you, so you don’t have to fill up every 16th note in the bar! It creates more tension and excitement when you play phrases with space around them as well.

Being that this is an edited version of this tune, so that both versions would fit, this is an 18-bar drum solo. Pay attention to the horn hits when they enter in bar 52. Orchestrate your solo around the hits. The solo should build to the end with hits in bar 65. Then you tacet for two beats, which means don’t play anything, play the fill with the bass in bar 66, and D.S. back to B.

Now, looking at letter B, I see that the feel changes (which is true the first time through this section as well). I look at the band hits and the bass part, and see where the arranger wants the snare accents. I choose to play around the bass part instead of right with it. Then I see to jump to the coda after bar 19. The first measure of the coda is the same as bar 20, except instead of the figure ending on the downbeat, it ends on the last 16th of 4, which kicks off that same two-bar phrase played at D. The last three bars are tricky. Bar 83 ends with two 16th notes immediately into the triplet figure with the band in 84. Bar 85 is a big solo-fill bar for the drums. Listen to the cowbell on the downbeat of 85 for the time. The bass plays a 16th-note line, so it’s a good idea to play something 16th-note oriented. In your fill, make sure to “set up” the last two hits of the piece. In other words, you don’t want to throw the band off because you played something too strange to follow.

Well, there it is. Listen to my version, follow the chart, and then try it!

This Sound Supplement contains one example of many that will soon be available in my new instructional package entitled Contemporary Drummer + 1. The package is geared toward the intermediate- to advanced-level player. It includes an audiocassette tape with nine selections of material (two versions each: one with drums, one without drums), charts for each selection, and a book that explains song by song, my interpretation of the music, written-out examples of what I did on the song, and suggestions on what to look for while reading the charts and playing the particular style of music being discussed. It takes you through nine styles of music including rock, electric jazz, acoustic jazz, two different types of pop tunes, an instrumental funk tune with a drum solo over a vamp (edited version on Sound Supplement ), a tune combining Latin and odd time with a drum solo in 7/8, an example of a 60-second jingle (radio or TV commercial), and an example of a movie soundtrack. All the tunes, except the acoustic jazz selection, have either sequenced percussion or a click track to keep time to, just like a real studio session.

Plus, you get to listen to and then play along with the great musicians who performed on this project: Chick Corea, Michael Brecker, John Patitucci, and Steve Lukather. Keyboard and sequenced parts are performed by Jay Oliver. Jay and I arranged and produced all the material.

Contemporary Drummer + 1 is a fun and challenging practice device to learn about today’s music. So take the challenge, and have some fun!

For more information, contact DCI Music Video, 541 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10011, or call 800-392-4500. In New York State, call (212) 924-6624.

When Cymbals are Not Enough...

Anton is DST Equipped.

Playing up late night is a demanding job. Creativity, style and feel are put to the test five times a week. Anton Fig does it like no one else because he knows what works best and when.

Anton uses the Rhythm Tech DST (Drum Set Tambourine). It’s the right tool when your cymbals aren’t.

The DST mounts on your stand or on the top rod of your Hi-Hat. The next time you're up playing late at night make sure you’re DST-equipped.

For more information write:

Rhythm Tech Incorporated
511 Center Avenue
Mamaroneck NY 10543 USA

Week1 continued from page 32
Motivation

Refusing to accept anything but the best brings you one step closer to the top.

Tempus
Fibreglass acoustic drums.

Ask your dealer or send $2.00 for information to:
Tempus Instruments Inc.
3-12320 Trilac Road, Richmond, B.C.
Canada V7E 3R7 (604) 277-5711
FOR SALE

PEARL, LUDWIG, YAMAHA, SIMMONS, SONOR, TAMA, DDrum drums; ZILDJIAN, PAISTE, SABIAN cymbals; PRO-MARK, REGAL TIP, VIC FIRTH, ZILDJIAN drumsticks; REMO, LUDWIG, EVANS drumheads at the lowest prices! We Guarantee To Beat Any Advertised Price! Write or Call for Discount Flies! ATLANTA PRO Percussion, 2526 Spring Road, Smyrna, GA 30080 (404) 436-3786. Ask about same day shipping. Call information for 800 number.

ALL REMO, LUDWIG & EVANS Drumheads at a huge savings!!! All ZILDJIAN & PAISTE cymbals at lowest prices!!! Huge Drumstick savings on the following: All Pro-Mark, Fibes, Bunker, Pearl & Regal Tip, and we Roll 'em!!! Amazing low prices on all drums & accessories. Bizarre Guitar, 2577 Odde Blvd., Reno, Nevada 89512 (702) 331-1001 Plus. No Sales Tax on Out of State Sales!

YAMAHA ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION kit EPS 158 in stock! Call for price quote. Atlanta Pro Percussion. (404) 436-DRUM. Call information for 800 number.

ELECTRONIC DRUM SALE: Simmons kits, Roland, Tama Techstar sets & Pearl electronic drums in stock in quantity and on sale!!! D.W. hardware at amazing low prices!!! Bizarre Guitar, 2577 Odde Blvd., Reno, Nevada 89512 (702) 331-1001.


DOUBLE PEDALS lowest prices in USA. DW, TAMA, JANCU, PEARL. (404) 310-DRUM. Atlanta Pro Percussion. Call or write for free discount flyer. 2526 Spring Road, Smyrna, GA 30080. Call information for 800 number.

Stewart: 9X13, 16X16, 14X22 chrome 5X14. Hardware, Ride: $250.00. (718) 386-4650.

CAGE by TAMA in stock! We beat any advertised price! Call for price (404) 436-3756. Call information for 600 number. ATLANTA PRO PERCUSSION.

HIGH QUALITY SUPER GLOSS DRUM COVERING AT GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE! (We've kept the same low prices for 10 years.) Send self addressed stamped envelope for Free Samples, information and price. Percussion Services, 3115 Hanna Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 or call (513) 681-2297. Compare, You Won't Find A Better Deal.

FREE! Free copy of "Drum News 2" Exclusively expanded line of new affordable drumming videos. Recommended by: Modern Drummer, Drum Tracks, and Jazz Magazine. M. & K Productions, dept. MA-14, 601 Birkenhead Road, Hasleyville, PA 15436. (215) 750-NEWS.


BOSTON: JOHN HERRIGAN SCHOOL OF MODERN DRUMMING. (617) 472-6672

Simmons SDX, Silicon Mallet, SDS-9, SDS1000 n Stock! Will Beat Any Advertised Price! Atlanta Pro Percussion, (404) 436-DRUM. UseSDS9-3699. Call information for 800 number.

DISCOUNT Drum Equipment, Glenn Weber Drum Shop, 18 Northfield Ave., West Orange, N.J. 07052 (201) 756-3115.


Simmons SDSS—Complete w/o Avri Flight case. $1,500.00. Jean (612) 378-3955, evenings.

Zildjian 21" Rock Ride, and 20" Ping Cymba. $90.00 each. NYS (607) 749-4432.

RADIOKINGS. K. ZILDJIAN, AND MORE. Call (519) 693-6691 or write: Collector, RRI, Box 953, Liberryville, IL 60056.

Simmons SDSS: snare, bass, 4 toms, and Hi-Hat moisture, stands and cables. Like new, $1,150.00. (516) 561-6442.

HI-HAT USERS: Next time you move your Hi-Hat stand, don't send the upper pull rod, instead protect it from damage with "the original" Hands(tm) Hi-Hat Pull Rod Protector Case. (One size fits all). Each Case $10.00. (USA only) send check or MO to: Hands Enterprises, P.O. Box 49574, Oklahoma City, OK 73143 (405) 360-5817.

"NEIL PEART" Ludwig 4-ply SUPER CLASSIC set. Call or write for our free catalog and 930 number. Atlanta Pro Percussion, 2526 Spring Rd, Smyrna, GA 30080. (404) 436-3786.

Drumstick Custom Designed & Manufactured. Quality Stix, Professionally cut, Rolled & Tipped. $3.15per stick. $3.35 per nylon. (U.P.S. Delivery). Yor name and/or group's printed on each stick (free). Limited openings. Call (609) 662-5387. Fred Say (Designer). Endorsement Prices Available.

COMPLETE SELECTION OF BOOKS, CASSETTES, AND VIDEOS. Call or write for discount flyer. (404) 436-3786. ATLANTA PRO PERCUSSION, 2526 Spring Road, Smyrna, GA 30080. Call information for 800 number.

VOCAL EXERCISES on cassette. Improve your vocal chops. This tape quickly strengthens your voice, expands your range, builds your confidence, and gives you the competitive edge! Top NY instrutor. Only $2.95. Chromatic Music, 5320 S. Greenwood St., Dept R, Littleton, CO 80120.

ANALYTIC DRUM TUNING recommended by Russ Kunkel, Soror, Modern Drummer. Complete Drum Tuning Instruction Get "Your" Drum Sound. Send $7.95 to: Steven Walker, Box 40352, Inpls., IN 46240-0352.

TWIRL DRUMSTICKS like top Pros. No Devices Necessary! Drum Corps Trick, Easiely learned. Three pages describes technique. Send $5.50 to: Steven Walker, Box 40352, Inpls., IN 46240-0352.


To advertise in DRUM MARKET mail your copy with remittance to MD c/o Drum Market. Rate—80c per word. 100 words maximum. Payment must accompany order.

How Do You Polyrhythms? Step by step method, 80 pages. $1.00 to: Martin Bradfield, Box 216, Spring City, PA 19475.

2 Free Rock Charts!! Now! Rock Drums Cassette Course teaches you, Step-by-Step, the Exact Skills and Techniques needed to become a Powerful and Consistent Rock Drummer 1 hr. cassette, workbook and 2 Free Charts! Now only $12.00! Immediate delivery! Starr Products, Box 247-C, Nanuet, NY 10954. Free Info.


YOU CAN WIN PALL VERTICO’S NEW VIDEO!

ENTRE Today: M & K Producers, Contest, 601 Bunkerhill Road, Cleveland, OH 44128.

Demo Drumming for the Modern Drummer, cassette package, $6.50 to: SLW, 30133 Avenida Trinidad, R.V.P., CA 92074.

NEW! Digital Drum Machines Patterns on Chrome/Drum 90 min. cassette. Improve your time and studio chops. 18 familiar rock, jazz and Latin grooves—5 minutes each. Send $9.95 to: 3030 Topaz, 377 Franconia St., Jackson, MS 39206. Custom and demo tapes available.

Available from CHUCK KERRIGAN PUBLICATION of the study course that takes you from the basics to the heights of understanding Polyrhythms—Send for Free Info. 221 Emerald Street, Johnston, R.I. 02919.

New Jersey School of Percussion Home Study Material, send for brochures. 16 Northfield Ave., West Orange, NJ 07052 (201) 738-3113.

DID YOU KNOW? Using standard notation there are only 21 basic rhythmic patterns. Now there is a book that teaches these patterns. System 51, by Jim Green. Endorsed by Roy Burns, Ed Soph, and Joey Ferris. Send $8.95 + $1.00 postage to: J.G. Studio, 5551 Brandt Pike, Dayton, OH 45424.

JOHN BONHAM REVEALED

14 of Bonzo’s most inspired beats. Not only transcribed. Not only isolated on tape. But also. Broken Down and Explanined so that drummers at every level can become Bonham experts! $10 to: LLP, 6136 Girderly Ave., Waucawtas, WI 53213.

FREE! DRUM CATALOG & SAMPLE! Absolutely the most Clear, Accurate charts available Anywhere! Rocks, Pop, Funk, Fusion & more! New Catalog released Monthly! Starr Products, Box 247-E, Nanuet, NY 10954.

THE WORLD OF ETHNIC PERCUSSION cassette, $8.00. John Penn, 400 Glendale Avenue, Houma, Louisiana 70360.

EASY READ ROCK—The book that teaches you to read...painless! Open doors to your future with this exciting new Two Color concept for beginners—teachers included. Endorsed by Louie Bellson & Larry Londin—Jim Chaplin. Includes accents, fills and never before published Rock licks. $9.95 for book, $9.95 for Easy Read Cassette (complete with music) or $18.00 for entire package. Send for Free Brochure R.L. add tax. Percussion Express, P.O. Box 1731, Rockford, IL 61101.

EASY READ JAZZ—At last!—a drum book explaining different jazz styles includes 3/4, 5/4, 12/8, Salsa, fills, accents, Latin Jazz, even brushes. Great for teachers—even better for students! Fold-out charts you teach to read: $9.95 for book, $9.95 for Easy Read Cassette (includes music with and without drum track)—$18.00 for entire package. Another book that Works from Percussion Express, P.O. Box 1731, Rockford, IL 61101.

EASY READ FUSION—The ultimate challenge! The book teachers ask us to write. Up to the minute complex Rock & Jazz patterns made easy. Fold-out charts challenge you to the max Includes all the latest Grooves, Easy Fusion, etc. $9.95; book, $9.95 for Easy Read Cassette (includes music with and without drum track) $18.00 for entire package. Change the way you learn and play, we’re Percussion Express—P.O. Box 1731, Rockford, IL 61101. Write for free brochure. Visa/Mastercard HOT LINE (815) 962-3147.


INSTRUCTION

BOSTON AREA: Quincy, Weymouth, Norwell, Marshfield, John Horrigan School of Modern Drumming, All Styles, All Levels. Message: (617) 770-3837 or Home (617) 472-6672.


RUSS MOY—New Jersey’s Foremost Drum instruc-tor since 1964. Call for an appointment (201) 355-0346.

Drummers: Learn All styles of drumming on all the percussion instruments, including drums and marimbas. John Bock Percussion Studio (914) 592-9593.

In the S.F. Bay area John Xpelosa author of Studies For The Contemporary Drummer is accepting serious students. Develop the skills needed for today’s drumming. (415) 898-5432.


"Visual Aid..." the book of showmanship drummers have wanted for years. "Visual Aid..." a 42 page completely illustrated guide to learning the wirts and tips used worldwide by the pros. The book has five chapters of twists plus three chapters on flipping. No future showman should be without this book. To order send $10.00 plus $2.00 shipping handling (12$12.00 total) to: "Visual Aid..." P.O. Box 294, Haver Haven, FL 33582-9294. Foreign Orders Accepted. Allow 4 weeks for delivery.

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI—George Lawrence is teaching serious drum set students. (601) 362-6051.

New Jersey School of Percussion, send for brochure. 16 Northfield Ave., West Orange, NJ 07052 (201) 738-3113.


CLEVELAND: STUDY CREATIVE DRUMMING, a multidimensional learning system, with DAVE BREWER. Double bass drum WORKSHOP, Sep. 20th. CALL (216) 351-9190.

WANTED:

TRIXON, VOX cone shape Drums. (306) 664-4953. 1674 Edward Ave., Saskatoon, SK, Canada, S7K 3R6. Leonard.


WANTED: DRUMMERS TO RECEIVE A FREE DRUM CHARTS catalog! Starr Products, Box 247-W, Nanuet, NY 10954.

THE LEGACY OF 1000 PERCUSSION

UNILUG CONSTRUCTION

DESIGNED & PRODUCED BY DRUM CITY

1-800-230-1972
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There is a famous story that circulates in the business world in many forms and variations. The way I first heard it was as follows: A huge ocean liner was due to be launched. However, there were problems. The new high-tech engines were not producing enough power to propel the ship on the open sea. In test after test, all of the experts were stumped. Finally, in desperation, the owner of the new ship called a famous consultant.

The consultant, an elderly man of great experience, puffed his old pipe as he studied blueprints of the ship's engines. He was given a complete tour of the ship by the foreman and the owner, who explained the intricacies of the ship's energy system. The old man watched, listened, observed carefully, and spoke very little.

After three hours, the old man lit up his pipe again and removed from his pocket a small hammer. He approached a large valve and tapped it sharply with his hammer. Suddenly, a roar was heard as all of the engines began to function smoothly. Everyone was pleased. The owner thanked the consultant, an elderly man of great experience, puffed his old pipe as he studied the intricacies of the ship's energy system. The old man watched, listened, observed carefully, and spoke very little.

About a week later, the owner received the bill and went into a state of shock. The bill was for $1,000. The owner dictated a letter to his secretary that stated, "Dear sir, it seems to me that your bill is extremely high for tapping a valve with a little hammer. Please reply ASAP."

A week later, the owner received a revised bill along with this note: "Dear sir, you are quite right. My bill for tapping is only $1.00. However, for knowing where to tap, the charge is $999.00. This adds up to $1,000. Thank you very much."

It seems to me that this story applies to many endeavors—including drumming. After all, knowing where to tap and when is what drumming is all about. Successful drummers are highly regarded, not for how many beats or taps they can play, but for how they organize and place them. I've heard drummers with little real technique play just what was needed, when it was needed—not too much—just what the music called for. Of course, I have also heard drummers with great technique and great training do exactly the same thing at just the right time.

What ties drummers who are different in their training and approach to the drums together? I believe it is listening. For example, have you ever had the feeling, when talking with other people, that they were just waiting for you to finish so that they could say something? Listening is a great deal more than waiting for someone else to finish so that you may speak. It means listening with all of your attention—whether it be to a conversation or a musical performance.

All great drummers are great listeners. They hear everything that is happening around them. They even hear the "holes" where a fill-in is needed. They play in such a way as to complement everyone. They never "step on toes" by phrasing against the soloist or the group. They play "with the flow," because they hear it. They listen for it.

Listening is much more than owning a large record collection or a storehouse of videos. Listening, in part, is learning what to listen for. Listening is a way of learning to focus one's attention on what is important musically. For example, one of my talented young students and I were discussing song forms. He had no idea of what I was getting at. So I asked him how many measures there were in one chorus of the blues. He didn't know. On a keyboard, I demonstrated the basic structure of the 12-measure blues—the most fundamental song structure. As a result of this lesson, he enrolled in a basic music course at a local college.

Learning song forms and chord patterns is an example of learning what to listen for. As a matter of fact, some music theory training is almost a necessity today if you want to be at the top of the drumming profession. It also helps drummers to listen to the entire band—not just themselves.

I think it would be fair to say that young drummers of all eras often fall into the trap of listening only to drummers of one style. With experience, the more talented ones learn to listen to the music as a whole, with the drums being just one important part. As they grow and develop, they not only learn to appreciate drummers of different styles but also music of many kinds. There really is so much music out there. All you have to do is listen.

If you want to improve your listening skills, try some of the following ideas: Analyze the form of the song you are listening to. Listen just to the guitar part or the bass line for one entire song. Then listen again, and concentrate on the bass drum and snare drum. Then listen again, this time concentrating on how the drummer and bass player play together. Listen again for accents in the drum part and how they relate to the melody line.

Buy a used piano or mallet instrument. This helps you to visualize the keyboard so that you can see as well as hear how chord progressions actually work. Take a basic harmony and theory course at a local college. In many cities, you can take a summer class even if you are still in high school. As a matter of fact, the student I mentioned is only 15. However, he had no problem signing up for the class.

Invest some money in your ears. They may be even more important than your hands or all of your equipment. Invest some time and effort in learning to listen to music, as opposed to just hearing music. Listen to music as if you were a composer as well as a drummer. Try to hear what's inside the music. Listen to everyone and everything as the opportunities present themselves.

With dedication, effort, and experience, perhaps you will be like the old consultant. He watched, he listened, and he knew just where to tap. I can think of no better concept for a musical drummer.

---

**CONCEPTS by Roy Burns**

---

- **Sam Barnard's SUPERCOSOL DRUM MATERIAL**
  - **Price:** $39.50 (7 pc sets)
  - **Free Samples! Over 75 Colors**
  - **Shipped C.O.D.**
  - **Contact:** (802) 279-4041

- **THE PROS DEPEND ON OUR SERVICE YOU SHOULD TOO.**

**FUSION**

**FUSION CENTER**

**1701 NORTH HARRISON FT. WAYNE, IN 46808**

**Call Toll Free Information for Our Toll Free Number**

---

**OCTOBER 1987**
1987 St. Louis

Percussive Arts Society International Convention
October 28 - November 1

Adams Mark Hotel, St. Louis, Missouri

Seminars: Solo and Ensemble Literature
Clarinets in the 21st Century: Contemporary, Historical, and Contemporary Perspectives
Conferences: Music Education, Music and Dance, Dance and Percussion, Percussion and Education, Percussion and Professional Matters and Interests

For complete details contact:
PAS • Box 697 • Urbana Illinois 61801
217 367-4098
Selling Yourself On Tape

Back in the April 1984 issue of MD, I wrote an article entitled "The Resume." I described the sort of package that a drummer seeking employment with a club band might put together to send to management companies, agents, bandleaders, etc. I mentioned that a demo tape should either be included with the resume or available upon request.

In recent weeks, I've received several letters from drummers around the country who were themselves seeking employment or seeking to improve the level of their professional status. Along with their letters, they included tapes of their playing, with the request that MD pass the tapes along to someone who could help them attain their goals.

The fact is that MD is not in a position to provide the type of service these drummers were requesting. But even if such a service were available, the tapes submitted by these particular drummers wouldn't—in my opinion, at least—go very far towards impressing potential employers.

Listening to the tapes got me to thinking about what type of demo would best present a drummer's capabilities for consideration by a bandleader or manager. What elements combine to make a good impression, and what elements might actually work against the drummer? Here are a few thoughts on the matter, based on my own experience at making demo tapes, and on the good and bad tapes I've heard since coming to work at Modern Drummer.

Know Your Market

The first thing you need to determine, before you ever put anything on tape, is what market you are trying to sell yourself in. If you are an extremely versatile drummer willing to accept work in any one of several styles of playing, it might be to your advantage to make several different demos, each highlighting a particular style. Then, it's just a matter of making sure that a band's leader or management gets the demo appropriate to that group's style. If you're sending a tape to a hard rock band or a management company that specializes in hard rock acts, there's no point in demonstrating your best Steve Gadd samba licks. Keep your playing powerful and fundamental. If you're sending a tape to an R&B/funk act or management company, demo your best grooves—solid and funky—and don't blaze away with Neil Peart fills.

If you're planning to create a demo for the Top 40 market—which would be the most likely situation for a club drummer—then you'll want to include a wide variety of styles on your tape. Just don't go overboard with any particular thing; use excerpts and short passages to get the idea across. Demoting the seven-minute dance mix version of each hit tune on the current chart is not necessary; just let the listener know that you can cope with anything that is commercially successful.

What To Play

When creating a drum demo, the critical thing to remember is that you are seeking employment, not trying to impress other drummers. Keep in mind that the people who are most likely to be considering your tape are the other members of the band—the musicians with whom you will be playing if you are hired. They're going to be interested in how well you can support them as a band member, not in how many 32nd-note paradiddles you can put into a two-bar tom fill. Don't plan on doing an extended drum solo on your demo. Keep examples of your soloing to a bare minimum, and place them toward the end of the tape. If your listeners want to hear more soloing, they can get back to you and ask you for it.

Playing With Music

You should be aware that any drumming—no matter how fabulous it might be—is generally going to sound dull and/or obnoxious to non-drummers when that drumming is recorded by itself. Your best bet for creating a demo that is both an accurate representation of your playing in a band context and also appealing to a listener will be to demo your drumming with a band. If you have tapes of your playing with the band you are currently in (or have just left), it might be possible to excerpt passages from those tapes to create a very representative demo.

What I've done in the past is select a group of tunes that served to demonstrate the widest possible variety of styles. If the intro was an important part of the song, I started the tune there, and then let it play just long enough to establish the groove or feel. Then I faded out the tune on the tape. In some cases, I faded into a given tune at a point just ahead of an important passage for the drums, in order to catch my playing at that point. Then, again, I faded out the tune. Sometimes the tunes lasted for a minute or so; sometimes less. But in a ten-minute demo—which is as long as you can reasonably expect a potential employer to listen the first time—I was able to demo my playing on 12 to 15 tunes in this manner.

If you haven't got any tapes from a previous band and you're not currently a member of one, don't give up hope. It might be possible to gather some musician friends, work up a few tunes in a "jam" format, and create some tapes from those sessions. Just remember to use sections that sound professional; you don't want your demo to sound too "loose."

If that option is also unavailable to you, you can record your playing along with previously recorded music. There are a few "Music Minus One" albums around—although they tend to be in big band and jazz styles—that feature no drums on the soundtrack. You simply add your own playing to these recordings. If you are able to find such records in the styles you're interested in, you should be in good shape.

If you are trying to demo current commercial material, it's not likely that you'll be able to find MMO recordings. You'll just have to play along with recordings that already include the playing of the original drummer (or drum programming). This situation isn't great, but it's still better than nothing. What you can do is employ a technique that I've known many drummers to use successfully. Make the demo tape in stereo, putting the record you're playing to entirely in one channel and your drumming entirely in the other. In this way, the listener can adjust the balance to be able to hear the music adequately but concentrate on your drumming at the same time.

Playing Without Music

If you must create a demo with only drums, it becomes critical to make your drumming as musical and tasteful as possible. Here especially, the temptation to play blazing solos is strong, since a basic groove sounds pretty dull—even to drummers—when heard by itself. But remember, it's those grooves that your potential employers are most concerned with. With that in mind, don't preface your demo with "Here are some beats I know," and then launch into an unplanned and unguided flurry of licks and patterns. This generally sounds loose and unmusical. It's also very easy to get into time problems that are all too apparent when the drumming is out there "naked." By all means, plan your demo carefully. Decide what styles you
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want to demonstrate and what grooves you want to establish. Use some method of timekeeping as a guide. You might use a metronome, a drum machine programmed with a basic cowbell or Cabasa beat, or a recording. Personally, I’d recommend playing along to a record, even if you’re not recording it, simply to gain the inspiration and feel of working with a complete band.

As with the excerpts of band performances, don’t go too long with any one thing on a bare-drumming demo. Establish your groove or pattern, let the listener get into it for a few bars, and then cut it or fade it out. (Fadeouts are generally less abrupt and more professional sounding than cuts.)

Listen Back To Your Tape

After you have created your demo, play it back to yourself. You need to imagine yourself in the position that your potential employer will be in when he or she receives the tape. The demo is from an unknown person, seeking work in your band. You have no personal attachment to this person; you’re interested only in his or her abilities to fit your needs as a drummer. With these things in mind, you should be listening for the following:

1. **No errors in playing.** This is obvious. If you hear stick clicks, dropped beats, sloppy fills, time problems, etc., you should re-cut the tape.

2. **Good time.** Is the time solid and consistent (within each tune and each different tempo)? Does the time remain the same between time passages and fills?

3. **Solid grooves and good feel.** Is the drumming solid and foundational, or is it overly fancy? Would other musicians want to play over these very drum tracks? Does the drumming make you tap your foot and feel good?

4. **Recording quality.** Although most people who will accept a demo tape at all will say that they are listening to the quality of the playing and not taking the quality of the recording into account, it’s important to realize that human nature contradicts this. What we can hear more clearly and more pleasantly tends to appeal more to us than what we hear poorly or in a distorted manner. When listening to your tape, evaluate its sound quality. Your demo doesn’t have to sound like it was made in a 72-track studio, but it does need to be clear, distortion free, and enjoyable to listen to. It’s a simple fact of life: No drummer—no matter how talented—is going to impress potential employers with a scratchy or muddy demo tape. The simplest test you can make to ensure that your tape is “listenable” is to play it for someone else—preferably another musician—and ask that person what he or she thinks about it. If that person expresses a negative opinion, don’t waste your money sending out copies of the tape. Do it over again. You must have a tape that makes a good impression upon the first hearing, because it won’t get a second hearing otherwise.

How And Where To Send Your Tape

A demo tape is most effective when it accompanies a complete resume package on you. For more information on creating an effective resume, refer to the April ’84 column I mentioned earlier. Even though your name and address will be on the resume, be sure that they are also on the demo tape, along with your phone number. Put this information on the cassette itself, as well as on the box or container. Because the various parts of a resume can become separated from each other, every item should carry complete information.

Be sure to rewind the tape before you enclose it in the resume package. It seems a small thing, but you want to make listening to your tape as effortless as possible for your potential employer. It’s not unusual for a manager or agent to discard any tape that can’t be thrown immediately into a tape player upon receipt.

Once your resume package—including your tape—is put together, you can send it to potential employers or their representatives on a local or long-distance basis. These might include bandleaders, management offices, booking agents, union business agents, or even specific artists (if you can find out how to reach them). Means of obtaining the addresses you’ll need are also explained in my April ’84 column.

The demo tape is probably the most important element in a resume package. After all, no matter how good a drummer’s references are, how much experience he or she has had, or how attractive his or her photo is, it’s what that drummer sounds like that’s critical to a potential employer. Take the time and effort necessary to create the best possible demo of your drumming, so that you’ll have the best possible chance of “selling yourself on tape.”

**REPRINTS of most MD Feature Articles and columns ARE available! Call the office for a price quote**
REPORTING FROM THE ROAD: LIBERTY DEVITTO ON GRANSTAR

Before deciding to offer Granstar drums to the public as a part of our normal line, we wanted to put them to the test. A roadtest... with 100 shows in the States behind him, and Australia, Japan, Europe and the Soviet Union still to go, we checked in with Liberty De Vitto of the Billy Joel Band to see how he and his new Granstars were doing.

- Tama: So what's the word Lib? Everything O.K.?
- Liberty: Well, I'm not sure about myself, but the Granstars are doing great!
- Tama: Hang in there. Only 3 more continents to go. How are the drums sounding?
- Liberty: Incredible! And the finish still looks terrific, especially considering everything they've been through. Set up for Gary (Clark) this time around has been much easier because of things like the new adjustable spur, the one touch tom mounts, and of course, the Power Tower system we've been using.
- Tama: How about Gary? (drum tech for Liberty and others)
- Gary: In a nutshell, Tama drums have always been easy to deal with on the road. They're able to stand up to the toughest touring schedule, and they always sound great! The new Granstar line is no exception. Good job guys!
While many drummers struggle with the problem of making their drumsets loud enough to be heard over electric guitars, keyboards, etc., other drummers are faced with the problem of their equipment being too loud. For that reason, a lot of products are designed to "control" the sound of percussive instruments. For the drums themselves, one has the choice of various muffling devices and heads that are designed to reduce the amount of sound that the drum produces. But cymbals have always been a problem. Using smaller cymbals can sometimes help, but then you might have to sacrifice the pitch you want, plus you won't always get the same character of sound. Some drummers put strips of tape on their cymbals, but that can give you dead spots and cause some rather unnatural sounds.

Sabian has now attempted to solve the problem by introducing the Sound Control series of cymbals. Basically, the company has given ordinary AA and HH cymbals a slight flange around the edge. This serves to inhibit the cymbals' vibrations somewhat, thus "controlling" the sound. The result is a sound that resembles a cymbal that has been taped, with the difference being that this sound is more even and consistent.

The flanging seems to have a greater effect on the HH cymbals than on the AA series. Granted, HH cymbals are generally drier sounding than AAs anyway, but in this series, they seem even more so.

The Sound Control series is available in the following sizes: 12", 13", 14", 15", and 16" crashes; 18" crash/ride; and 20" and 22" rides. A brilliant finish is also an option. The prices are identical to "regular" Sabian cymbals; in other words, a 20" HH Sound Control ride lists for the same price as a regular 20" HH ride.

Starting with the smaller cymbals, the 12" and 13" crashes are really too small to serve as "crash" cymbals in any but the very softest of acoustic situations. In an amplified situation where sustain is important, they couldn't possibly do the job. However, in a loud setting, they could make great splash cymbals. They do have the proper pitch and the right amount of cut, and they die very quickly. So if you like the sound of a traditional splash but you need more volume, a small Sound Control cymbal might solve your problem.

The 14" size cymbals seem to be the weak point of the series. They are too big to be used as splashes, but not quite big enough for crashes. The 15" and 16" crashes are the best actual crash cymbals—provided that they are used in a situation where great volume is not needed.

The 18" crash/ride cymbals are another weak point. They have a little too much spread to work well as rides, and they have an annoying overtone when crashed.

The 20" and 22" rides are possibly the strongest of the series. They sound much the same as their corresponding regular ride cymbals, but the sound is more contained. We also compared them to flat ride cymbals, which are also good in low-volume situations, and found that the flat cymbals tend to have more overtones, while the Sound Control cymbals are better for definition.

When we tried mixing Sound Control cymbals in with ordinary cymbals, we had trouble coming up with combinations that worked well together. Essentially, the Sound Controls sound fine when used together, but tend to sound thin alongside regular cymbals. So these cymbals would probably work best as a set in acoustic situations or, perhaps, in a recording studio where full-bodied cymbals can sometimes be a problem.

But with the above in mind, there could be uses for these cymbals within regular setups. We've already mentioned using the small crashes as splash cymbals in loud settings. Another possibility would be to use a Sound Control ride cymbal along with a regular ride in situations where you have to play behind a variety of soloists. For example, you might need a regular ride behind a tenor sax or trumpet, but the Sound Control would be better behind an acoustic piano or acoustic bass. One touring show drummer we know is currently using a 16" Sound Control crash in conjunction with other regular Sabian models. The headliner is a female vocalist, and the drummer likes to use the Sound Control crash because it provides excellent punctuation without overpowering the singer's vocals. Of course, the drums and cymbals are miked, so the Sound Control's lack of projection is not a problem. There is plenty of cymbal sound out front, but not a lot on stage—which keeps the singer happy.

Another point that must be mentioned is that each Sabian cymbal has a certain amount of individuality, so you should try to check out several cymbals of the same size before choosing one. We had two 13" HH crashes, and there were significant differences between them in terms of pitch and responsiveness.

As we went to press with this review, Sabian had just announced the introduction of a new Hi-Bell variation of the HH Sound Control cymbals in 20" and 22" ride and 18" crash/ride sizes. We were unable to test them in this survey. However, Sabian states that the cymbals retain the dark, controlled sound of the Sound Control line, but offer higher pitch, more cut, clear note definition, and very positive crash characteristics.

Essentially, the Sound Control series is specialized and probably will not serve everyone's needs. But the cymbals do fill a gap, and certain drummers in certain situations might find that these cymbals are just what they need.

**Atlas Pro-II**

Jim Atlas has been the distributor of UFIP Italian-made cymbals in the U.S. for many years. His newest offering is the Pro-II line, a cymbal that he feels is comparable in quality and acoustic potential to any professional cymbal on the market today.

We tested three examples from the Pro-II line: a 20" ride, an 18" crash, and a pair of 14" hi-hats. In terms of general impressions, we found the sound characteristics of these cymbals to fall somewhere between those of North American cymbals.
(Zildjian or Sabian) and those of other European brands (Paiste or Meinl). The cymbals we tested seemed particularly thick, but Jim Atlas has informed us that thinner models are available in the same line.

The most impressive cymbals in our test group were the hi-hats. We found them to be responsive to sticking—giving a clear, cutting sound—without being too high-pitched or abrasive. The cymbals produced a solid “chick” when closed—probably due to their weight and thickness. Our test applications included jazz, pop, and rock, and we felt that these hi-hats would perform well in any of those situations.

The 20” ride received mixed reviews. It produced a fairly clear stick-attack sound, but also built up a fair amount of “wash” when we really laid into it. Pitch-wise, it was in a low-to-medium range, which might make it good for jazz or funk, but might not lend itself to projecting through heavy amplification. Remember though that this line has some of the characteristics of North American-made cymbals, and pitch will probably vary among individual cymbals more so than among other European-made models. The bell sound was loud and cutting. Overall, the performance of the cymbal was at a professional level, but the sound characteristics of our particular model would appeal to very specific tastes.

We found the 18” crash to be overpowering—in relation to the other cymbals. It was quite heavy and, consequently, quite “gongy.” Yet, although it was loud, you couldn’t call it “explosive” in a positive sense. It didn’t crash out with an attractive shimmer and then decay gradually. Instead, it tended to blast out with a lot of clanging and then just sort of die out with the same tonality. Perhaps a thinner cymbal in the same line would exhibit more appealing characteristics, but this particular example did not measure up to the performance of the other Pro-II models we surveyed.

Overall, the Pro-II line seems to be a valid alternative to check out if you are considering purchasing cymbals—especially if you are looking for something a little different than what every other drummer has. These are not budget or student cymbals; they are professional-quality cymbals from a slightly less familiar manufacturer. The information supplied with the cymbals indicated that the list prices were as follows: 14” matched pair hi-hats, $210.00; 18” crash, $175.00; and 20” ride, $205.00. However, at press time, Jim Atlas informed us that recent changes in his company’s marketing structure would allow for a price reduction. At those prices, the Atlas Pro-II cymbals would be worth checking out for economic reasons alone.
Some of you may remember Pearl's initial entry into electronic percussion, which was called Syncussion. Next came the Fightman, and then the Drum-X. The fourth generation of Pearl electronics is named Syncussion-X—the most high-tech unit ever from Pearl.

Besides producing regular drumkit sounds, the Syncussion-X also generates cymbals, gongs, timpani, Latin percussion, chimes, xylophones, etc., using four digital tone generators—making it a complete programmable percussion synth. In total, there are 128 separate preset sounds available. The unit also has the capacity to hold a maximum of 32 different kit setups in memory.

Pearl's drum pads are available with plastic shells in either ivory or black. They are eight-sided, with a round rubber playing surface. That surface is double-layered, with a hard rubber top and a soft rubber bottom to attain a natural stick rebound. The pads measure approximately 12" x 12" x 3" and have an opening to accept Pearl's standard 7/8" tom-tom arm with memory lock. A T-screw on the bottom of the pad secures the pad on the holder arm. (By the way, all the Pearl pads have 1/4" input jacks.)

The bass drum pad measures 22" high x 25" wide x 5" deep. In the center is a 6" round rubber impact area. A large pedal mounting plate is at the bottom, and long straight tubes are used as spurs. These locate near the top of the pad, and are fixed in a severe forward angle, so creeping is minimized. All the drum pads have a good feel and are pretty well acoustically silent.

The Syncussion-X also has cymbal pads. These have square playing surfaces and make no attempt to visually simulate a real cymbal. (See photo.) I didn't have a problem with the location of the rubber pad when playing ride-cymbal sounds. However, when using one of the pads for crash sounds, I kept wanting to hit near the edge of the pad, where there's just bare plastic! Perhaps Pearl could take note of this natural tendency that drummers are likely to have. The cymbal pads will mount onto regular straight or boom cymbal stand lifters. A harder playing surface is used, so stick rebound is quite similar to playing on a real cymbal.

Pearl's unique hi-hat pad is shaped the same as the other cymbal pads, but mounts directly onto your hi-hat stand. The pad fits over the stand's top rod and is held in place via a Pearl AX-20 adaptor. When the hi-hat clutch comes down on the pad, it activates a small switch, making opened/closed sounds available when using the stand's pedal in the normal fashion. There are two ways to get hi-hat sounds, depending on how you connect it up. You can either have opened/closed sticking sounds or opened/closed pedaling sounds. (I guess they'd be called "ring" and "chick.") The hi-hat pad concept is quite workable and, in fact, quite enjoyable.

Pearl also offers a special Quad Pad that has four round pad surfaces compactly arranged on one pad shell. Each surface can be assigned its own sound at the brain, so ideally, you could use only two Quad Pads and be able to generate eight sounds. This reminds me of Simmons' old "suitcase" unit. This Quad Pad setup could work conveniently for Latin and hand percussion players. The pad is an optional add-on and retails at $300.00. All in all, the variety of Syncussion-X pads offers the potential for a totally electronic setup.

Actually, the unit is quite easily programmed. First, you select the bank, group, and kit number you want. Then, you decide which pad you want the sound on. Then, you call up a factory preset sound and modify its parameters to your liking. There is also a Pad Copy function, which cuts down on programming time and can be used to rearrange a kit program. Beyond the 32 kits, there is an extra "test kit" provided so you can check your sounds before actually modifying any of the 32 factory preset kits.

MIDI data can also be programmed in. Variables here are Channel Number, Note Number, Output Mode, and Velocity Curve. All programmed data can be saved or loaded from, cassette. Moving the cursor LED into the cassette section on the
panel allows loading, verifying, or saving data on tape. The digital LED windows display pertinent information as well.

The rear of the Syncussion-X contains eight separate 1/4" pad inputs and outputs, left and right 1/4" mix outputs (also mono) with a switch enabling fixed or variable volume control, cassette input and output jacks, MIDI In, Thru, Out, a pad mode selector switch (eight or 16 pads), memory protection switch, plus DIN jacks for the optional remote kit selector box, Pad Expander unit, and mute pedal. The hi-hat pad has a jack here that cooperates with the Pad 1 input to enable opening and closing of the hi-hat, as mentioned earlier.

The optional Pad Expander unit enables up to 16 pads to be used with the Syncussion-X brain. This unit is also rack-mountable and contains only eight sensitivity controls and eight trigger LED indicators. The rear has eight 1/4" inputs and a single DIN output, which connects to the brain. When using the Pad Expander, the maximum number of programmable kits cuts in half to 16. So it's merely a question of whether you need 32 kits with eight sounds each or can get along with 16 kits, which have 16 sounds each. Retail price is $345.00.

The remote kit selector is a small box that can be stand-mounted. It contains eight numbered push buttons, plus the two group/bank select buttons—a duplicate of what is on the control brain's panel. With the remote box, you can easily select your kit numbers while seated at your setup. Retail value is $105.00.

The 128 preset timbres offered by the Syncussion-X brain the whole range of percussion sounds. Besides having eight snare drums, eight bass drums, eight acoustic toms, and eight electronic toms, the Syncussion-X has timpani, concert bass, congas, bongos, chimes, piano, steel drum, triangle, African drum, isuzu, gong, cowbell, xylophone, marimba, and many more, including 24 synthesizer-type sound effects. There are 12 different cymbal sounds, including hi-hats, rides, crashes, China, and splash. The ride and hi-hat sounds are excellent, but the crash sounds are a bit too harsh for my ears; they still have an electronic edge to them. The drum sounds are all quite good, and the tuned percussion sounds are the best. Using the maximum of 16 pads, you can effectively have a range of one and a half octaves to play melodic patterns with. The only thing I can think of that the unit doesn't have is an on-board sampler, but who knows—maybe on the next version.

We're talking total percussion here, and I came away pretty impressed with what Pearl has developed this time around. You must hear the Syncussion-X in person to fully appreciate what it can do.

The complete SC-40 Syncussion-X retails at $3,409.00. (Stands and pedals are not included, but all connecting cables are.) The brain alone retails at $2,390.00. The basic setup without cymbal pads retails at $2,890.00. Other "mini" setups—using the SC-20 brain, which has only two tone generators—are available as well.

The complete SC-40 Syncussion-X brain retails at $2,390.00. The complete SC-20 Syncussion-X brain retails at $1,990.00. The basic setup without cymbal pads retails at $1,490.00. Other "mini" setups—using the SC-20 brain, which has only two tone generators—are available as well.

The 128 preset timbres offered by the Syncussion-X brain the whole range of percussion sounds. Besides having eight snare drums, eight bass drums, eight acoustic toms, and eight electronic toms, the Syncussion-X has timpani, concert bass, congas, bongos, chimes, piano, steel drum, triangle, African drum, isuzu, gong, cowbell, xylophone, marimba, and many more, including 24 synthesizer-type sound effects. There are 12 different cymbal sounds, including hi-hats, rides, crashes, China, and splash. The ride and hi-hat sounds are excellent, but the crash sounds are a bit too harsh for my ears; they still have an electronic edge to them. The drum sounds are all quite good, and the tuned percussion sounds are the best. Using the maximum of 16 pads, you can effectively have a range of one and a half octaves to play melodic patterns with. The only thing I can think of that the unit doesn't have is an on-board sampler, but who knows—maybe on the next version.

We're talking total percussion here, and I came away pretty impressed with what Pearl has developed this time around. You must hear the Syncussion-X in person to fully appreciate what it can do.

The complete SC-40 Syncussion-X retails at $3,409.00. (Stands and pedals are not included, but all connecting cables are.) The brain alone retails at $2,390.00. The basic setup without cymbal pads retails at $2,890.00. Other "mini" setups—using the SC-20 brain, which has only two tone generators—are available as well.

We're talking total percussion here, and I came away pretty impressed with what Pearl has developed this time around. You must hear the Syncussion-X in person to fully appreciate what it can do.

The complete SC-40 Syncussion-X retails at $3,409.00. (Stands and pedals are not included, but all connecting cables are.) The brain alone retails at $2,390.00. The basic setup without cymbal pads retails at $2,890.00. Other "mini" setups—using the SC-20 brain, which has only two tone generators—are available as well.

We're talking total percussion here, and I came away pretty impressed with what Pearl has developed this time around. You must hear the Syncussion-X in person to fully appreciate what it can do.

The complete SC-40 Syncussion-X retails at $3,409.00. (Stands and pedals are not included, but all connecting cables are.) The brain alone retails at $2,390.00. The basic setup without cymbal pads retails at $2,890.00. Other "mini" setups—using the SC-20 brain, which has only two tone generators—are available as well.
Mel Gaynor, Peter Erskine, and Steve White.

The historic town of Windsor, near London, always has its share of visitors. But on May 24, the number was boosted by the arrival of an extra 1,400—mostly drummers there to attend Zildjian Day '87. The majority of these people expected to see Steve Gadd as the main attraction for the day. Unfortunately, Steve had been rushed to the hospital in New York three days earlier. Anxious to present a star American drummer in England (and on the following day in Paris) as planned, the Zildjian company contacted Peter Erskine. Peter agreed to fly out to Europe to cover both events—on 48 hours notice.

The day opened with Steve White, of The Style Council, followed by Mel Gaynor, of Simple Minds. Both players were able to show why they are in the forefront of the new breed of young drum stars. They both played along to pre-recorded tracks, which they used as springboards for solos, and then answered questions from the audience. These ranged in subject matter from equipment and drumming technique to gossip. Many of the questions pertained to bass drum technique. These were answered with some very impressive demonstrations, which proved how important this aspect of drumming has once again become in modern music. Steve said—and demonstrated in his playing—that he has always made a point of never closing his ears to any style of music. Jazz and soul influences were very clear in the way he played. Mel, on the other hand—while acknowledging his jazz and funk background—emphasized the hard style of drumming for which he has become famous.

Acting as master of ceremonies, Zildjian's Ian Croft maintained a lively pace. As Mel Gaynor's kit with its two-tiered Power Tower rack was being edged forward on its riser, Ian commented, 'There's usually a third layer, but the ceiling isn't high enough!' In a more serious vein, when introducing Peter Erskine, Ian expressed Zildjian's gratitude to Peter for stepping in at such short notice. This sentiment was echoed by all present in the reception given to Peter as he came onto the stage.

In addition to soloing with, and without, electronic accompaniment, Peter explained in detail his concepts about drumming. He discussed holding the sticks, stick and pedal technique, playing time, practicing time playing, and practicing independence. He placed particular emphasis on posture and being comfortable while playing. Peter illustrated this with a nice anecdote: Joe Zawinul had once said to him, 'I was listening to you at one point tonight, and I thought that what you were doing didn't sound right. So I turned around to look at you, and somehow it didn't look right, either!'

Peter's apparent humility, as well as his enthusiasm and the creativity he demonstrated, were an inspiration to everybody. In conclusion, he expressed good wishes for the speedy recovery of Steve Gadd, which were heartily endorsed by the audience.

Special thanks must go to all those involved in ensuring that Zildjian Day went ahead and was such a success, despite the 11th-hour setback. If there was a prize available for the best question of the afternoon, it must surely have gone to the guy who asked Mel Gaynor, 'Do you have any trouble with your neighbors?'

— Simon Goodwin

Phil Collins took time out from his recent Genesis tour to accept an honorary degree in fine arts from Fairleigh Dickenson University. Phil's degree was the result of a letter written to him by Dickinson business management major Silvana Dominianni. The university's main campus is located in Rutherford, New Jersey, and graduation ceremonies were held at nearby Brendan Byrne Arena (part of the Meadowlands sports complex) on May 31. Coincidentally, Genesis appeared that same weekend in Giants Stadium, a short walk across the Meadowlands parking lot from Byrne Arena. On a whim, Miss Dominianni wrote to Phil two weeks prior to the graduation ceremonies, asking him to speak or "sing the national anthem" at her graduation. Phil agreed to appear, and the university—citing Phil's commitment to the nation's youth—went along with the idea.

When Phil rose to receive his degree on the arena stage—dressed in cap and gown—the arena reverberated with cheers and cries of "Phil! Phil!" from the more than 2,500 graduates. After accepting his first honorary degree, Phil remarked, 'I've done a lot of things, but I've never done this before. I really just do what I enjoy doing—and get paid for it!'

Modern Drummer Publications is proud to announce that its United Kingdom drum dealer distribution is now being handled by FCN Music. FCN is one of the largest distributors of musical merchandise and publications in England, and MD is happy to be associated with these fine people. UK music dealers can contact FCN Music at Morley Road, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 2RA, or telephone 0732 365271.

Jonathan Moffett is using May EA drum mic's on the Madonna tour . . . Lone Justice's Rudy Richman has been added to the list of Premier artist endorsers . . . .Phil Collins recently became a Pro-Mark artist . . . .New Sabian artist endorsers include Bernard Purdie, Larrie Londin, and The Star Of Indiana drum & bugle corps.
THE PRECIOUS METAL SNARE

The Sonor Signature Series Bronze Snare Drums (HLD 590) are built for drummers who demand the very best in sound quality. Sonor manufactures these drums using a cast bronze shell and Signature Series hardware. These drums are now available in limited quantities. For more information, contact your authorized Sonor dealer.
J. D’Addario and Co., U.S. importer and distributor of Meinl Cymbals, recently announced the introduction of Soundwave hi-hats. The new design incorporates a bottom cymbal with a “waved” edge to prevent airlock and ensure a solid “chick” sound. Meinl makes this design available in four models (two in the Raker series and two in the Profile series). According to the Meinl company, the high degree of sophistication implemented in the manufacturing of its products allows it to offer products that match the quality of the world’s best-known brands at a price normally associated with “bargain” brands. The Soundwave hi-hats offer a design drummers have long sought at a price substantially lower than other alternatives. For further information on Meinl cymbals, contact J. D’Addario and Co., Inc., 210 Rt. 109, E. Farmingdale, New York 11735, or call (516) 454-9450.

Franz, Inc. recently introduced a new line of top-quality, precision-balanced American hickory drumsticks with a special, permanently attached slip-resistant polymer grip that cushions drummers’ fingers and makes drumming more comfortable. The new sticks, called Rich Grips, are available with wood or nylon tips in popular 5A, 7A, 2B, and 5B sizes. According to Franz president Ruth E. Franz, these U.S.-made drumsticks are ideal for all styles of set drumming, concert percussion, and marching snare drumming. For more information, contact Franz, Inc., Dept. RG, 240 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Connecticut 06511, or call 1-800-THE-BEAT.

Remo, Inc. has upgraded its lug-tuned Discovery Series drumsets with heavy-duty, professional-grade bass drum spurs. The heavy, tubular steel spurs have a “swing-back” design for quick packing and setup. Acceptance of Discovery models with conventionally tuned Weather King heads by working professionals led to the change, according to Remo’s national sales/marketing manager, Lloyd McCausland. The new spurs are similar to those furnished on Remo’s top-of-the-line Encore Series, and assure a solid, stable feel under all playing conditions. Prices have not been increased, McCausland said.
The New Cymbal of a Total Eclipse

Until now, a few manufacturers with cymbals orbiting in the higher quality range floated along unparalled and unchallenged, a temporary condition that has reached its end. Because now released in the same orbit is the perfect hybrid of old world craftsmanship with new world technology. The new CX-900 Series Cymbals from Pearl. Available in both traditional and wild types and all popular sizes, weights and styles, this is truly the cymbal for the most demanding player! The CX-900 is destined to be the brightest spot on the horizon. But then overshadowing the competition is nothing new for Pearl.
**CELESTION SR SERIES SPEAKER SYSTEM**

The Celestion SR Series is a compact, full-range sound reinforcement system capable of reproducing music at exceptionally high volume levels with full audio fidelity and deep low-frequency impact. The system also features an intelligent electronic controller for total protection from thermal or mechanical breakdown. In addition to use as a standard P.A. system, the series' compact size, efficient design, and durability make it exceptionally appealing as a drum-miking and/or electronic percussion monitor, or as part of a self-contained amplification system for drummers.

The heart of the SR system is a unique single-driver design that produces full-range frequency response (50 Hz to 20,000 KHz) with no intermodulation distortion. A pair of these 8" integrated dome/cone drivers are mounted side-by-side in the compact and rigid SRI enclosure (total weight: approximately 38 pounds). Each enclosure can handle 1,000 watts of power RMS. Without separate tweeters, compression drivers, and crossovers, the problems of phase- and time-coherence are eliminated, along with high-frequency coloration caused by coaxial designs.

For total protection, the "smart" SRC1 electronic controller monitors amplifier distortion, voice coil temperature and cone excursion. Special circuitry detects the leading edge of potentially harmful low-frequency transients (such as electronic or acoustic bass drum impact) and inaudibly compresses them before instantly restoring complete low-end power. Low-frequency sound is delivered with its full physical impact, yet the speakers are totally protected from thermal or mechanical failure and amplifier distortion, even at their maximum power rating. (When more low-frequency power is needed, the modular SR-2 system subwoofer, equipped with a single Celestion B-18/1000 18" driver, can handle 1,000 watts RMS and accurately reproduce ultra-low frequencies from 40 to 150 Hz.)

The SRI enclosures are made of rugged glass-fiber-reinforced polypropylene to resist damage from the rigors of the road. Fitted with flexible mounting options, the units also feature covers that double as supports when the SRIs are being used as "floor monitors." For more detailed information, contact Celestion Industries, Inc., Kuniholm Drive, Box 521, Holliston, Massachusetts 01746, or call 1-800-325-7757.

**NEW IMPACT DRUMS AND BAGS**

Having successfully entered the hard-shell drum case market, Impact has introduced a new and complete line of bags for the budget-minded performer. All bags are constructed of new Impax II and are slate gray in color. The material has a clear protective cap that is water resistant, fleece lined, scuff resistant, and unaffected by temperature and weather. The patented clear cap also keeps out body oil, smoke, stains, and alcohol. All straps are sewn and riveted, and tested to 500 pounds. Zippers are heavy-duty nylon. All cymbal, electronic drum, and electronic brain bags are foam- and fabric-lined. There is also an extra-large brain bag for the Roland Octapad that can also be used as a general carry bag for various sensitive equipment. The total line includes 39 drum bags, five electronic drum bags, two brain bags, six cymbal bags, and two stick caddies.

Also new from Impact is its double-headed Laser kit. This outfit incorporates Impact's fiberglass shell and is consistent with all of Impact's power and projection qualities. As with all Impact drums, there is a two-year shell guarantee. The basic outfit includes a 16x22 bass drum, 10x12 and 11x13 toms, a 16 x 16 floor tom, and a 7x14 12-lug snare drum. A seven-piece kit is also available with the addition of 8 x 10 and 12 x 14 toms. There is a choice of two hardware packages. Frontal "sound holes" are standard on toms and bass drums for power venting, miking, and increased tonal projections. The fiberglass shells on all drums guarantee the quality of sound—no matter what the temperature and humidity conditions may be. All drums are supplied with Remo Pinstripe heads and heavy-duty corner hoops. For more information about any Impact product, contact Impact Industries, Inc., Dept. MDB, 333 Plumer Street, Wausau, WI 54401.

**SABIAN HI-BELL SOUND CONTROL MODELS**

Sabian Cymbals recently announced the release of the hand-hammered HH Sound Control Hi-Bell, a new addition to its recently introduced range of Sound Control "flanged" cymbals. These high-profile ride and crash/ride cymbals offer the player sounds that are dark, controlled, and dry—yet high-pitched and cutting—with great stick response, clear note definition, and very positive crash characteristics. Designed to meet New York session player Pat Petrillo's request for a "special cymbal that has all the best qualities and capabilities of a tight, cutting ride and a punchy crash," the HH Sound Control Hi-Bell not only meets those specifications, but in doing so, offers an exciting new choice of voices for discerning drummers. For further information, contact Sabian Cymbals, Meducetic, New Brunswick, Canada EOH L0O, or call (506) 272-2019.

**LIBRA DRUMSTICKS**

Libra hickory drumsticks are now being distributed by CM Percussion Service Enterprise. The sticks are sealed to retard moisture absorption and to provide a slick cosmetic look and feel. The line was designed to keep the bead hard, as well as to prevent rimshot "shredding." Fourteen models are currently offered in order to present a selection of taper, weight, bead shape, density, and length. The sticks are manufactured in the U.S. For further information, contact CM Percussion Service Enterprise, Weinberg Arcade, Suite 17, E. Simmons St., Galesburg, IL 61401, or call (309) 342-9233.
I use Sabians because they are unequivocally the best product on the market.

Sabians have a unique combination of superb tonal quality and excellent durability.

I tour Sabians on the road with Triumph and use them in the studio. In my books, Sabians are the Pro's Choice.
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Paul DeLong
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Profiles in Percussion

Profiles in Percussion

Dennis Chambers

Born in Baltimore, Maryland, Dennis Chambers began his professional career in the studio of New York. His first major exposure was with George Clinton's various Parliament Funkadelic incursions, but he's also recorded with respected artists like Bernard Wright and Thomas Dolby.

However, it wasn't until he joined the group "Special EFX" that he was able to really display his serious jazz chops. This led to tours with David Sanborn and the drum chair in guitarist John Scofield's burning group. Dennis' ultra-funky grooves and explosive fills are the highlight of Scofield's "Blue Matter" album.

His favorite Hi Hats are Zildjian's special combination of a 13" K Top with a 13" Z Bottom. "They're incredible," says Dennis. "I'll never use any other Hi Hats... unless of course Zildjian comes out with something even better!!"
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For over a century the Gretsch signature has been the hallmark of wood drum craftsmanship.
The Gretsch dedication to the quality manufacture of 6-ply Handcrafted in U.S.A.

fine wood laminated shells is reflected in the unique sound of Gretsch wood drums.

Chosen by the world's finest percussionists for sensitivity, accuracy and resonance —

Gretsch remains at the music forefront with THAT GREAT GRETsch SOUND!

Gretsch
Ridgeland, SC 29936
(803) 726-8144
TELEX: 386628 (Gretsch) ENT UD